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PREFACE

It is probable that no technical subject has been so

neglected by writers of books in this country as horology.

In recent years, with the exception of the valuable works

of the late J. F. Britten and one or two others, practically

nothing has been done.

It has always appeared to me that there was room for

a good deal more literature on clockmaking, but appa-

rently those who know the subject well have not the time

or inclination to record their experience for the use of

others. Of course, it is a huge subject, and no single

individual can be expected to cover it all ; in fact, it

would take many experienced men many years to do it.

Again, it is very difficult to know where to start and

where to stop. In this volume I have endeavoured, as

far as possible, to cover ground which either has not

been trodden before or which, from my own experience,

I think requires more attention than it has hitherto

received. It is quite impossible to leave out everything

with which other writers have dealt, such as the con-

siderations relating to the shape of wheel teeth, but in

such cases I have endeavoured to emphasise the im-

portant points and add explanations which may make
it easier for the younger men of the trade to understand

the essentials.

I am conscious of the fact that my knowledge of the

subjects with which I have dealt is very incomplete. I

have used the words “ probably ” and “ about ” till I
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am tired, and I am sure my book is full of errors. If my
statements raise a storm of correspondence in the Horo-

logical Journal or elsewhere, I shall not consider that my
time has been entirely wasted. Nothing helps know-

ledge and progress so much as healthy discussion!

Throughout this volume I have assumed the reader

will own or have access to “The Watch and Clock-

maker’s Handbook, Dictionary and Guide,” also “ Old

Clocks and Watches and their Makers,” both by J. F.

Britten.

I have to acknowledge my indebtedness to several

owners of clocks who have supplied me with illustrations

and information concerning them.

I append my address in the hope that I may receive

some correspondence and corrections.

Whittlesford,

Cambridge.

G. F. C. GORDON.
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CLOCKMAKING
MATERIALS

The chief materials the clockmaker uses are steel and

brass, so a few notes on these and allied substances

should prove useful.

When iron ore is smelted on the large scale the product

obtained is pig-iron. This substance is really a mixture

and contains only about 92 per cent, of metallic iron.

It contains about per cent, of silicon and 3 per cent,

of carbon and other ingredients. It is a very cheap and

readily fusible metal, but so brittle that it cannot be

bent, nor can it be forged when hot. It is largely used

for cast iron parts of large turret clocks, but in domestic

clocks is usually confined to weights and pendulum bobs.

Wrought iron is produced from cast iron by burning

out what are usually termed the “ impurities ” in a

puddling furnace. The metal is at first quite liquid, but

as the process proceeds it becomes more viscous, and
finally a spongy mass of almost pure iron, with a good
deal of slag entrapped in it, is extracted from the furnace,

worked up under the steam hammer and passed on
to the rolling mill. A great deal of the slag is expelled,

but much remains in the form of ribbons or threads in

the finished metal which is put on the market. A
polished surface of wrought iron is frequently marred by
the presence of slag marks. The carbon content of
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wrought iron is about one-tenth of i per cent., and it

cannot be hardened by heating and quenching in water.

Mild steel is a substance prepared by a process similar

to that used for making wrought iron, but it is carried

out at a very much higher temperature so that it remains

liquid until it is poured into the ingot mould preparatory

to rolling. The result is that the metal contains no slag,

and in consequence is somewhat stronger.

Case Hardening.—If a piece of wrought iron or mild

steel is packed in charcoal, scrap leather or pieces of

horn, and heated for several hours to a good red heat, it

absorbs sufficient carbon to convert the surface into a

metal identical to tool steel. A piece so treated

(carburised) becomes glass-hard on the surface if heated

to a good red and quenched in water. Certain pre-

cautions are necessary to ensure good results, but they

are so eminently satisfactory that clock factories should

seriously consider the adoption of the process. Mild

steel is much more easily machined than tool steel and

the finished product has a really hard outside and soft

and tough interior. Undoubtedly clockmakers two

centuries ago used this process extensively for pinion

and pallet making. A glass-hard surface on wrought

iron or mild steel can be produced by heating it to a good

red heat, sprinkling it with powdered potassium ferro-

cyanide (yellow prussiate of potash) and reheating,

followed by immediate quenching in water. The case,

i.e.t the hard surface, is not deep enough to withstand

more than twenty years of wear if the ferrocyanide

process is used, but it affords a ready means of reharden-

ing an old pair of case-hardened pallets which have lost

their hard surface after long service. Mr. Harry Brearley

has written a small but useful book describing in detail
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the process ol case-hardening, pointing out the pre-

cautions necessary for getting good results.

Tool Steel.—Tool steel is essentially iron containing

about I per cent, of carbon, and has the property of

becoming intensely hard when heated to a red heat and

quenched in water. With the exception of files, most

articles made from tool steel are somewhat tempered,

i.e., partially resoftened after hardening, with a view to

removing some of the brittleness. Formerly the only

commercial process for producing tool steel consisted of

case-hardening wrought iron strips very deeply and

welding them together. The metal was anything but

uniform in composition, for not only was the carbon not

uniformly distributed, but the ribbons and threads of

slag in the original wrought iron still remained. The
clockmaker of a couple of centuries ago was therefore

faced with a serious difficulty regarding suitable steel for

pinions, springs, etc., and it is not to be wondered at

that, at that time, the mainspring was only used as a

source of driving power for the most costly movements
and not used for pull string chimes and the like. The
writer would not be surprised if further research led to

the discovery that 80 or 90 per cent, of the mainsprings

prepared a couple of centuries ago were rejected before

a suitable one was made. Even to-day, with every

facility for obtaining reliable material and extensive

technical knowledge, mainspring making is a difficult

task.

Crucible Cast Steel.—In the year 1740, Benjamin

Huntsman, a clockmaker of Doncaster, introduced a

process of extraordinary importance. He conceived

the idea that if he melted the unhomogeneous slag-

bearing tool steel in a crucible, the slag would float to
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the surface, and the carbon permeate uniformly through

the mass. He was so successful that he started the

process on a commercial scale in Sheffield, and so

revolutionised the process of tool steel making, that the

crucible process is to-day worked on an enormous scale

all over Europe and in America. Crucible steel is now
always used for pinions, springs, pallets, etc., as well as

for tools.

High-speed Steel.—The essential differences between is

the modern high-speed steel and ordinary carbon steel

due to the composition. Briefly, high-speed steel

usually contains about 25 per cent, of such metals as

chromium and tungsten. It requires a much higher

temperature to harden it than ordinary tool steel, but is

seldom tempered afterwards. As a rule very hard tools

cannot be made of it, so it is not suitable for turning

hardened pivots. It maintains its hardness for long

periods under heavy cuts at high speed, in the engine

lathe, but, so far as clockmakers’ tools are concerned, its

chief use is for taps and dies, where it exhibits a wonderful

resistance to wear.

Stainless Steel.—This material, which was discovered

in Sheffield, contains about 14 per cent, of the metal

chromium. It is made in various grades from very mild

steel up to hard steel, suitable for cutting tools and

pinions. The temperature for hardening is about 1 50° C.

higher than that necessary for hardening ordinary tool

steel, and it was largely owing to cutlers not appreciating

this fact which led to the early stainless knives getting

a reputation for bluntness.

Invar.—Certain steels containing about 25 per cent, of

nickel are remarkable from the fact that rods composed

of them undergo practically no change of length with
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varying temperature. A steel of this kind has been

placed on the market under the name Invar, and is used

for clock pendulums with satisfactory results. —

Brass .—Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc, the

relative proportions of each depending upon the purpose

for which it is required. The average composition is

copper, 65 per cent. ; zinc, 35 per cent. If a brass is

required which is easily rolled or shaped cold, a 70/30

mixture is used. Another mixture, 60/40, is much used

and is much stronger. Strange to say, a brass containing

60 per cent, of copper is much redder than one containing

70 per cent. Most of the light-coloured sheet brasses

and soft castings used by clockmakers are of the 70/30

composition.

The strength and usefulness of a brass can be increased

enormously by adding a certain amount of manganese,

in the form of a manganese-copper alloy, to the metal in

the crucible. The metal is rendered free from oxides by
this addition, and becomes as strong as mild steel while

remaining perfectly ductile. This manganese brass,

when cast, may not actually contain manganese, because

the latter generally accumulates in the scum on the

crucible, but its physical properties show that manganese
has been used to clean the metal. It is somewhat
difficult to cast, but it is an ideal metal for clock plates

and wheels ; far superior to common brass.

Quite recently a new brass has been discovered at the

Brentford Foundry, Middlesex. It consists of copper,

80 per cent. ; zinc, 15 per cent. ; and tin, 5 per cent., and
is known as “ Coronium.” It is stronger than steel and
very easily filed and machined. If it is found to wear
well and not cut the pallets, pinions and pivots, it should

prove an ideal material for clockmaking.
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Bronzes are usually defined as alloys of copper and
tin. As the latter metal is very expensive there is no

point in using bronze in preference to manganese brass

which is cheaper, stronger, and easily worked. - The so-

called manganese bronze is usually just manganese brass

without any tin. The late Lord Grimthorpe suggested

an alloy known by the trade name of “ aluminium

bronze ” for clock work. It consists of copper, 90 per

cent.
; aluminium, 10 per cent., so is not a true bronze.

It is inferior in every respect to manganese brass for

almost every purpose.

For such things as wheel collets a very soft brass such

as 70/30 is required, whereas for wheels something much
stronger is obviously desirable, or bent teeth will result,

unless the wheels are made very thick and heavy.

For reproducing intricate ornamental work, gilding

metal, consisting of copper, 82-25 per cent. ;
zinc,

17*5 per cent. ; and tin, 0*25 per cent., is very useful.

If the mould is made of graphite, extraordinary fine

castings can be produced. The objection to it is that

the polished metal is very dark in colour so that the

ornaments require gilding or plating with brass before

they are of a pleasing colour.

Brass becomes much harder when subjected to

hammering, rolling or wire drawing when cold. If heated

to about a red heat and then rapidly cooled, this hardness

disappears. Pivot holes are much improved by burnish-

ing them with a perfectly smooth taper broach, which

hardens the surface of the metal, at the same time

making the hole very smooth. The broach must be well

lubricated and advanced slowly, otherwise the metal may
stick to it and tear.

It is difficult to say when rolled brass became a com-
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mercial product. We know that rolling mills, worked

by water power, horses and man power, were in existence

in the reign of George II., but whether any of them were

used for finishing metal for clock dials, etc., appears

doubtful. The absence of heavy engine lathes must

have rendered rolling mill building very difficult, and •

probably the early mills were used for iron and silver

only. It does not follow that even when rolled brass

became plentiful many clockmakers used it. Even to

this day we find some makers using thin brass castings

for wheel blanks in preference to stampings from rolled

plate.

Bell-metal is a hard, brittle alloy of copper with about

20 per cent, of tin. The composition varies, however,

and must be adjusted according to the size and rate of

cooling of the bell. Slow cooling tends to make the

metal harder owing to the formation of crystals of very

hard material.

Soft solder is an alloy of tin and lead, the composition

varying according to the purpose for which it is used,

from two parts tin to one of lead in fine solder, to two
parts lead to one of tin in the solder used by plumbers

for wiped joints.

Hard solder is an alloy of copper and zinc. When used

for uniting brass the usual proportions are equal quanti-

ties of each metal. For metals of higher melting point,

however, a solder containing more copper is better as it

is stronger. The chief objection to brazing is the high

temperature required, but this is got over by the addition

of a good deal of silver to the brass. Silver solders vary

from two parts silver to one of brass, to five parts silver

to one of brass. The lower melting point of silver

solders makes them easier to use.
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The flux used for soft solders is usually chloride of

zinc, rosin or oleic acid. The first named is the easiest

to use, but is inclined to cause rusting afterwards unless

the metal is thoroughlywashed, preferablywith ammonia.

For brazing and silver soldering, borax is used as a

flux. This is made into a clean paste on a piece of clean

glass or slate with a little water and applied to the work.

If dirty, trouble will ensue.

Lacquers.—These are usually composed of shellac or

other gums or resins dissolved in alcohol or other suitable

solvent. Methylated spirit is unsatisfactory for the

purpose. Instrument makers prefer lacquers of a deep

orange colour by which means yellow brass, red brass and

gun metal parts can be brought to a uniform colour. On
the other hand, it is generally admitted to-day that a

clear colourless lacquer which does not conceal the

natural colour of brass is infinitely preferable. In fact,

many people are reluctant to have dials, etc., lacquered,

lest they should come back hideous. The method of

applying lacquer is more or less as follows. The pieces

are carefully cleaned and all traces of grease are removed.

They are then heated on a thick iron plate over a bunsen

flame, or in an oven, till distinctly warm, but not too

hot to touch. The lacquer is placed in a small pot over

the mouth of which wire is stretched. A flat camel-hair

brush is dipped in the liquid and then wiped against the

wire, which removes the excess and returns it to the pot.

The surface of the metal then receives a very thin

coating, care being taken that it is entirely covered.

Time is allowed for the solvent to evaporate and the

piece is again heated and treated. Some men return

the dial to the oven after the second coat, with a view to

producing a very bright surface. The whole operation
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requires a good deal of experience, and it is better handed

over to a specialist, with instructions as to colour.

Within recent years lacquers consisting of celluloid

dissolved in amyl acetate have been introduced. They

are extremely durable and can be obtained colourless.

For hands, etc., some men use blue lacquers, but they

are a poor substitute for colouring by heat alone. The
pieces are polished and care must be taken that they are

not touched with the fingers before heating. They are

then laid in a bed of clean sand or filings spread on a

metal plate. Heat is then applied from below and the

surface is watched. At first a light straw colour appears

;

this gradually deepens and changes from a brown to a

purple and then to a blue. As soon as the blue appears,

the hands should be removed from the hot plate, and

receive a smear of oil. If allowed to get any hotter the

blue changes to a dirty grey, in which case the hand
must be repolished and the work done over again.

The silvering on dials is carried out by a chemical

process. The clean surfaces are wiped over with a paste

consisting of chloride of silver, salt and cream of tartar

in water. They are then washed, dried, and receive a
thin coat of colourless lacquer. Such a surface, if not

rubbed with a cloth, will remain a good white colour for

forty years in a favourable atmosphere.
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The tool equipment of the average clockmaker or

repairer generally leaves much to be desired. A first-

class man can certainly do splendid work with a some-

what crude equipment, but there is no doubt that with

a really good selection he can do better work, and what
is perhaps even more important, he can turn out very

much more work in the day, and, therefore, make more

money. As regards files, drills, cutting and burnish-

ing broaches, the stocks should be large, so that the

right tool is always at hand. Originally such tools were

made by the workmen themselves, but it is now much
more economical to purchase them. Before the days of

a plentiful supply of tool-steel, files were frequently

produced by case-hardening wrought iron, after cutting.

The flat drill has had a long life on account of the ease

with which it is made, but the straight fluted drill

produces a better hole. It necessitates, however, very

careful use, since once it has entered a hole, it is incap-

able of movement to one side or the other without risk

of fracture. Twist drills, i.e., drills with spiral flutes, are

unsatisfactory for clock work. They are too greedy

when used on brass, and too soft for drilling tempered

steel. For the latter purpose the drill must be nearly as

hard as possible and thin at the point. It must be kept

very sharp, and considerable pressure must be exerted

to ensure that it cuts continuously. The speed of

rotation should be very, very slow, otherwise the surface

to be cut will become glazed or burnished. A hole which
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has once become burnished by a drill which has ceased

to cut' involves a good deal of trouble before it can be

made deeper.

As regards screwing tackle, the old screw plates and

taps were anything but good. Male screws produced by

plates of the old type are usually very variable in pitch,

the thread being produced by a combination of great

surface pressure, a good deal of rubbing and very little

cutting. It will be found that the pitch of a screw

formed on a piece of soft wire is very different from one

on a piece of harder material. The tool itself suffers, and

after a little time good deep threads are impossible to pro-

duce. To-day, however, very high-class dies are procur-

able which are designed to cut and are really well made
;

the same applies to taps. It is very false economy to

purchase anything but the very best. The novice is

warned against using screwing tackle upon silver steel,

which, even in the soft state, is distinctly detrimental

owing to its hardness. Formerly a great variety of

screw sizes and pitches were in everyday use, with the

result that repairers in one district could seldom obtain

screws to fit clocks made in other districts. The British

Association screw was designed to obviate this muddle,

and now standard B.A. screws, nuts, taps and dies can

be procured in every large town. By adopting a few

sizes of B.A. screws such as, for example, No. 3 and
No. 10, the clockmaker can usually replace a broken or

lost screw with the minimum of trouble.

The clockmaker’s throw is almost a necessity for many
repairs, but all the writer has seen have been rather

lacking in certain directions. The general usefulness of

the throw could be considerably increased if it were
fitted with suitable accessories for drilling arbors and
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“ Jacot ” blocks for polishing pivots. Another objection

to the ordinary throw is that it is so low in the centres

that it will not take a long-case pallet staff with its

crutch. The writer altered the heads of his throw as

shown in Plate I. It will be observed that the runners

can be raised for a pallet staff and an additional hole

through the movable head is useful for attaching a

cone-plate or Jacot block. The throw possesses certain

advantages and is cheap. Being driven by a hand wheel,

speed regulation is easily obtainable, and, as neither of

the centres rotate, great Accuracy of construction is

unnecessary. But however useful the throw may be for

many purposes, it is inferior for general work compared

with a suitable lathe. Modern lathes are provided with

a hole through the headstock and split drawn-in chucks,

and as these chucks are glass-hard and dead true, they

are of immense convenience for both turning and drilling

operations. No one with much experience of a good

clock lathe would be without it. The time saved by

its use is enormous.

It is a curious thing how few men calling themselves

clock repairers possess a depthing tool. Such a tool is,

of course, absolutely essential to a maker, but in good

repair shops it is also almost in daily use. However
skilful a man may be he can always do better work in

less time with a depthing tool than without one. It is a

good thing to have two. The io cm. size is large enough

for long-case chime clock work, but a smaller one is

desirable for bracket clock fly pinions and French clock

repairs. No tool, however, requires more careful

handling than the one under consideration. It should

be calipered carefully from time to time to see whether

its accuracy is being maintained. If one pair of runners
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gets slightly out of parallel, the pinion head and

wheel which are being depthed should be placed near

the accurate end, and the same end, of course, should be

used for scribing. It seems a pity that makers of these

beautiful tools do not supply with them solid lantern

runners as shown in Plate I., to enable pallets and escape

wheels to be placed between the centres without removing

or bending the crutch.

Few makers or repairers do their own wheel cutting,

but a short description of the process may be interesting

to those who have not the opportunity of witnessing the

operation. In the very early clocks the teeth were all

cut by hand, the wheels being of wrought iron or cast

brass. Plate II. shows a machine constructed about 200

years ago. At the right hand end will be seen a vertical

spindle which, down below, carries a large cast brass

plate 18 inches in diameter, which is marked off with a

series of concentric circles. Each circle is accurately

divided according to the number of teeth it is desired to

cut. An index arm and pointer can be swung over any
particular circle, and the pointer is raised at intervals

and the plate moved round till the next hole is ready to

receive it. The top of the spindle carrying the dividing

plate is bored out, and into it a number of tables, with

screwed studs in the centre, can be placed for holding

the wheel-blank to be cut. At the left-hand end of the

machine is a pivoted frame which supports the cutter

spindle. The cutter in this case describes an arc of a

circle instead of moving in a straight line, so several

wheels of exactly the same diameter cannot be cut at

the same time. Some idea of the age of this marking

may be gathered from the fact that no provision exists for

cutting wheels with either sixty-three or sixty-four teeth.
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Plate III. shows another type of machine much used

in this country at the present time. The cutter spindle is

guided by a slide, so a pile of exactly similar wheels can

be cut at the same time. The great defect of this type

of machine is that the arbors, upon which the wheels

are held for cutting, seldom run true, '.with the

natural result that the hole is not in the centre of the

wheel. The waste of time in chucking the wheels and

trueing the holes is enormous, and the day has certainly

come when there is no excuse for eccentric holes in

wheels. If the wheel cutter would only have his machine

fitted with perfectly true draw-in chucks, and use

perfectly true hardened and ground arbors, the clock

finisher would get through more work in the day. The
writer has adopted this plan and finds it a great relief to

have every hole strictly concentric when the wheel

comes from the machine. The Americans sometimes

go even further
;
they mount the wheel-blanks on the

pinions, grip these in draw-in chucks and then cut the

teeth. Whatever system is adopted, however, it is of

the utmost importance that the rim of the wheel should

be really well supported, so that the cutting may be clean

and free from chatter.

In the earlier machines the cutter took the form either

of a simple circular saw or of a single pointed cutter

which cut a straight slot. The teeth were subsequently

rounded up by hand. This practice survived so long

that even to-day elderly men may be found who can

exhibit wonderful manual skill in rounding up wheel

teeth. Their skill in this respect, however, is still useful

in certain repair work, though to-day it is not required

in manufacturing. The single pointed cutter has now
been almost entirely superseded by a multiple pointed one.
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of the milling cutter type. Not only do these cut far more

rapidly, but they are so shaped that they round up the

teeth at the same time. Assuming that the machine has

been set for cutting the correct size and that everything is

ready, the time required to cut a sixty-four tooth wheel is

about ten minutes. One direction inwhich our forefathers

went wrong was in not having a sturdy little flywheel

attached to their cutter arbors. The increased rapidity

of cutting if a flywheel is fitted is surprising. The single-

point cutter is still useful in certain cases where wheels

with some special form of teeth are required, as in some

repair jobs. A piece of steel is turned up in the lathe, so

that its point exactly fits a tooth space. Half is then

filed away and the piece polished, hardened and tem-

pered. By making the tool in this way in the lathe

there is no question of the two sides being in any way
dissimilar, a thing which is very liable to happen if the

cutter is shaped by hand. For general work, however,

it will be found that a cutter about if-inch diameter,

with seven cutting points and a |-inch hole in the centre

is as good as anything, and superior to some other types

which are smaller and have a very great number of

cutting points, which are liable to clog.

In clock factories now automatic wheel-cutting

machines are chiefly used. These require very little

attention, and, beyond placing new blanks on the arbor

and removing the finished work, the girl in charge has

practically nothing to do.

When wheels with narrow rims and very small holes

in the centre are being made for the American type of

clock, the spaces between the arms are accurately

stamped out. Twenty or so of such blanks are then

threaded on to a special chuck, formed like four fingers.
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which pass between the arms, and the chuck is then

expanded. The screw which expands the chuck also

crowds the blanks together and holds them firmly

between two collars. Such a chuck is very rigid and
tends to keep down chatter.

Within the last few years, wheels good enough for the

American type of clock have been stamped out, complete

with all their teeth, from sheet brass. The dies for the

purpose are, of course, expensive, but by no means

prohibitive in cost. The work produced is said to be

quite good enough for the 55. type of watch.

For involute teeth used by engineers some very

ingenious methods of cutting mathematically perfect

curves have been developed in modern hobbing, gear-

planing and gear-shaping machines, but the principles

have not been applied to clock wheel production. The

methods used for producing pinions are dealt with on

P- 4 1 -

A machine which is sometimes met with is known as

the “ rounding-up ” tool. It is really a simplified wheel-

cutting machine in which the dividing plate is absent,

and the wheel to be operated upon is at all times free to

rotate. In place of the usual milling cutter, one of a

special form is provided. Half the circumference is

formed like a milling cutter with a great number of

cutting points. The other half is something like the

blade of a propeller. Its action is as follows : after

the cutting half has deepened the space between one

pair of teeth, the other half engages with the next

tooth space, and, during its half revolution, moves the

wheel round so that the cutting half enters a second

tooth space and so on. In a few seconds every tooth

space right round the wheel is slightly deepened. This
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tool is frequently used for slightly easing depths in

common clocks, when the pivot holes are pitched too

close, but the work produced by it, which the writer has

examined and heard of, were far from satisfactory;

in fact, quite good wheels appear to have been ruined.

It may, however, be satisfactory for watch work where

a ten-thousandth of an inch makes all the difference

between a tight and a free depth.

A device known as the Ingold Fraise is sometimes

used by watchmakers. Briefly, it consists of a cutter

like a pinion, but with all the rounded portion of the

leaves turned off. This, and the wheel which it is

desired to reduce in size, are placed in the equivalent of

a depthing tool. When they are in gear, the two are

rotated by means of a bow and gradually brought

nearer together. So far as the writer is aware this

principle has never been applied to clock work, and it

appears extremely doubtful whether the results would

be satisfactory.

With regard to tools of all sorts the present-day work-

man is more fortunate than his predecessors, as steel is

more easily procurable, and file making, etc., have been

very highly developed by specialists. On the other

hand, the clockmaker still finds it necessary to make a

good many tools and accessories himself, such as stakes,

punches for mounting wheels and other purposes, and

tools for forming oil sinks. For watch work such tools

are readily obtainable, but the clockmaker is expected to

make his own.

A tool which is very much required is a small vertical

drilling machine. It should have two spindles, one for

drilling holes from, say, £-inch to §-inch diameter, and.

another very, very light spindle for use with very small
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drills. If some enterprising firm would put a really good

clockmaker’s drilling machine, capable of rapid and

accurate work, on the market at a reasonable price, it

would be enthusiastically received by the more pro-

gressive members of the trade, not to mention instrument

makers in addition.

As regards measuring instruments, many men still

stick to the douzieme gauge, and it possesses the advan-

tage of lightness, but there is no doubt that the ordinary

micrometer is preferable partly on account of the ease

with which accurate measurements are made, and

partly because it is graduated in thousandths or ten-

thousandths of an inch, or in equally small fractions of

the centimetre. The beam compass, or sliding gauge as

it is alternatively called, is of very great use to the

clockmaker, not only for measuring the sizes of wheels

and other parts accurately, but also for describing

circles of definite radius. The writer uses one graduated

both in inches and centimetres, but prefers the latter

scale for most purposes. Stubb’s wire gauges and sheet

metal gauges are extremely useful. It is, however,

much to be regretted that, when the Imperial Standard

metal gauges were designed, the committee did not follow

Sir Joseph Whitworth’s suggestion and make the various

numbers correspond with decimal fractions of an inch.

As matters stand, it is frequently necessary to refer to

tables.

It is difficult to speculate as to what changes will take

place in the methods of manufacture of high-class clocks

in the future. It all depends upon whether capital is

forthcoming. Judging, however, by the methods adopted

in sewing machine and motor engine factories, it appears

that an enormous saving in labour might be accom-
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plished if grinding machinery were installed by those

who prepare the raw material for sale. For instance, in

the factories mentioned, flat surfaces are trued up from

the rough and polished in a remarkably short time by
grinding; steel parts being simply held on magnetic

tables, while the grinding is performed by the open end

of a cup-shaped emery wheel. The table moves auto-

matically to and fro under the cup wheel. Frame

plates, racks, lifters, etc., could be faced and polished in

such a machine for a few pence per set. Pinion arbors,

etc., can be ground true and polished from the rough in

a few minutes in a suitable grinding machine. Possibly

the grinding machine will be used for finishing accurate

pinions, just as it is used for producing screw threads of

extraordinary accuracy. During the war many very,

very accurate glass-hard screwed plugs were made for

gauging purposes simply by grinding, the wheel being

trued up at intervals and kept to form by a special

attachment on the machine.

Perhaps before long it will be possible to purchase

collets, pillars, hour and minute tubes, and sundries of

that sort, produced in turret lathes, at a very low price

just as one can purchase screws. It has been said that

finished brass screws can be purchased for the same
price as brass rod, the expenses and profit being made
out of the turnings.
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A full discussion of the theory and practice relating

to wheels and pinions would not only occupy much
space, but involve a good deal of mathematics. The
mathematical theory, moreover, cannot be very strictly

adhered to for practical reasons. However, an attempt

will be made to explain principles with which every

clockmaker should be familiar.

If wheels and pinions were without teeth and merely

consisted of two very slightly roughened rollers, the

former could drive the latter provided they were pressed

together. The relative speed of the wheel and pinion

would then depend on their diameters. Thus, if the

wheel were six times the diameter of the pinion the

pinion would turn six times as fast as the wheel.

Teeth are, however, necessary, and they must be so

shaped that the toothed wheel and leafed pinion gear

together as smoothly as a perfectly plain wheel and

pinion.

Consider the case of the wheel and pinion shown in

Fig. I. This figure also shows two dotted circles repre-

senting a toothless wheel and leafless pinion. These

circles are known as the “ pitch circles ” or “ primitive

circles ” of the wheel and pinion. The teeth and leaves

must be so shaped that from the instant a tooth starts

pressing on a leaf until it finally separates from it, the

motion of the pinion will be absolutely uniform,* i.e., as

* At first sight it would appear that uniformity of motion is an entirely

unnecessary refinement| since every wheel in the going train moves inter-
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uniform as if the larger pitch circle was driving the

smaller one. Not only must this portion of the action

be smooth and uniform,
,
but the next succeeding tooth

of the wheel must get into such a position that it is

ready to press upon the next leaf of the pinion and

not drop on to it. If drop does occur, either the pinion

is too small, or the wheel and pinion too deeply in mesh,

or both.

mittently, on account of the escapement. It is, however, absolutely necessary
that every wheel in the clock should be capable of transmitting uniform
motion to its pinion, otherwise it cannot transmit uniform power. Even a
slight variation in the power transmitted through a single depth is bad, and
if it occurs in several aepths, in the same train, the clock is sure to stop.
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There are two systems of shaping wheel-teeth and
pinion-leaves, viz., the involute system and the cycloidal

system. The former system is now used universally by
engineers, and for their purpose possesses many advan-

tages, not the least of which is the mathematical accuracy

with which it is easily carried out. For clockwork,

however, the cycloidal tooth possesses many advantages,

though in some respects it is not ideal ; but from the

practical point of view it is quite satisfactory.

The reader who is anxious to acquire a good working

knowledge of wheels and pinions should obtain a

miscellaneous collection of wheels and pinions, good and

bad, ancient and modern, and verify many of the

statements which follow by observing the result obtained

if various combinations are tested in the depthing tool

and examined carefully with a glass. A few hours so

spent will impress the essentials thoroughly upon his

mind. The examination of a depth, i.e., the action of a

wheel and pinion shows that when the wheel drives the

pinion the “ active ” part of the wheel tooth is the

curved portion outside the pitch circle. This curved

part, the addendum, acts on the flank of the pinion leaf

inside the pitch circle. On the other hand, if the pinion

drives the wheel (as in the motion work), the addendum
of the pinion is the part of the leaf which does the work,

and the flank of the wheel tooth inside the pitch circle

which is acted upon. Hence we see that the shape of

the tips of the wheel teeth and the flanks of the pinion

leaves usually call for most attention and care in shaping.

Though these statements are absolutely true with high-

numbered pinions (eleven leaves or more), they are only

partially true with low-numbered pinions.

If a circle rolls along a straight line a point on the
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circumference of the circle will describe a curve known

as a cycloid. If the rolling circle rolls upon a fixed

circle then a point on the former will describe a curve

known as an epicycloid. On the other hand,c if the

rolling circle rolls round the inside of a fixed circle, the

curve traced is a hypocycloid. A particular case exists

when the rolling circle is half the diameter of the fixed

circle for then the hypocycloid becomes simply a straight

line.

Now it can be shown mathematically that if the active

part of the tooth of the wheel or pinion which is doing

the driving is in the form of an epicycloid, and the active

part of the wheel or pinion which is driven is a hypo-

cycloid, both produced by the same size of rolling circle,

then the motion of the wheel and pinion is as smooth

and uniform as if two rollers represented by the pitch

circles were transmitting the motion. Since it is con-

venient to make the pinion leaves with flat radial

flanks, i.e. t with the hypocycloid taking the form of a

straight line, it follows that the generating circle (rolling

circle) for the wheel teeth must be half the diameter

of the pitch circle of the pinion. Now the pitch circle

of a ten-leaf pinion is larger than the pitch circle of a

seven-leaf pinion, so, strictly speaking, a wheel with a

given shape of tooth cannot be used for both high- and

low-numbered pinions. Practically, however, there is

no difference worth talking about and most practical

men use the same cutter for cutting high-numbered

wheels (say 100 teeth) and low-numbered wheels (say

thirty teeth), and use with them high or low-numbered

pinions. As a matter of fact, a portion of a circle is

frequently used instead of an epicycloid for the acting

portion of wheel teeth, the radius of the circle being
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somewhat increased when the pinion numbers are high.

The error introduced by so doing is negligible even

in high-class work. It should be noticed that the

mathematical theory of epicycloids and hypocycloids

is strictly accurate for high-numbered gears used by
engineers, but is not strictly correct in the case of clock-

work owing to the relatively few leaves formed on the

pinions.

We have seen that the most useful part of the driven,

whether pinion or wheel, is the portion of the leaf or

tooth inside the pitch circle, and that the addendum (the

portion outside the pitch circle) of the driven need not

be there. That is so up to a certain point. If the wheel

and pinion cutting were absolutely perfect and the pivot

holes and depthing were perfect too, the driven wheel or

driven pinion need not have an addendum, but such

perfection seldom exists in a brand new movement, and

never in a clock subjected to a few years of wear. The
sharp corner on the pinion leaf would cut rapidly into

the wheel teeth, especially with low-numbered pinions.

To minimise the tendency for this to happen an addendum
of some sort is necessary. Continental makers usually

give their driven pinions a semi-circular addendum.

This shape has two advantages : the cutter is easy to

make and the pitch diameter is easily ascertained by

subtracting the thickness of the leaf (i.e., twice the

height of the addendum) from the full diameter of the

pinion. In this country pinion makers adopt an adden-

dum for their driven pinions very similar in shape to

the epicycloidal addendum necessary for pinions which

are required to drive wheels. Frequently the pinion

addendum is a compromise between the two.

It is desirable in all depths that most of the action
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should take place after the teeth and leaves have

passed the line of centres, i.e., the line joining the pivot

holes. This is done because the friction is infinitely less

after the line of centres than before it. The reason for

this is difficult to put into words, but a simple experiment

will illustrate a somewhat similar state of affairs. Hold

a walking stick say 15 degrees out of the vertical;

first try pushing it, point foremost, along the floor,

and then pulling it in the opposite direction. In the

first case we have what horologists term “engaging

friction” and in the second case friction comparable

with that found after the line of centres, i.e., “ receding

friction.”

By examining a number of depths with pinions of

various leaf numbers we find that, in order to get all the

action after the line of centres, it is necessary that the

pinion should have at least ten leaves. Pinions with

ten or more leaves require very high-class work or

trouble will ensue. For ordinary work, therefore, the

eight-leaf pinion is better, since we not only must

consider ease of manufacture, but also the possibility of

the movement being neglected afterwards as regards

oiling and repairs. In the case of the eight-leaf pinion

the action starts really so near the line of centres that

the engaging friction is hardly noticeable. The action

in the case of the seven-leaf pinion starts so far before

the line of centres that it is unsuitable for the centre-

pinion of an eight-day clock, and possibly it will be

eliminated from the rest of the going train before long.

Few makers now use pinions of six leaves except for

motion work and repair work. The action is so much
before the line of centres that however well the depthing

is done great driving power is necessary, as shown by the
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average old thirty-hour clock which has been carefully

overhauled.

. The lantern pinion is much despised in this country,

and it will be a long time before its merits are sufficiently

recognised to make its manufacture general. It can

be made,very cheaply by relatively unskilled labour,

provided a good machine is installed, and a cheap

lantern pinion runs with far less friction than a cheap

leafed pinion. The examination of a lantern pinion

depth shows that it possesses another valuable property,

viz., that with even a low-numbered pinion such as a six,

practically the whole of the action is after the line of

centres, and therefore almost free from engaging friction.

This peculiar property makes it an ideal pinion for lever

or short pendulum clocks which require a comparatively

rapid rotation of the escape wheel, without adding very

greatly to the number of teeth in the wheels of the train.

But, just as in the case of a driven pinion all the action

is after the line of centres, so in the case of a pinion used

to drive a wheel all the action is before the line of centres.

Hence it should not be used in the motion work. In

fact, it is more suitable for a lever escapement clock than

for a pendulum clock with a great deal of recoil in the

escapement. Probably no greater tribute could be paid

to the lantern pinion than to point out that the Ingersoll

Company use it for watches, and that the Ansonia

Company, after using leafed pinions, within recent years

for some of their smaller time pieces, have replaced

them by lanterns fitted with hardened and tempered

rounds.

One might suspect that the lantern pinion would wear

the wheel teeth somewhat more rapidly than a leafed

pinion working under similar conditions, such as force
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transmitted and hardness of brass, but this remains to

be proved.

A few hints on the examination of wheels and pinions

will help the reader to master the practical points in

connection with depth.

(1) If the pinion is too large a butting action takes

place, the friction is excessive and the clock will stop.

If there is room to increase the depth, a pinion slightly

too large does no harn
,
but if the wheel teeth or pinion

leaves are rather thick, it will not be possible to get the

depth deep enough to prevent butting of the on-coming

tooth and leaf.

(2) If the pinion is too small it is not moved far enough

by the outgoing tooth of the wheel, and the next tooth

drops on to its pinion leaf. Wear is considerable and

much power is lost. Shallow depthing helps a little, and

the pitch diameter of a pinion can be slightly increased

by reducing the thickness of the leaves. This is allowable

in repair work, but not in new work.

(3) If the depth is too deep the outgoing tooth con-

tinues its action too long, possibly with its actual point,

which is bad. It results in the succeeding tooth dropping

on to its pinion leaf with a loss of power.

(4) When the depth is too shallow the action starts too

soon before the line of centres
;
butting occurs, the point

of the outgoing tooth rubs against its leaf and the clock

is very liable to stop.

(5) If the wheel tooth is too pointed the depth will

have to be too shallow and the characteristics of shallow

depths occur.

(6) If the wheel tooth is too much rounded, the wheel

and pinion must be very deep in mesh or the outgoing

pinion leaf will not be moved far enough to prevent
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butting taking place before the line of centres. Deep
depthing prevents butting but causes a want of uni-

formity in the whole action.

(7) When the leaves are too thick the action starts too

soon before the line of centres unless the pinion is too

small, in which case all the defects of a pinion too small

appear.

(8) If the wheel teeth are too thick it is impossible to

get the depth deep enough. If the teeth are too thin

the addendum cannot be formed properly and the whole

action will be irregular and bad.

Needless to say, at all points of the action, from start

to finish, there should be enough clearance between the

wheel teeth and the pinion leaves to ensure sufficient

freedom to permit slight back-lash.

Special attention should always be paid to the final

action of the outgoing tooth, to see that its point is not

used, and that the oncoming tooth takes up its job

without drop, and no sooner before the line of centres

than is necessitated by the number of leaves in the

pinion. If, for any reason, a pinion of the right size

cannot be procured, one which is driven should be

slightly under size rather than over size. The reverse

applies to pinions which drive the hour wheels, when one

the correct size cannot be procured, and the wheel teeth

are thin enough to permit deep depthing.

There is really no excuse for poor or wrongly sized

pinions in high-class clocks.

With a view to making the above perfectly clear to the

reader, diagrams have been prepared to illustrate some of

the points mentioned. We have already seen that the

theory of cycloidal teeth is not absolutely accurate when
applied to pinions with very few leaves. By referring
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to Figs. 1 and 2 it will be seen that with a twelve-

leaf pinion the action of the oncoming tooth starts

when the active face of the leaf of the pinion is on the

line of centres, but in the case of pinions with fewer

leaves the action starts before the line of centres. A

Fio. 2 .—Twelve-leaf Pinion.

careful examination of Fig. 1 shows that the action of

the oncoming tooth is starting when the active face of

the pinion is about half the thickness of the leaf behind

the line of centres. It can also be seen that if the

addenda of the teeth are slightly lengthened, or if the

depth is made a little deeper, the outgoing tooth will
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propel its leaf a little farther and the action of the

oncoming tooth will start nearer the line of centres.

This would reduce the engaging friction and a smaller

weight would suffice to drive the clock ; but other con-

siderations enter into the question. If the action of the

outgoing tooth is unduly prolonged, its point will come
into action. Even if this does not actually occur, the

leaf may yet be propelled so far that its radial flank

makes a considerable angle with the line of centres, and

this is objectionable since it causes the pinion to be

thrust away from the wheel with considerable force, and

not only are pivot friction and wear considerable, but

the pinion leaf and wheel tooth will wear rapidly.

It will also be found that the outgoing tooth slides

rapidly across the face of the pinion leaf and the motion

will become irregular. While some horologists prefer

the action of the oncoming leaf with an eight-leaf pinion

to start on the line of centres, others prefer that it should

start when two-thirds of the thickness of the leaf has

passed the line of centres. If we examine Fig. 3, which

represents a six-leaf pinion, we see that the action starts

considerably before the line of centres, and hence the

engaging friction is very considerable. In this case also,

the action may be made to commence later by increasing

the length of the teeth or increasing the depth. With a

six-leaf pinion, however, no manipulation can bring the

action up to the line of centres because the tooth

oncoming would rub the back of the leaf above it,

even though extra clearance between the leaves were

provided. The six-leaf pinion is always associated with

a recoil escapement, and this is another factor to be

considered. If the action starts very near the line of

centres, the flank of the outgoing leaf makes an angle of
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about 60 degrees with the line of centres, and this would

suffice absolutely to prevent recoil and the escapement

would work so stiffly that the clock would stop. The
seven-leaf pinion has properties intermediate between

the six and eight-leaf pinion, and does not require illus-

tration. It is, of course, superior to the six and inferior

to the eight, and there appears to be no justification for

retaining it in new work except, perhaps, in some clocks

with very short pendulums.

We have already noted that with the twelve-leaf

pinion, the whole of the action is after the line of centres,

and hence the friction is very small. It possesses two

other advantages. The outgoing leaf is propelled such

a short distance that there is very little sliding of the face

of the tooth over the leaf, and consequently wear is

exceedingly small. It will also be observed from the

diagram (Fig. 2) that only a small portion of the adden-
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dum, just above the pitch line, is used, and hence there

is little force tending to thrust the pinion away from the

wheel, so that finer pivots can safely be used and the

pivot-hole wear is exceedingly small. As already noted,

the twelve-leaf pinion is far more costly and involves

very accurate workmanship.

Fig. 4.—Pinion too large.

The diagrams representing defective depths are worthy

of careful examination. Referring to Fig. 4, in which

the pinion is too large, it will be seen that a pinion too

large is equivalent to a wheel too small and consequently

with the teeth too close together. The result is that the

oncoming tooth butts into the end of its pinion leaf, and

further motion is impossible. If there is sufficient

clearance between the leaf spaces and tooth spaces a

better action will be obtained by pitching deeply, in
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which case the outgoing tooth will propel its leaf farther

and the oncoming leaf will tend to get out of the way of

the oncoming tooth. .
The action will in any case start

too soon before the line of centres and be bad. A pinion

too large should always be reduced or replaced.

In the case of a pinion too small (Fig. 5) we have the

equivalent of a wheel too large, and hence one with the

teeth too far apart. The result is that the oncoming

tooth, instead of being ready to commence action, is

lagging behind. The outgoing tooth will then continue

its action, perhaps even with its point, before the oncom-
ing tooth reaches the leaf. If the pinion is very small

the last portion of the action of the outgoing tooth may
best be described by saying it slips suddenly across the

end of the leaf, and the oncoming tooth may fall with a

click on to its leaf.

Provided the pinion is only slightly small no harm is
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done, but if it is much under size wear will be consider-

able, power will be lost, and the train will be noisy. On
the other hand, it has been the practice of clock and

watchmakers for a very long time to make their pinions

a shade small, in order to obviate trouble which would

otherwise ensue owing to inaccuracies in pinion making,

wheel cutting and mounting.

A pinion too small is one of too small a pitch diameter,

and, therefore, with too short a radial flank. Inspection

of Fig. 6 shows that by removing some metal from the

radial flank it is possible to make it longer and, in certain

cases, to increase the pitch diameter to the required

extent. This improves the action a good deal, but is

only resorted to when a pinion maker is asked to rectify

worn pinions which the owner does not wish to have

replaced by new ones of the correct size.
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In the case of the pinion too deep (Fig. 7) the action

of the outgoing tooth is unduly prolonged, which, as we
have seen in connection with Fig. 5, is objectionable. A
pinion slightly too deep, providing the backs of the teeth

do not rub against the backs of the leaves, i$ less harmful

Fig. 7.—Pinion too Deep.

than a pinion too shallow. In the case of a pinion too

shallow, as seen in Fig. 8, it will be observed that the

outgoing tooth cannot propel its leaf far enough, and, in

consequence, either the oncoming tooth engages with its

leaf some distance before the line of centres, or, (even if

the depth is very shallow,) the oncoming tooth will simply

butt into the end of the leaf and the clock will stop.
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Fig. 9, illustrating a badly-worn pinion, must be

regarded as purely diagrammatic, since the actual

amount of wear which generally takes place at every

point on the acting face of a pinion has never actually

been determined, so far as the author is aware, although

it could easily be ascertained if necessary. It shows
quite clearly that after a certain amount of wear has

taken place, the oncoming tooth will butt against the

oncoming leaf, and the clock will stop.

Before leaving the subject of the size of pinions it may
be well to remind the reader that the size of a pinion
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depends on the diameter of the pitch circle, and that a

pinion with an epicycloidal addendum has a smaller

pitch circle than one of the same full diameter (over the

tips of the leaves) with circular roundings so much
favoured by the French.

There is much room for the standardisation of wheels

and pinions on the lines adopted by engineers. In

mechanical engineering standardisation of teeth is almost

as universal as that of screw threads. A few firms

making very large machinery classify their toothed

wheels by the circular pitch, the distance from the

centre of one tooth to the centre of the next, measured

round the pitch circle. Some foreign makers of clock

wheel cutters have adopted this system, the ** number ”
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of the cutter being the circular pitch in thousandths of

an inch. The system chiefly used by engineers, however,

is to specify the size of tooth by stating the number of

teeth per inch of the diameter of the pitch circle of the

wheel; thus a wheel with a pitch circle diameter of

3 inches and^ninety teeth, or a wheel with a pitch circle

diameter of 2 inches and sixty teeth, would be described

as “ thirty pitch,” since each has thirty teeth per inch

diameter of pitch circle. For practically all British

clock work, thirty, forty, fifty and sixty pitch would

suffice, i.e.y four sizes might be adopted, though for

repair work thirty-five, forty-five and fifty-five are

frequently necessary. Probably the time will come when
it will be possible to go or write to any material dealer

and purchase from stock both wheels and pinions of such

standard sizes. The present muddle in connection with

the purchase of pinions is quite unjustifiable, and some

body like the British Horological Institute should make
an endeavour to educate the trade and the material

dealers. What a convenience it would be if the repairer

could just send a postcard to any material dealer for, say,

a pallet pinion of seven leaves and fifty pitch, knowing

that the same would arrive by return !

Wonderfully accurate approximations to the theoretical

shape of wheel teeth and pinion leaves are to be found in

clocks made a century or more before the mathematical

theory of the subject was worked out. - Possibly many
a man with some mathematical knowledge of the subject

would be amazed if he was shown the enormous difference

in wheel teeth of different makers who produced good

work. An old clock wheel is usually readily recognised,

and the somewhat unconventional shape of teeth is

frequently an outstanding feature. It appears likely
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that the French were among the first to adopt a very

nearly correct shape of wheel tooth, and this was

probably because so little power is available from the

mainspring of the modern French clock.

When we examine the pinions of an old British clock

we are at once struck with several points. In fact, the

pinion arbors and collets are important factors in deter-

mining the age of a given movement.

Thus in a lantern clock of 1650 we usually find the

pinion arbor tapered as shown in Plate IV. The arbor

at the wheel end is about the same diameter as the pinion

head. In this case also we find the wheel is squared

and riveted on to the arbor.

The development of the fine bracket and long-case

clock movement during the next twenty or thirty years

saw another change, viz., the making of the pinion arbor

much thinner (but still tapered) and the provision of a

small brass collet, brazed on, for the reception of the

wheel. These collets were conspicuous by the fact that

their contact with the arbor was not more than twice the

thickness of the wheel. About this time makers were

undecided so far as the attachment of the wheel was

concerned, for we find that some wheels were screwed on

and some riveted. Now, of course, they are all riveted.

The next thing we notice is that the collet became an

object for ornamentation, and for a time they were

somewhat elaborately shaped in the lathe as shown in

Plate IV.

We then find the simple cheese-shaped collet appearing

and this has survived to a certain extent down to the

present day. Originally it was brazed on, but later soft

solder was used except in cases where it was simply

driven on to a roughened arbor. It has, of course, the
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best possible shape for the latter method of fixing. The
present-day collet attached with soft solder is usually

accepted as combining a really good attachment for the

wheel with the minimum of expense. Almost ever since

eight-day clocks were made the system of riveting

certain wheels to the pinion heads has been general. It

possesses certain disadvantages, such as the increased

difficulty in cleaning the clock, the difficulty of removing

traces of wear from pinions, and the impossibility of

making the pinion leaves glass-hard if they are case-

hardened. Some of the Scottish makers had a mania for

riveting wheels on to the pinion heads and carried the

system right through the clock, much to the disgust of

every one who has such a clock to clean. Moreover, if

the pinion leaves require re-forming, every wheel has to

be removed from its pinion, including the escape wheel

!

When pinions become worn the friction of each depth

increases very rapidly, and finally the train absolutely

holds up. By examining a badly worn pinion with the

wheel which drives it, in the depthing tool, we see the

cause, viz., that a butting action finally takes place

between the entering tooth and the pinion leaf. This is

illustrated in Fig. 9. By slightly increasing the depth

it may be possible to prevent butting temporarily, but

such work is only cobbling and not repairing, and the

clock will never be really satisfactory. The amount of

wear which can be tolerated depends upon the position

of the pinion in the train, very little wear in the case of

a centre or pin wheel pinion having a great effect, but

escape and fly pinions can stand a good deal of wear

before the train is held up.

Generally speaking, the greater the number of teeth in

the wheel compared with the number of leaves in tihe
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pinion the sooner butting, resulting from wear, will take

place. That is to say, a slightly worn eight-leaf pinion

does not do a great deal of harm with a sixty-tooth

wheel, whereas butting may take place if it is used with

a ninety-tooth wheel.

The early pinions were probably all produced from the

solid by means of the file. To-day two systems are in

general use. Some makers use pinion wire, and others

cut all their pinions in a machine very similar to that

used for wheel teeth. The operation of pinion-wire

making is as follows : A. plate of tool steel, about a foot

long, 5 inches wide and about f-inch thick, has a number
of holes drilled in it and countersunk. The largest hole

is slightly smaller than the full diameter of the pinion,

and the smallest equal to the diameter at the root of the

leaves. Between these extremes the holes get gradually

smaller and smaller. A punch is made like a tapered

pinion, hardened and tempered, and then forced through

each hole successively. The plate is then hardened and

tempered. Pieces of tool-steel wire are then prepared

by reducing the end sufficiently to allow them to pass and

project through the smallest hole. The wire is then well

greased and pulled through the largest hole. The
process is repeated with the next hole, and so on until

the leaves are completely formed. Messrs. Wm. Robert-

son, Ltd., of Warrington, have been producing pinion

wire in this way for 160 years and send it all over

the world. Pinion wire up to £-inch in diameter and
down to the smallest sizes used in watches is produced

in this way, but the process requires an enormous amount
of skill and experience, otherwise the draw plates will be
spoilt as fast as they are made.

The chief objection to the use of pinion wire is the
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labour involved in finishing the pinion. The leaves are

frequently scored and always require a good deal of

polishing. The labour of removing the leaves where

they are not required is also considerable. For the

above reasons many factories prefer to cut their pinions.

The steel rod is rapidly turned down in good lathes by

girls, leaving plenty of metal to form the pinion. These

pieces are then transferred to automatic machines, in

which the leaves are cut. These machines have attained

such a high standard of perfection that the pinions

which they produce require very little labour expended

upon them in the way of polishing. They are, of

course, hardened and tempered before they are used.

Reference has been made on p. 2 to case-hardened

pinions. The material can be ordinary free cutting mild

steel and has the advantages of cheapness and ease of

machining. After hardening, the pinion leaves and

pivots are glass-hard, but the central core is soft and

ductile, thus preventing any risk of fracture.



ESCAPEMENTS

The earliest escapement was probably of the crown

wheel type. At first the crown wheel was mounted on a

horizontal pinion, the verge was vertical and suspended

by a string to reduce pivot friction. Sometimes the

balance was in the form of a wheel, and sometimes in the

form of a cross-bar with weights which could be adjusted

at various distances apart for regulation. Mr. W. E.

Miller, of London, has in his possession several interesting

clocks of this type. They are probably German.

With slight modifications the same escapement was
largely used up to about 1660 by makers in this country,

who apparently did not use the cross-bar balance with

adjustable weights but a balance-wheel of wrought iron

with a single spoke. Additional spokes would have

fouled the striking hammer. The only means of timing

such clocks was by varying the driving weight (see

p. 84). This escapement must not be confused with

that of a verge watch. In a verge watch the balance

has a natural period of oscillation brought about by the

hair-spring. The escape wheel does little more than

keep up the oscillations which would otherwise die down
through pivot friction, air resistance, etc. On the other

hand the old clocks we have been considering had no
hair-springs to reverse the motion of the balances. The
reversal of motion was effected entirely by the action of

the wheel teeth upon the pallets. In fact, they were just

pushed backwards and forwards like the hammer of an
alarm clock, though their movement was much slower
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Such clocks in the original state are now very rare, but

one is illustrated by Cescinski and Webster. The writer

has in his possession two which were originally of

this type. The crown wheel and verge have been

removed and an anchor escapement fitted. The short

escape pinions, pivoted into cocks at one end, still

remain, and the central bars have marks which show
where the pottances for the bottom pivots of the verge

were placed.

When the pendulum was introduced as a means of

regulation it was probably at first arranged as in the

Friesland clocks. The one illustrated and described on

p. 87 is, of course, much later, but is probably a survival

of an old system.

Very soon, however, the crown wheel pinion was

placed vertical and the verge horizontal. In lantern

clocks the pendulum was sometimes placed in the centre

of the movement, and sometimes at the back. When
placed in the centre, there was a space of about three-

quarters of an inch wide between the going and striking

trains (see p. 85). This type of escapement survived

in bracket clocks and others requiring short pendulums

until about 1815, and, when properly made, appears to be

quite equal to the anchor escapement for this purpose,

but it is much more costly to produce.

Most repairers to-day find great difficulty in getting

good results with this type of escapement and many
owners have been recommended to have it replaced. In

order to obtain good reliable time-keeping with a crown

escapement the following procedure should be adopted.

Before the movement is taken down the clock should be

tested. If the drop on each pallet is uniform throughout

a complete revolution of the crown wheel, the latter is
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probably in good condition. If, however, the drop is

irregular for various parts of the wheel, two faults may
be the cause, viz., the tops of the teeth may be of irregular

height, or the teeth may not be equally spaced. The
first fault is easily detected by placing the wheel in the

turns or lathe, but the second fault requires more

elaborate machinery than the repairer usually has at his

disposal. In the writer’s experience the second fault is

by far the most common owing to the ease with which

the first one is corrected. The accuracy of the division

is exceedingly important and must receive attention.

The defective tooth should be marked with a spot of ink

and the recutting started here. In this way it is not

necessary to remove more than the minimum of metal to

rectify the wheel.

Having satisfied himself that the crown wheel is

perfect and that the pivot holes are correct, careful

attention should be paid to the verge and pallets. If

the pallets are deeply pitted they should be refaced with

hard steel and repolished. Verges are usually provided

with knife edges at the back end and these must be

examined. The knife edge usually requires either

trueing up or renewing. It must be in line with the

centre of the verge and quite straight. If it is not

straight the slightest end movement will produce a

difference in depth of the escapement. This causes a

variation in the arc described by the pendulum, and
a slight variation in arc with this type of escapement

causes grave errors in time keeping.

Having repaired the verge, attention should be paid to

the front pivot hole and V-notch at the back, in which

the knife edge rests. The latter must be absolutely in

line with the front pivot hole and horizontal, so that
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there is no chance of the depth of the escapement varying

with end movement of the verge.

The repairer should also pay careful attention to the

crown wheel pinion and its depth. The escapement has

a big recoil, and during this recoil the pinion has to drive

the contrate wheel backwards through a small angle.

Small as this angle is, it is most important that the

recoil can take place easily and without unnecessary

friction. Unless recoil is recognised and provided for

in this depth, the pendulum will have a poor action and
the clock is very liable to stop.

Owners and repairers should realise that the substitu-

tion of an anchor escapement for one of the crown wheel

type depreciates the value of the clock very considerably,

and at the same time no advantage is gained. It may,

in a few cases, cost a little less to insert the anchor

escapement than to repair a crown escapement, but the

saving can never compare with the great depreciation in

value of the clock which such a change entails (see

p. 130).

The Anchor Escapement.—This escapement, devised by

Hooke about 1670, very soon superseded the crown wheel

escapement for long-case clocks, but it was not until the

nineteenth century that it came into general use for

clocks with short pendulums, although it is much
cheaper to make. The present day form of pallets

differs somewhat from that found in some old long-case

clocks as the entrant pallet of this escapement is now
more or less horizontal and the exit pallet nearly vertical,

but both are usually slightly curved, as in Fig. 10. The
writer has made a practice of curving the pallets even

more than shown. The effect of this extra curving is to

reduce the recoil considerably and therefore give the
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pendulum more freedom to swing out well. The appren-

tice should master the principles of adjusting this

escapement before he tampers with one. A little con-

siderationwill show that if there is too much drop onto the

entrant pallet, the pallet staff must be brought nearer to
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the escape wheel. If the exit pallet shows too much
drop, the pallets must be gently closed after the arms

have been softened. The apprentice is advised to

practise pallet making at home as it will teach him a lot

which will prove invaluable to him in after life. If

every journeyman clockmaker had practised pallet

making in his youth, the number of clocks in the country

with bad escapements would be few and far between.

Assuming that the escape wheel is a reasonably good one,

the tick of a long-case clock should be barely audible a

little distance away. The pendulum should swing out

with a good healthy arc, considerably in excess of the

minimum required to allow the teeth to escape. A clock

with an escapement of this kind will continue to give

satisfaction to its owner, and the repairer will get the

name of being a good man.

Occasionally a movement is required for a case which

is so narrow that the permissible arc described by the

pendulum is very small. In such movements it is a good

plan to shape the pallets so that the distance between

the pallet staff and the escape pinion is not less than

twice the radius of the escape wheel. In general, it may
be said that the greater the distance between the pallet

staff and the escape pinion the smaller will be the arc

described by the pendulum for a given width of impulse

faces of the pallets. Pallets embracing very few teeth

of the escape wheel require a greater movement of the

pendulum than if many teeth are embraced.

Dead Beat Escapements .—The dead beat escapement

was designed by Graham. It is much used for high-

class timekeepers/ Each pallet consists of two distinct

parts, namely, a curve struck with the pallet staff as centre

known as the dead or resting face, and an impulse face
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which is perfectly flat. Much has been written on the

subject of this escapement, both by scientists and

practical men, and there is no doubt that it gives excellent

results if really well made. It appears to be generally

agreed that the wheel teeth should not have to travel

more than a few thousandths of an inch over the dead

faces, otherwise the timekeeping is impaired. For

ordinary domestic clocks of the proportions used in

Britain, the dead beat escapement is not satisfactory.

Owners of clocks seldom keep them clean and well oiled,

and they are frequently out of beat. For such conditions

of service the anchor escapement is preferable. It may
be noted that Graham’s dead beat escapement is really

a modification of the cylinder escapement so much used

in cheap watches, the difference being that in the latter

the cylinder is thin and the escape-wheel teeth broad,

whereas in the one we have been considering the cylinder

is thick and the escape-wheel teeth narrow.

Every one familiar with clock construction knows that

several varieties of dead beat escapement are used, such

as the pin-wheel and pin-pallet escapements.

Plate XXIX. shows the pin-wheel and pallets from a

centre seconds clock made in Scotland about 1 50 years ago,

but perfectly circular pins are never used now for escape

wheels. The D-shaped pin enables the escapement to

be made with less drop. The pin-pallet escapement is

much used in France. For pallets the pins are sometimes

of glass-hard steel and sometimes of carnelian or other

stone. When of steel and badly cut, the cheapest and
best way of correcting the escapement is to make new
pins. These take only a few minutes to produce in a

watch- or clock-lathe with draw-in chucks. The shanks

of the pins are very slightly tapered and they are lightly
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pushed into the holes in the pallet arms. When in

position the escapement should be tested. It will be

found that, by slightly rotating the pins in their holes, the

escapement can be so adjusted that the drop is reduced

to a minimum, which means the maximum amount of

power is available for keeping the pendulum in motion.

The pins should, of course, be glass-hard. From the

makers’ point of view this is one of the cheapest escape-

ments known ; in fact, it is worthy of mofe attention than

it receives in this country. The makers of time recorders

for factories have adopted it on account of its cheapness

and quality. It is urged that the oil tends to creep away
from the pins on to the pallet arms, but this can be

avoided by forming a sharp inverted V on each arm,

surrounding the pins and a little distance from them.

The oil does not creep over a sharp edge.

Pallet Making.—Britten’s handbook gives instructions

for setting out escapements, but the methods described

do not ensure absolute success unless the workman has

had a certain amount of practice. For the novice th'

following method of procedure will probably be found

easier. Take a pallet forging, file both surfaces per-

fectly true, and drill the pallet staff hole. Remove all

file scratches and rub the surface with a moistened

crystal of sulphate of copper. As soon as it is coated

with metallic copper, rinse it in water, and heat it gently

over a lamp until the surface turns nearly black. This

gives a good surface for marking out. Now take a piece

of sheet metal, such as brass or zinc, and draw two lines

across it at right angles. At the point of intersection

drill a hole and open it out to exactly fit the escape wheel

arbor. Along one of the lines select a point about

1*4 times the radius of the escape wheel away from the
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hole already drilled, and form a hole a good fit for the

pallet staff. Place the forging in position and lay the

wheel on it as shown in Fig. 11. It is a good plan to

place a washer (the thickness of the pallet forging) under

the wheel. With a pen and ink, number twelve con-

secutive teeth of the wheel. In the first place see that
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the radial side of tooth 5 is on the vertical line. Set a

pair of fine but rigid compasses so that the distance

between the points is about equal to the distance from

the tip of tooth 2 to the tip of tooth 4. Select as centre
a point vertically above the tip of tooth 1 and draw the
arc just touching it. Now file away the excess metal
and remove all file scratches from the curved surface.
Replace the forging and wheel as before. See that
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tooth 5 is on the vertical line and move the forging

round until the curved face is in contact with tooth I.

Having done this, mark the position of the tip of tooth 9
on the right hand pallet as accurately as possible.

Advance the wheel half a tooth space as in Fig. 12. If

the wheel has thirty teeth, tooth 12 will be on the

horizontal line. See that the left-hand pallet is in

contact with tooth 1, and with the compasses set as

before, mark the face of the right-hand pallet. The
curve should pass through the point already marked on

the right-hand pallet, and just touch the tip of tooth 8.

The centre of this curve will be about on an extension of

a line drawn from the tip of tooth 1 to the tip of tooth 8.

Form the right-hand pallet to this curve and remove all

file scratches. Replace the forging and wheel with

tooth 12 on the horizontal line and the right-hand pallet

face touching tooth 8. Draw a radial line from the

centre of the wheel along tooth 1 as shown in Fig. 12.

File away the excess of metal here, taking care not to

pass the line or the drop will be excessive. Now replace

the wheel and forging as in Fig. 1 1, and again mark the

position for the tip of the right-hand pallet. File away
the excess of metal to this mark and the pallets will take

the form shown in Fig. 13. Now file up the arms and
drill the screw holes for attaching the pallets to the brass

collet on the staff. It is customary for clockmakers to

form sharp angles everywhere about their pallets. This

is quicker and easier than forming rounded corners, but

tends to cause cracking. On the whole very few crack

when hardened if reasonable precautions are taken. It

is easier to remove all scratches and partially polish soft

metal than hard, so this should be done before hardening.

For hardening they should be coated with a thin soup
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of flour and salt to prevent oxidisation. After being

dried they are lowered on a wire hook into a cavity in a
nice clear red fire and kept there till they are up to a good

red heat. The novice is cautioned against using bellows
to the fire or a gas blowpipe since either may cause
sufficient overheating to produce cracking upon quench*
ing. The water used for quenching should be slightly
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tepid, and a little oil floating on the surface is also a

useful precaution against cracking. No time must be

lost between withdrawal from the fire and quenching.

Unless too much flour and salt has been used, the pallets

will be glass-hard. . They are now polished and tried in

the depthing tool. It will probably be found that the

tip of each pallet requires a touch with the Arkansas

stone to ensure just free escapement without risk of

tripping. The extreme tip the last sixty-fourth of

an inch) of each pallet should be in the form of a right-

angle or slightly less, and not an acute angle. If the

acute angle is taken to the extreme tip, very little wear

on the pallet face will produce excessive drop. On the

other hand, each pallet should, as a whole, be sufficiently

acute to allow it to pass right down to the roots of the

wheel teeth. This will save the tips of the teeth from

injury should the pendulum receive an excessive impulse

owing to careless handling. From the repairer’s point

of view, pallets screwed to collets are infinitely preferable

to those riveted on.

Pallet faces cannot be too hard and the polishing

should be as perfect as possible.

Although pallet making is such a simple operation, and
a skilled man can produce them with such rapidity,

almost with his eyes shut, it is useless making a new pair

for an old wheel unless it is perfect. A wheel with good
long teeth equally spaced can be trued up in the lathe in

a few seconds, but if the division is bad, or the teeth are

worn very short, it should be scrapped. A new wheel

costs only a few pence, and as the pinion is frequently

badly cut, it is better to insert a new pinion at the same
time.

With regard to dead-beat pallets of the Graham type,
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the chief difficulty is to avoid making them too thin.

Many otherwise highly skilful workmen make this

mistake, and consequently their escapements have too

much drop. The thickness of each pallet should be as

nearly as possible equal to half a tooth space, but exact

equality is not possible, partly on account of the necessity

for a very little drop and partly because some clearance

is required between the pallet tips and the wheel-teeth.

The amount of reduction of thickness on this account

depends on the thickness and rake of the teeth. In view

of the fact that it would be very difficult to calculate the

exact thickness of pallet for a given wheel, the workman
is advised to start with a rather thick pallet and work it

down little by little, removing just sufficient metal from

the backs of the pallets to ensure freedom of action

without excessive drop.

When making verge pallets for crown wheel pendulum

clocks, the simplest procedure is to start with a round

bar of tool steel and turn down the verge, leaving it full

size where the pallets and pendulum attachments come.

These are then worked to shape with the file. For

pendulum clocks the best angle between the pallets is

90 degrees or possibly slightly less, whereas in watchwork

the angle is considerably larger. If the steel has been

well annealed, final adjustment can be effected by

twisting the verge through a very small angle.



PENDULUMS

The time of swing of a pendulum depends mainly upon

its effective length, the mass of the bob being usually

only ofr secondary importance. The effective length

depends, however, on the mass of the rod compared with

the mass of the bob, and to obtain the shortest overall

length of a simple pendulum for a given period of swing,

it is necessary to use a small heavy bob and the lightest

possible rod, suspended by the thinnest possible spring.

This is practically what we find in French clocks, and the

principle should be carefully noted for examples which

occasionally arise where the space in a case to accom-

modate a pendulum is limited. Other factors which

determine the time of swing are the driving action of the

escapement, the arc through which the pendulum swings,

and the stiffness of the suspension spring. The American
thirty-hour pendulum clock (spring driven) is a good

example of a driven pendulum, since such clocks gain

about five minutes in the first twelve hours after winding,

and lose an equal amount in the next twelve hours.

The pendulums of crown escapement bracket clocks are

to a certain extent driven, hence, to get the best per-

formance from these, it is necessary not only to have the

escapement in good condition, but the mainspring and
fusee must suit one another.

In the case of a balance the period of oscillation

depends on several factors. Not only is the mass of the

balance of great importance, but the proportions have a

very great effect also. The larger the balance of a given
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mass the longer will be its period of oscillation. It is

well known that the strength of the hair-spring has

a great influence also, but the thickness is far more

important than the width. In most timekeepers

regulation is effected by altering the length of the hair-

spring, but in high-class chronometers it is usual to bring

them to time by varying the distribution of the mass of

the rim of the balance by means of screws with relatively

heavy heads.

When compensation for temperature is required, as in

chronometer work, the rim of the balance is usually

composed of a composite strip of brass and steel so

arranged that the effect of the expansion of the balance

arms is compensated by a portion of the rim, near where

it is cut, being brought slightly nearer the staff. Good
compensation can only be obtained by a somewhat

irregular distribution of the rating screws in the rim and

good results are only obtained by men of long experience.

In the case of pendulum clocks many systems of

compensation have been suggested. Harrison’s grid-iron

pendulum, frequently referred to in elementary text-

books on physics, has almost ceased to be made.

For regulators the mercurial pendulum has long been

in favour. It is simple to make and good compensation

is readily effected by increasing or decreasing the length

of the column of mercury in the glass cylinder. Thus, if

the clock gains with a rise of temperature it is a sign

that the movement of the mercury upwards is too great.

Some mercury must be taken out and the rating nut

adjusted so that the pendulum once more beats seconds.

This is because the surface of a tall column of mercury

rises more than that of a shorter one for the same increase

of temperature. For turret clocks the mercurial pen-
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dulum would prove too expensive and a cheaper one

compensated by means of a zinc tube surrounding an

iron or steel rod, is frequently adopted. The reliability

of the zinc tube compensation is questioned by some

authorities. For anything but the very best clocks a

very satisfactory and cheap compensated seconds pen-

dulum can be made by means of a lead cylinder about

14 inches long surrounding a rod of straight-grained

varnished wood. Within the last twenty years a very

satisfactory material consisting of steel containing about

25 per cent, of nickel has been used for pendulums under

the name of Invar. This material is less affected by
change of temperature than any other known substance.

In order, however, that good compensation may be

effected, the bob must be comparatively small in height

unless the suspension spring is rather long. It may be

remarked here that there is no object in providing a

clock with a compensated pendulum unless some form

of maintaining gear has previously been installed, and

the movement is in first-class condition.

Our forefathers adhered to iron rods for their pendu-

lums, but in recent years some makers have adopted

brass strip for the purpose, apparently overlooking the

fact that by so doing they were doubling the temperature

error.

Pendulum Bobs.—It has already been remarked that

the French type of small pendulum is superior to those

in general use in this country for short cases. The pear-

shaped bob attached to a light wire, such as was used for

bracket clocks, was very satisfactory. A comparatively

large hole was made in such a bob and filled with hard

wood or leather before the wire was inserted, the object

of this procedure being to prevent the bob gradually
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unscrewing off the wire. With the abandonment of the

crown escapement the lenticular bob became almost

universal. It certainly has the advantage of occupying

little space at the back of the case, but that is its only

Fig. 14.

redeeming feature. It was probably introduced with

the object of lessening the air resistance, but it has since

been proved that a spherical bob of the same weight is

less affected by the air through which it passes. The
lenticular bob frequently lacks symmetry, and if this is

so, it is very liable to have a rolling or wobbling motion.
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Reference to Fig. 14a shows that a pendulum with an

unsymmetrical bob does not hang vertically. The con-

sequence is that the impulse from the crutch is not

delivered in the plane joining the point of suspension to

the centre of mass of the bob, *.<?., the impulse is received

at a point outside the vertical line. This is practically

equivalent to inserting a crank in the rod as shown in

Fig. 14b. Obviously such a construction would make
the bob wobble badly. By slightly bending the rod as

shown in Fig. 14c, the wobble can usually be eliminated.

It is, however, sometimes necessary to ascertain whether

the plane of the suspension spring is in line with the

pallet staff. If it is not so, the chops should be bent so

as to secure this. Wobble is so easy to eliminate, and so

detrimental to the efficiency of the clock, that it should

never be tolerated.

It is sometimes found that the seconds pendulum of

a weight clock is stopped on the fifth day after winding

by the weight swinging, if the case is narrow. At a

certain time on the fifth day, the period of swing of the

weight is exactly one second and the periodic draft

caused by the pendulum may be sufficient to make the

weight swing so violently that finally it collides with the

pendulum and stops the clock. This trouble can easily

be overcome by inserting a draft screen of wood or glass

between the weight and the pendulum bob.

Every clock should have a rigid support, and it is not

uncommon to find a clock stopping, or behaving in an

erratic manner as regards timekeeping, owing to the

movement and case swinging with the pendulum,

especially if the weight starts swinging also. If this

occurs the case should undergo repairs or be firmly

wedged.
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For centuries the sole source of motive power for

clocks was a weight, and it possesses the advantage oi

simplicity and constancy of effort. Lantern clocks were

at first provided with separate weights for the going

train, striking train and alarm. The weight was sus-

pended by a plaited rope which passed over a spiked

pulley. This system lasted for several centuries for

thirty-hour clocks with one modification about 1670,

viz., the endless rope proposed by Huygens, which

provided a simple maintaining gear, since the ratchet

was placed on the striking train only. The rope, how-

ever, tended to fray and fill the movement with fluff, and

this led to the introduction of the chain. This necessi-

tated a change in the form of the pulley owing to the

necessity for making the chain present alternate links

properly to the pins. This was usually accomplished

by turning a somewhat wide and deep groove in the

pulley before the pins were inserted. This groove

receives about half of each intermediate link. Another

method frequently used was to file away a certain

amount of metal midway between each pin to make
room for the intermediate links. When substituting

chain for rope in old clocks it is absolutely necessary to

modify the pulleys to suit, otherwise slipping and jerking

will occur. Of course, care must be taken that the

pulley is of the correct diameter and the pins properly

spaced, or the action will be bad. If proper precautions

are taken a clock chain will work quite as smoothly as a
6«
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new bicycle chain. Not only should the driving pulleys

on the clocks be modified, but also the one on the weight,

otherwise the chain may become twisted.

With the introduction of eight-day clocks we find the

barrel for gut provided. These have undergone very

little modification. The early ones were sometimes solid

brass castings and very heavy. The grooving was

performed by hand since nothing in the nature of a

screw-cutting lathe existed 240 years ago. It will be

noticed that these hand-cut grooves are very wavy in

consequence. For the most part barrels were built up

from castings. The front end was riveted on to the

arbor, the cylindrical portion was slipped on, and then

the back portion. The whole was then held together

by driving tapered pins through the cylindrical portion

and internal flanges on the two end plates. Some
foundries produced hollow barrels cast on to the arbors,

but the process is not as easy as it sounds.

With regard to the grooves some formed theirs like a

right-hand screw, some left-hand, and a good many
Scottish makers did no grooving at all. Unquestionably

the left-hand groove is preferable, since it causes the

weight to get farther and farther away from the

pendulum during its descent (see p. 61), but unless the

line is kept rather short it is liable, after it has stretched,

to catch on the ratchet click when the clock is fullywound.

The question of grooved versus plain barrels is a matter

of opinion. The writer, who has had experience of both,

cannot detect any real advantage in the groove, and
he is convinced that a plain barrel is quite as good.

It should be noted that no attempt has been made to

groove the exterior of spring barrels used in conjunction

with fusees. Some makers now use fusee and barrel
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arbors the front and back pivots of which are of equal

diameters. This facilitates the drilling of the pivot holes

in the frames and is an excellent plan. The increased

thickness of the back pivot tend‘d tn a
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wheel requires a heavier weight than one with a light

escape wheel. For a given movement, however, the

weight depends on the quality of the wheel teeth and

pinion leaves, the accuracy of the depthing, the nature

of the pivots and pivot holes and the state of the oil.

In the striking train the number of teeth in the warning

wheel has a great influence on the weight required. A
clock with low-numbered pinions requires more driving

force than one in which the leaf numbers are high, for

the reason given on p. 25. The average eight-day

movement in fair condition will go perfectly with an

8 lbs. weight if oiled about once a year, but, as this is

practically never done in practice, a 12 or 14 lbs. weight

is usual, so that there may be a good margin of power.

When the centre and pin-wheel pinions become worn,

even comparatively little, a 50 lbs. weight will not make
the clock go properly.

We are informed that the mainspring was first used

as a source of motive power about 1 500, but at least two

centuries elapsed before the major practical difficulties

in connection with its use were overcome. In fact, until

about 1700, the makers of bracket clocks avoided the

coiled spring for their pull-string chimes by using a form

of straight cantilever spring similar to that used in locks,

but acting upon a finger squared on to an arbor. Even
to-day with our rolling mills, superior metals, knowledge

of metallurgy and means of controlling temperatures,

mainspring making is a difficult, specialised, and by no

means certain job. Consequently we are bound to

admire both the persistence of the old clockmakers of 230
years ago and their products. It is quite possible that

for one satisfactory bracket clock spring which was made
and used, ten or even fifty were tried and rejected.
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The early springs were chiefly used in pocket watches

fitted with verge escapements without hair-springs, i.e.,

pendulum watches. An escapement of this type is

exceedingly sensitive to variations of driving power.

The “ stackfreed ” was designed almost immediately with

a view to equalising the driving force of the spring. It

consisted of a heart-shaped cam attached to an arbor

rotating once in six or twelve hours. The end of a

curved cantilever spring pressed on this cam and the

arrangement was such that, when the mainspring was
fully wound, part of its energy was expended by the cam
having to force the curved spring aside. Later on,

however, when the mainspring was running down, the

cam was in such a position that the curved spring began

to assume its original shape and give up its energy to the

train by helping the cam round instead of obstructing

its motion. Many watches were constructed in this way,

but the stackfreed was entirely superseded by the

invention of the fusee by Zech about 1525. The fusee

has undergone very little modification since then, the

chief changes being the application of the chain, and

concealing the ratchet inside the main wheel. About

the middle of the eighteenth century the attachment of

the stop piece to the front plate was also changed. The
contour of the fusee used for modern springs differs from

those of 220 years ago in that the change of diameter at

the large end is now much more rapid. The fusee was

also used on thirty-hour movements, though the majority

of bracket movements were constructed to run eight

days. (See Plate IV.)

The old makers went to considerable trouble to pro-

portion their fusees very accurately to their springs, a

thing seldom done to-day.
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On p. 130 will be found some remarks on the subject of

wire lines for fusees. Present day clockmakers do not

bestow sufficient care on fitting fusees and barrel arbors,

with the result that both fusee and barrel frequently

have so much end shake that the gut or chain is very

liable to jump the groove into the next one below it.

Most cases of broken chain can be traced to this cause.

In the Gledhill-Brook time recorder the barrel is not

cast or built up from tube, but is drawn up from sheet

brass like a cup leather or cartridge case. The cover is

formed in the same way, and is slipped on like the lid of

a canister and held in place by three or four screws.

The going-barrel has never made any headway in this

country, and this is rather a pity. Every user of high-

class pendulum clocks of French manufacture is aware

that they are excellent time keepers. In fact, there is

not the slightest doubt that with the right escapement a

good going-barrel is superior to a poor fusee. On the

other hand, most people would admit that many French

carriage clocks would be improved by fusees if there

were only room for them. In France much research in

connection with going-barrels has been carried out, as

will be seen from Saunier’s “ Modern Horology.”

Maintaining mechanisms of the bolt and shutter and
Harrison types have been dealt with in Britten’s works.
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The earliest clocks struck the hours or had alarums,

for calling the monks to their devotions, but no dials or

hands. Mr. W. E. Miller, of London, is the possessor of

some very early movements, some of Which resemble

De Vic’s clock, so frequently illustrated. They were

made throughout of wrought iron and are most interest-

ing. Among other things, they demonstrate that in

principle the striking train in the sixteenth century and

even earlier, was almost exactly the same as to-day.

They show that not only was the locking plate in use,

but that the unlocking and warning arrangements were

probably features of the very earliest striking clocks.

In fact, with the exception of the Friesland mechanism
mentioned on p. 86, and the flirt mechanism introduced

about 1700, every striking clock from the very beginning

seems to have “ warned.” In some of Mr. Miller’s early

examples there is one less wheel and pinion in the train.

The fly and fly pinion were absent, and the warning

pinion carried an arm to engage with the warning piece

during the lifting period. In these very early move-

ments not only was the fly absent but the hoop was
absent also, so the train had to have a good deal of

“ run ” at warning to prevent the detent from falling

back into the notch in the locking plate.

It has already been mentioned that the earliest clocks

struck the hours but had no dials. Consequently, we
find striking trains in all the earliest lantern clocks.

We also find that musical clocks of the lantern type
e«
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existed between 1680 and 1700 though such clocks are

very rare. The striking mechanism of a clock of the

seventeenth century calls for little remark beyond the

fact that in lanterns the fly was frequently most ineffi-

cient, being small, heavy and by no means designed to

act as a fan (see Plate IV.) They bore a great contrast

to those used in eight-day movements in the reign of

Queen Anne, which were light, ran at high speeds and

presented a fair surface to the air. It should be noted

that these improved flies were usually more or less oval

in shape and not rectangular as at present. In practi-

cally all clocks of the lantern type the locking plate and

hoop wheel were used, the hammer stem being a slightly

tapered flat strip.

With the introduction of eight-day movements the

same form of locking plate driven by a pinion on the end

of the pin-wheel arbor was at first used, and this system

was almost always used for four-week movements. It

soon became apparent, however, that if the main wheel

of an eight-day movement was made with seventy-eight

teeth, the locking plate could be attached to the main
wheel arbor and thus save a certain amount of wheel

cutting, though it involved the division of the barrel

arbor inside the barrel to permit winding. Probably

this complication was less serious 230 years ago than the

cutting of an extra wheel and pinion. Many clocks

were made in this way, but it very soon became apparent

that if the locking plate were attached to the side of the

main wheel itself, the necessity for the divided barrel

arbor would disappear, and this became standard

practice. A few makers, however, substituted a series

of pins in the side of the main wheel for the notched

locking plate.
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In the eighteenth century we find the hoop dispensed

with by many makers, who sloped one side of the notch

in the locking plate just as the French do in their locking-

plate movements to-day. Some country makers substi-

tuted projections for notches in their locking plates, but

this practice was usually adopted for thirty-hour move-

ments. The notched locking plate appears to be not

only easier to make, but more reliable.

The rack-striking mechanism was inveiited by Edward
Barlow in 1675. Daniel Quare applied a similar principle

a few years later to repeating watches. Since Barlow’s

time a good deal of modification of the original scheme

has taken place. Until about 1700 the rack was placed

between the frames and gathered up by a pallet or pin

driven into the collet of the pallet wheel. A pin in the

rim of this wheel locked the train by engaging with a

projection on the side of the rack immediately after the

last stroke on the bell.

At this time the teeth in the rack were usually of the

ratchet type, though some makers formed them like

wheel teeth.

When the rack was brought outside the movement, the

first thing which was required was some modified means

of locking the train after the gathering up. In some
cases the final movement of the rack was utilised to move
a locking piece pivoted into the frames. By far the

most usual practice, however, was to give the rack hook a

very big drop after the last tooth, and to take advantage

of this big drop to lock the train. This principle was in

use for about fifty years, and in some districts consider-

ably longer. The next change was the introduction of a

tail to the gathering pallet to do the locking. It appears

strange that this was not thought of before, and even
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when introduced, it took many years to spread over

Britain. It is interesting to note that the French in

their rack-striking movements have retained to this day

the form of locking used in Britain 200 years ago.

By about 1720 we find clockmakers using a flexible

rack tail, instead of a rigid one with spring-controlled

hinged projection to engage with or slide over the

surface of the snail. This change is much to be deplored,

since the good solid rack tails of 220 years ago were

unquestionably far more reliable and satisfactory.

In long-case work the snail was almost always, but

not invariably, placed on the hour hand tube, and for

simplicity and reliability this is the best place for it.

For repeating bracket-clocks the snail was fitted on a

stud with star wheel and jumper, so that it moved very

quickly every hour. This practice has gone on too long.

Probably the excuse was that the rack arm fouled the

winding arbor, but this can be got over by cranking the

former to a certain extent. The objections to a snail

mounted on a star wheel are the expense involved, and

the possibility of the snail getting out of step with the

hour hand, especially if the minute hand of the clock is

moved backwards just before the hour.

Even to-day one finds rack-striking movements which

are badly designed and liable to give trouble, so a few

remarks on the subject may prove useful. The rack

arm is usually made about three times the length of the

tail. This is a convenient proportion, since it allows of

fairly coarse teeth without the snail becoming incon-

veniently large. The rack stud should be so placed that

a square of reasonable size can be provided on which to

mount the gathering pallet. This not only reduces the

tendency to fracture, but allows of a pin of reasonable
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size to keep the pallet in place. Probably the most

frequent mistake which occurs is the planting of the

rack-hook stud in the wrong position.

Referring to Figs. 15 and 16, it will readily be seen

that the pressure of the rack springs is almost sufficient

to make the rack hooks jump out. The blow of the tail

of the gathering pallet on the stop increases this tendency.

In Figs. 17 and 18, the hooks can only be raised easily if

the racks are quite free to move to the right. With
much slope on the gathering pallet tail, movement of the
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rack to the right means pushing the train backwards

about a turn or two of the fly. All this would give the

lifting piece too much to do, and would be bad. To
obtain the best position proceed as follows :

—

Draw a line through the last tooth of the rack (in the

gathered up position) and the rack stud centre. Draw
another line at right angles to this through the tip of the

same tooth, then for rack hooks of the type shown in

Fig. 19, plant the stud about one-sixteenth of an inch

above this line, and for rack hook shown in Fig. 20 about

a sixteenth of an inch below it. By following this plan
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the locking will be quite safe, and only a small effort will

be required to do the unlocking.

The formation of gathering pallets requires careful

Fio. 17.

consideration. For racks with ratchet teeth the pallet

is best formed like a pinion leaf, but with the flanks not

radial as shown in Fig. 18. Some makers, both in this
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country and abroad, use a pallet, the acting portion of

which is a pin as shown in Fig. 15. They are very good

since deep engagement with the rack can be obtained

without risk of the succeeding tooth butting against the

back of the leaf of the pallet. It may be argued that

the usual form is entirely satisfactory, but the pin type

is useful in cases where the rack stud has been planted

a little too close to the pallet pivot.

A straight tail as shown in Fig. 16 tends to hold up the

rack, especially if the stop pin is low down. A much
bevelled tail as shown in Fig. 18, tends to force the rack

hard to the left and makes unlocking difficult. The tails

in Figs. 19 and 20 are a satisfactory compromise, since
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they neither require a strong rack spring, nor do they
drive the rack too hard up against the rack hook. The

length of the pallet tail should not be less than the
radius of the pallet wheel, and preferably greater. The
design of the lifting piece requires much care to ensure
that the going train has not to exert an undue effort.
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The position of the warning piece and its angle also

requires much thought. Bad design in this respect

results in two things, either a great effort is required

during the lifting period owing to the forcing of the

warning wheel backwards, or there is a possibility of the

lifting piece holding up, possibly falling when some one

enters the room or takes the hood off the case. Some
margin of safety is required, since a speck of rust or a

spot of oil may just suffice to make the lifting piece

hold up after the clock has been sent home to its

owner. The French almost always use a weak spring to

make sure the lifting piece will fall.

The rack-striking mechanism was chiefly confined to

eight-day movements, but it is also found in thirty-
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hour bracket-clocks, and thirty-hour long case clocks

with both plate frames and bar frames.

For a long time it has been the practice of British

makers to arrange for the quarter rack to knock up the

hour rack hook, although Barnsdale and others have

shown that it is a simple matter to provide a separate

lifting piece for the hour rack hook (see Britten’s Hand-
book). The old system was a barbarous one and should

have been discarded long ago. It requires an excessively

strong chime rack spring, makes an awful noise, and is

very liable to get out of order. On the other hand,

Barnsdale’s system is barely audible even at close

quarters, and is unquestionably most reliable. The
Scotch method of making the quarter rack raise the hour

rack hook during the gathering up period, is quieter than

the English method, but quite unreliable.

Up to now we have been considering clocks provided

with a warning arrangement which temporarily locks

the striking train after the locking piece or rack hook

has been raised, and which releases the train direclly the

tip of the lifting piece drops off the lifting pin.

For many years some British makers have substituted

a “ flirt ” mechanism for warning in the case of musical

and chime clocks. Briefly described, the action of the flirt

is as follows. The lifting pin draws aside a relatively

heavy club-shaped piece of metal controlled by a spring,

which acts like a hammer when released. When released

at the hour or quarter, the flirt knocks up the locking

piece or rack hook, and the chime or musical train

is immediately set in motion. The flirt mechanism
saves very little in manufacture and is not particularly

reliable. Unless the rack spring is rather strong, the

rack hook may fall again before the rack has had time to
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swing right back on to the snail. In the case of locking-

plate musical clocks some makers provided a spring on

the end of the locking piece, so arranged that when the

latter is raised, the spring flicks out and rests on the hoop

and so prevents the locking piece from falling into the

notch again before the train has got into motion. The

flirt mechanism has probably been abandoned in this

country by now, but it is still found in many carriage

clocks of continental manufacture. On p. 86 will be

found a reference to a striking mechanism found on old

Friesland clocks. It is rather troublesome to adjust, and

the time of striking may vary by several minutes from

hour to hour.

It is difficult to understand why British makers are so

keen on retaining the bridge for the hour hand tube to

ride on. The French and other continental makers

rejected it long ago, and there appears to be no reason

whatever for retaining it in this country. A bridge or

an equivalent support for the cannon tube of a centre

seconds clock is, of course, necessary, since the weight

would be too great for the seconds pivot and cause the

clock to stop if it were dispensed with.

From about 1690, when the eight-day long-case clock

and bracket clock were well established, we find makers

devoting a good deal of attention to chime and musical

movements. Early musical movements are now com-
paratively rare, and the tunes played are generally

unrecognisable by the present generation. The chief

objection to musical clocks is that the owners very soon

become tired of them, and this has resulted in many
being converted into eight-bell chime clocks. From the

earliest times the tune was changed by moving the

barrel lengthways in its pivot holes, to expose a fresh
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set of pins to the hammers. A musical barrel for a

clock with seven tunes (one for each day of the week)

and twelve or thirteen bells, requires about a thousand

pins, and comparatively few men to-day have facilities

for pricking and pinning such barrels at a reasonable

price. The majority of the old chime clocks were rather

deficient in bells, six being a common and average

number. There is something deadly dull and uninterest-

ing about a six-bell chime, so a very large number have

become converted into eight-bell chimes within recent

years. With eight bells it is possible to compile a

pleasing selection of tunes, but the novice is warned not

to use the same bell twice in quick succession unless two

hammers are provided. In musical clock work the best

makers provided two hammers for the majority of the

bells, if not for all. This allows a good long period

for the lifting of each hammer. A few isolated makers

changed the tune by moving the hammer frame and bells

instead of moving the barrel endways. This system

involves a great deal of extra work and posse°ses no

apparent advantage. In old work we generally find the

hammer springs either horizontal or vertically below

the hammers, but about the middle of the eighteenth

century the present system of hammer springs became
common in some districts.

Of the four-bell chimes the most popular is the one

composed by Dr. Crotch in 1793 for Great St. Mary’s

Church, Cambridge. The same chime is frequently

erroneously referred to as the Westminster chime, since

it was adopted for the Houses of Parliament about sixty

years later. The date 1 793 is important, as it contributes

to the evidence that old chime clocks have undergone

alteration, if they are found to have the Cambridge chime.

On p. 128 will be found reference to the practice of
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adding a chime train to an old movement which has an

exceptionally good dial and case.

For chime work the nearly hemispherical bell has been

almost universally used. Mr. Carpenter states that it is

quite impossible to obtain bells to-day equal to some of

the old ones he has had through his hands. For hour

bells the shape has undergone considerable modification.

It is common experience that some of the old, nearly

hemispherical, hour bells of 200 years ago gave a wonder-

fully penetrating, pure and lasting note, with a very

light hammer.
Such bells are a great contrast to more recent, some-

what angular, bells which produce a harsh note of short

duration and spoilt by overtones. It would be interest-

ing to determine whether the general design and pro-

portions of the clear penetrating bells used on French

clocks would be suitable for the larger ones used in this

country. The use of coiled steel wire or tape gongs is

comparatively recent. They were introduced originally

by Julian Le Roy, the celebrated French horologist, for

repeating watches. Very, few old clocks were fitted

with gongs, and probably not long before 1800. To-

day gongs are being fitted in large numbers of old

clocks. To make the strike slower a warning wheel,

with about 20 per cent, more teeth, is substituted for

the old one. Tube movements are quite recent. They
cannot compare with really good bell chimes, but are

made in fair numbers to meet the demand for them.
One objection to them is that they require a very
clumsy case. Of recent years some of the less expensive

chime clocks have been provided with rods in place of

gongs. The proverbial “ man in the street ” might not
notice the difference, but the rod is unquestionably very
inferior to the gong.
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Hammer springs and buffers, as well as the general

design of hammers, have undergone considerable modi-

fication since the introduction of the eight-day move-

ment. Some of the early hammer springs were finely

worked up and ornamented, but they very soon became

very plain and purely utilitarian. The early hammers
used on the very good bells were shorter and lighter

than those used to-day, the flattened head on a longer

and heavier stem coming into use with bells of poorer

quality. The construction of hammers is dealt with on

p. I 12.

Prior to 1700 we find the strike-silent mechanism

applied to bracket clocks. It was usually done by

having a small knob at one side of the dial, so arranged

that it moved the arbor of the lifting piece lengthways

in its pivot holes, the position determining whether the

lifting pin had any work to do or not. A more common
system to-day is to actuate the mechanism from an

indicator in the arch. The movement of this indicator

causes the end of a lever to intercept the fall of t^e rack,

or, if it has fallen, push it up again. For the ordinary

striking clock the strike-silent mechanism is unnecessary,

and very seldom, if ever, used. On the other hand, the

chime-silent mechanism of a chime clock is a great

convenience (to those who know how to use it without

upsetting the sequence of the chimes) when the hands

have to be advanced several hours. It is probably never

used at all, however, and might quite well be omitted

except when specially ordered. Makers probably do

not realise how little the average person thinks about

such details.
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LANTERN CLOCKS

Reference to such works as Britten’s “ Old Clocks and

Watches ” shows that very choice specimens of domestic

clocks were made several centuries ago, even as far back

as the reign of Henry VIII. Such clocks were chiefly in

use in royal palaces and the like, and it was not until

about 1640 that the wealthier members of the general

public became possessors of clocks. The type which

was first used for general domestic purposes was the

lantern clock. Naturally, it underwent certain modifica-

tions as time went on, but, for the most part, no very

striking innovations were introduced during the time it

survived. Plate V. illustrates a typical example dating

from about 1660 and inscribed on the dial is “ John
Ebsworth in Lothbury Londini fecit.” The movement
is constructed to go for twelve hours only between

windings. It was originally fitted with a vertical verge

and balance wheel, but at a later date, was converted

to an anchor escapement (see p. 43). Both rope

wheels are provided with ratchets, and the striking

train is so arranged that the weight for it hangs on the

right-hand side, and hence counterbalances the tendency

of the going weight to make the bracket slip out of the

vertical. It will be observed that this system of

ratchets on both the going and striking trains points to

the movement having been made prior to the introduc-

tion of the endless rope with a single weight. Even if

the endless rope had been invented, it probably could

not have been used for this clock, since the balance
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had fixed mass distribution and no hair-spring. Accord-

ingly the variation of the weight of the going train was

the only means of regulation, and when the clock was

brought to time, the same weight might prove too great

or too small for the striking train. After the introduc-

tion of the pendulum, regulation of the clock by

altering the driving weight disappeared, and with a

long pendulum, the weight may be doubled or halved

without doing much harm. According to Mr. Miller,

with the old balance, half a pound variation in the

driving weight was sufficient to cause a variation of half

an hour per day in time keeping. The pinions of this

clock have very thick arbors, and the wheels are squared

on to them without collets. The crown wheel and verge

for the alarm were located outside the back plate. The
dial is, of course, of cast brass, and is splendidly engraved

with the lily pattern which was so popular for dials and

bracket clock back-plates between 1650 and 1700. It

will be observed that the alarm disc is of the Tudor rose

pattern, so common for this purpose at this period. The

circle is very narrow, the figures are short and thick, and

the only ornamentation between them is a simple arrow

head. The hand is simple and quaint in character, and

very typical of clocks of this period. Surmounting the

dial is a Dolphin fret, a design extremely popular for the

purpose. By comparing the Ebsworth clock with the

other illustrated in Plate V., we see that forty or fifty years

has resulted in certain changes. The endless rope has

been introduced, and the striking train rotates in the

same direction as the going train. The pinion arbors

are nearly parallel, and the wheels are attached to them
by brass collets. The dial centre is engraved with a

conventional scroll design, and the Tudor rose is no
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longer found on the alarm plate. The circle extends

considerably beyond the sides of the clock and the

figures are relatively long and narrow, and between them

is a more or less elaborate ornamentation. The hand is

more elaborately pierced, but the surface is quite flat.

However, this particular clock cannot be described as

typical of the period, on account of the distinctly un-

common wings on either side. The movement has a

crown wheel escapement, and the pendulum bob is similar

to the head of an anchor, and swings in a space between

the going and striking trains. The fronts of the wings

are rebated, probably with a view to closing them in with

horn or possibly glass. For the most part, lantern clocks

had striking movements and usually alarms in addition,

but many smaller ones were made without striking

trains. Occasionally they were provided with chimes,

but such clocks are very rare. The lantern clock was
always unsatisfactory, from the fact that the case was

anything but dust-proof. This soon led to the brackets

being provided with canopies as shown in Plate VI.

This particular clock is an early example which

formerly hung in the Palace of Whitehall, and bears the

Stuart arms in gold on the fret. The bracket does not

actually belong to the clock, but is probably of approxi-

mately the same age. The canopy gradually developed

in two directions. Occasionally we find lantern clocks

fitted into grandfather clock cases and sometimes the

movement only was cased, thus introducing the hooded
clock.

The making of lantern clocks practically ceased in the

large towns early in the eighteenth century, but country

makers continued to make them for another thirty years

or even longer. Plate VII. represents a typical East
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Anglian example. It will be observed that the ornament

above the bell strap has been sawn off, probably to

enable a closely fitting hood to be placed over the

movement to exclude dust. Such clocks were frequentl)

of somewhat crude appearance, and lacked much of the

fine engraving and finish of their predecessors. They
were probably sold to well-to-do farmers and others upon

whom fine detail would be lost. The lantern clock was

not exclusively made in this country, but was made on

the continent also. Plates VIII. and IX. show a Friesland

clock and its movement. In general, its construction is

somewhat similar to its British cousin, but the following

differences are at once noticeable. The turned pillars

of the movement are more elaborate, and the arbors in

connection with the striking mechanism are elaborately

turned also. The hammer-stem is vertical and connected

with the pin wheel in a manner similar to that found in

the wood-framed clocks of the Black Forest. Similarly,

the hoop wheel is replaced by a wheel which carries a

double cam and makes half a revolution for every stroke

on the bell. The most peculiar feature of the striking

mechanism, however, is the absence of either any
warning arrangement or a flirt. The locking piece and

lifting piece are rigidly connected, and the latter is

provided with a peculiar hinged nose controlled by a

spring. When the lifting pin presses on this nose, it

merely compresses the spring for a time without unlock-

ing the train. At approximately the hour or half-hour

the pressure on the nose is so great that the lifting piece

jumps up suddenly, and the clock strikes. The hinged

nose flicks back into its original position, and when the

lifter falls the nose is on the far side of the lifting pin.

The mechanism requires careful examination before it
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can be fully understood, but, even when really well

made, it is not satisfactory. The escapement is of the

vertical verge crown wheel type, and the crutch engages

in a relatively wide loop in the pendulum rod. A
wide loop is absolutely necessary (as can be proved by

slipping a piece of bouchon wire over the thin wire

crutch) because otherwise, the pendulum will not swing

in a plane, but tends to assume an elliptical path. The
dials of these clocks are of painted sheet iron and two

cast-brass hands are provided. The frets and ornamenta-

tion round the canopy and stool are of cast lead, coloured

with gold paint. The side doors are of sheet iron with

glass panels. The weight was carried by an endless

rope. The design of the side frets much resembles some
frequently found on lantern clocks made in East Anglia.

The application of wooden cases to lantern clocks

resulted in further changes
;
dials were made still larger

and the turned pillars disappeared. Not unfrequently

one comes across a clock which was originally a pure

lantern but later became a hooded clock. Plate X. shows

an example of this. Holes in the plates show that this

movement at one time had back and side doors and frets,

but these were removed when a larger dial was fitted.

Further evidence that the dial is not original is derived

from the fact that no maker’s name occurs on the plate

in the arch. Even when this dial was fitted the clock

continued for a time to have only one hand. According

to Webster, lantern clocks were never made with two
hands in the first instance, which seems rather remark-

able in view of the fact that the minute hand was
applied to long-case and bracket clocks long before

the construction of lanterns ceased. Plate VII. also

illustrates a curious type of clock made in large numbers
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in the eastern counties of England. until quite late in

the eighteenth century. It has a projecting arched dial

engraved with minutes as if intended for a wooden case,

but on the other hand, is fitted with back and side doors,

side frets and a loop, and prongs at the back for hanging

it on the wall. Many similar clocks were made with

plain silvered dials and one hand only. They all had

crown escapements, and were known as “ Sheep’s Head ”

clocks.

In addition to hooded clocks made from pure lanterns,

many other types were constructed. Many had square
_

dials, and not unfrequently we meet with one with a

plate-frame movement, and occasionally with inside

rack striking.

A somewhat peculiar hooded clock is illustrated in

Plate X. It is probably of Lancashire origin, since

the writer once saw one of the same type bearing the

name and address of a maker in that county. The

movement is of the birdcage type with crown wheel

escapement. The dial is plain silvered, but there are no

traces of a glass ever having been placed over it. The

cornice round the top is not the original one. Over the

dial is an opening to enable the sound of the bell to be

heard more clearly.
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When we examine the history of the long case clock

we are confronted with a very big subject, and it is

impossible in this volume to deal fully with the cabinet-

maker’s side. The evolution of cases by successive

generations of London cabinet-makers, has been fully

dealt with by Cescinsky and Webster in their remarkable

work entitled “ English Domestic Clocks,” and every

one who handles old clocks would do well to purchase

a copy of this most interesting book. They say,

however, practically nothing about North Country or

Scottish styles. For the purpose, for which this volume

is written, it will suffice if only brief reference is made
to the more outstanding types.

We have already noted that lantern clocks were not

infrequently “ boxed in ” with a view to rendering them
more dust-proof, and the boxing-in of the weights and

pendulum naturally led to the construction of long case

clocks ; but before entering into details a few remarks on

various influences may not be out of place.

Between the years 1650 and 1750, London was the

centre of the clockmaking industry in the same way that

Sheffield has for a long time been the centre of the

cutlery industry. This fact is chiefly attributable to

London being the only large town at that time, and
that it presented unequalled advantages for the sale of

the clocks produced. Edinburgh, on the other hand,

also proved a good centre, but to a lesser degree.

Britten and Smith both mention the names of several
<9
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first-class men who migrated to London and Edinburgh

for business purposes just as rising members of the legal

profession not infrequently do to-day. The centering of

the industry in London had a remarkably good effect on

the early products. Not only were the makers situated

in a good market, but they were surrounded by many
great cabinet-makers of marvellous skill and excellent

taste. At that time London attracted great numbers of

continental workmen, and some of these must have added

considerably to both the clockmakers’ and the cabinet-

makers’ wealth of ideas, and proved of great assistance in

carrying out certain designs. The trade having once

been established in London and Edinburgh, makers from

other parts of the country visited these towns to procure

ornamental castings and other material, but by the

middle of the eighteenth century we find them producing

new designs of their own which are not found on London-

made clocks.

There is no doubt that the early London-made clocks

left nothing to be desired in workmanship and pro-

portions. The former was due, partly to the great pride

the producers took in their work, and partly because the

cost was of minor importance. Another factor, however,

contributed to the maintenance of a high standard of

quality, and that was the powerful influence of the

Clock Makers’ Company. This Guild possessed very

great powers, and they could not only seize and destroy

any second-rate article, but could ruin any man who
did not consistently turn out first-rate work.

When, however, the powers of this great Guild waned,

a reaction set in and inferior goods were produced. The
growing demand for clocks naturally led to another

change. At first they were only purchased by the extra
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wealthy, but later on other people with more slender

purses required them, and the natural result was that

clocks and clock cases had to be produced at a much
lower figure, and many refinements had to go. It is

interesting to compare the very high standard, not only

of clocks, jbut of all sorts of beautiful old furniture in

some ancient mansion with the corresponding clocks and

furniture handed down from generation to generation of,

say, farmers who were less prosperous. In the one case

we find the choicest materials, design and workmanship,

and in the other case the village craftsman’s attempt to

produce something of the same sort from a poor class of

material, the proportions and workmanship frequently

being likewise somewhat poor.

It is interesting to note that at the time the London
makers were distinctly degenerating, those of Lancashire

and certain other districts were producing work of great

excellence. With the general slump which occurred in

the clock trade owing to foreign competition, most of the

provincial makers died out, and apart from movements

made in factories in Birmingham, London, etc., compara-

tively few are made in this country at all. There still is

a colony of chamber workers in London, but they are

getting fewer in number every year.

Before the war the Germans were doing their utmost

to stamp out the last traces of clockmaking in this

country. Not many years ago the writer was shown, in

a wholesale house, a sample of a finished, silvered and

lacquered dial for a long case clock delivered in Glasgow

for nine-pence more than the bare cost of the brass.

The earliest long case clocks produced had certain

features in common with the lantern. Many had crown

escapements and short pendulums, which accounts for
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the fact that the early cases were very narrow. The
dials were square and not more than 9 or 10 inches

across. The dial centres were frequently engraved with

the lily pattern so popular at this period. The corner

ornaments were simple, small and beautifully finished

with the graver. The hand was of the simple double

loop type, frequently bevelled on the surface. The
movement was of the lantern type, and when wound
with a key, the two trains were placed side by side. The

hood of the case had twisted pillars on each side, and in

the earliest examples the hood had to be drawn off or

raised before the hand could be touched. The moulding

under the hood was convex instead of concave, and the

same applies to the top of the plinth. The door was long,

narrow and square-topped, and the distance from the

floor to the top of the plinth was frequently distinctly

less than in later types. The whole design was extremely

simple and dignified, the only ornamentation being a

very small quantity of inlay.

The reader is cautioned against regarding any one or

two of the above characteristics as pointing to an early

clock. If the movement is not an old one, the style of

engraving of the dial and the corner ornaments are perhaps

some of the best guides, providing that the dial is a

genuine old one, and not merely a reproduction. On the

other hand, the size of the dial, the one hand, the thirty-

hour lantern movement, the plain rectangular door, the

simple case with a low plinth and several other character-

istics are frequently found in clocks even as late as 1760.

The matter is further complicated by dealers inter-

changing dialsand cases so that good cases may have good

dials and movements and vice vend. When this is done

dealers ignore, as a rule, the question of age and locality.
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About 1690, or perhaps even earlier, several very

marked changes took place. The eight-day movement

was developed ; clocks with minute hands and calendar

circles were introduced, and the ornamentation of cases

was further developed. This period also witnessed the

introduction of frosted dial centres, which became the

standard practice in London for about three-quarters of

a century. The clock by Hester, shown in Plates XI.

and XII., dates from about 1695.

So long as the crown escapement was used in long case

clocks, the aperture for showing the day of the month
was located between the centre of the dial and the

figure XII., but the application of the seconds pendulum
and seconds hand resulted in the aperture being placed

just above the figure VI. To-day the calendar on a clock

is regarded as quite unnecessary, but from about 1690 to

1 790 hardly any clocks, except lanterns, were constructed

without them
; in fact, the calendar was regarded as far

more important than the minute hand. To-day this

appears almost incredible, but it must be remembered

that 200 years ago no one had a train to catch, and the

general public had no printed calendars or daily news-

papers to refer to when they wished to date their

letters.

The introduction of the minute hand, of course, brought

with it minute divisions on the dial. In some cases we
find every minute separately numbered round the dial,

but this soon gave way to the practice of numbering

every fifth minute. Many early makers made their

minutes very large and clear, as illustrated in Plate XII.,

but these were soon followed by the minute figures being

placed outside the divisions, as shown in Plate XIII. The
size of the minute figures tended to grow, as will be seen
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by examining a series of dials of different ages. A few

makers in the middle of the eighteenth century even

went so far as to make the minute figures as large as the

hour figures, as shown in Plate XXI.
About 1700-10 we find most long case clocks fitted

with dials similar to those illustrated in Plate XIII.

These may be regarded as characteristic of this period,

and are not only found on British clocks with marquetry

cases, but also on clocks of Dutch origin. It will be

noticed that an early maker’s name is followed by the

Latin word “ fecit ” (made it), and he usually engraved

his name on the base plate below the circle. The
centre is frosted, with little or no ornamentation with the

exception of a Tudor rose in the middle. This was

probably suggested by the alarm plates of the earlier

lantern clocks (see Plate V.). Surrounding the circle will

be noticed the ever-popular lily design. The corner

ornaments have undergone certain elaboration. About

this time hour-hands became very ornate, and many of

the best makers developed some extremely intricate and

beautiful designs. Some were not only elaborately

pierced, but the surface tyas carved or bevelled in

addition. Further examples of the hands of this period

are given on p. 117. This period witnessed the intro-

duction of turned circles round the winding holes. It

was probably done for a dual purpose, partly for orna-

mentation, and partly because a frosted dial is so easily

marked by the winding key. The herring-bone border

was introduced about this time.

The plate-frame movement was, of course, thoroughly

established for eight-day work. Outside locking plates

were common, but many were constructed with inside

locking plates and strike main wheel of seventy-eight
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teeth. The earlier clocks with rack-striking mechanism

had the rack placed inside the movement. The upper

pinions in the trains were made with six or seven leaves

only, the fly pinions being small and light for high speeds.

For train numbers, see p. 155.

About 17 1 5 we find the arched top added to the dial. It

was probably suggested by some one making a long case

to accommodate a lantern clock without hiding the fret

above the dial, for we meet with such clocks occasionally.

For many years the arch was used merely for appearance

and not put to any useful purpose. With the intro-

duction of the arch, we find flower or scroll engraving

on the dial base just outside the circle disappearing.

Additional ornamentation on a very restricted scale

appeared in the centre, but makers omitted the Tudor

rose. Owing to the state of politics at the time, it was

probably considered that the presence of a Tudor rose

might seriously restrict the market for the clock. The

former types of corner ornaments disappeared, and fresh

designs came on the market. For the arch, the domed
name-plate and dolphin ornaments shown in Plate XXI.
had a very long run of popularity, but arch ornaments

matching those in the corners are byno means uncommon,
as shown in Plate XV. (a), which is only one of many
examples.

A certain number of makers adopted the arch ornament

shown in Plate XIV., using the centre space as a name-

plate, or engraving a face upon it. Some of these orna-

ments have a smaller crown at the top.

No very striking changes in dials or movements took

place between 1710 and 1730. Many new designs of

corner ornaments were produced, but the dial centres

remained much the same. Hands became standardised
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in design, but varied in proportions, as will be noticed

from Plates XXXI. and XXXII. Cases, on the other

hand, underwent a good deal of change not only in

material and style of finish, but also in the design of the

hood. In some examples the hood followed the contour

of the arch dial fairly closely, as in Plate XXII., but others

carried a more or less elaborate superstructure. The
latter appear to have been suggested by the tops of

bracket clocks made twenty or thirty years previously

and illustrated in Plates XXV. and XXVII. Such

adapted designs were for the most part quite good,

especially in England. By about 1730 we find the arch

being used for some mechanical contrivance such as a

strike silent hand
;

this was soon followed by various

forms of automata such as a swinging figure of Father

Time (Plate XV.), a ship in full sail (Plate XXIV.), or

some mechanism for showing the phases of the moon
(Plate XVII.). Other changes in the dial are noticeable.

The corner ornaments became distinctly degenerate, no.

only as regards design, but also in workmanship, as will be

seen from Plate XV. (b). The quarter hour divisions on

the circle were omitted, the hour hand was made longer,

and of less pleasing design. By 1730 most of the move-

ments hadoutside racks, but the tail of thegathering pallet

• had not come into general use. During the period under

consideration we find that clockmaking outside London

and Edinburgh was becoming a very important industry,

especially in Lancashire, a county which for many years

held a high reputation not only for clocks but for all sorts

of clockmaker’s tools. Even to-day one frequently sees

certain tools in catalogues described as Lancashire

pattern. While London clocks were degenerating, the

Lancashire men were rapidly improving, and so far as
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mahogany cased clocks were concerned the north country-

men frequently excelled the Londoners in their products.

Plates XVI. and XVII. show a mahogany clock and

dial by John Wyke, Liverpool. The case is one typical

of the district, though many were also made with double

columns at each side of the hood. The general outline

of the hood is typical of the mahogany ones of the

district and should be carefully noted. The base of the

case is somewhat unusual, but by no means unique,

since many were made so in Lancashire and Cheshire.

Probably one of the most remarkable features about

this case is the immense amount of detail in all the

mouldings.

In the old London-made clocks we frequently find

fretwork openings backed with silk to allow the sound of

the bell to escape, and afford some touch of ornamenta-

tion. Some Lancashire men followed their example, and

subsequently developed the practice of introducing

pieces of glass into their hoods and ornamenting them
with some gold design on a dark blue background. In

this clock by John Wyke, the ornamental glass has been

damaged and painted over. The somewhat elaborate

platform between the horns of the hood is peculiar to the

district. In many cases this platform was surmounted

by a large fluted ball and spike of wood. The dial is a

very fine example of Lancashire work, but the second

hand is not original.

Probably in no district did the oak case attain such a

high standard of perfection as in the north-west counties

of England. •' A typical example is shown in Plate XVIII.
Like many others made in this district, the case is pro-

vided with bands of mahogany round the door and the

panel of the plinth. A certain amount is incorporated
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in the hood and elsewhere. The design of the case

throughout shows that the northern maker had a good

eye for proportions. The lines of the hood bear a great

contrast to those made in some other parts of the country

at this period and which were surmounted by a somewhat
heavy looking superstructure, especially in Scotland.

They compare very favourably with the crudely jagged

tops so frequent in other districts.

The north countryman displayed more enterprise and

imagination than his London contemporary as regards

dial making. While the Londoner was getting slack

and disinterested in brass dials, the Lancashire men
were developing new designs and turning out first-class

workmanship. They frequently adopted London types of

comer ornament, as will be noticed in Plate XIX. (a). In

fact, this dial was probably made twenty-five years after

this particular corner ornament disappeared from London
workshops. Very soon they developed new designs, just

as men in other districts did. After 1720 we find not

only a great sameness about the centres of London dials,

but many of the corner ornaments, if not actually

degenerate, were poor in quality, being spoilt by fins

appearing in the open work and by sand marks on the

surface. On the other hand, the north countryman

almost invariably filed away all rags and fins produced

in casting and took care that their ornaments had good

surfaces, jfree from sand marks, before they attached

them to dials.

Some of the dial ornaments found on old clocks are

illustrated by Cescinski and Webster, but a complete

catalogue has never been published. In the case of the

very earliest corner ornaments it is easy to arrange them
in chronological order, but later on great complications
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arise. We have already seen that long after London
makers had discarded some of the better designs, pro-

vincial makers were adopting them. The whole subject

requires very careful tabulation and analysis, and

perhaps some one will undertake this work. One is

inclined to regard the set of cast corners representing

the seasons of the year as comparatively recent, since we
find it on dials from 1750 onwards. It will be observed that

the engraved corners of the dial shown in Plate XXIV. (a)

are of this type. On .the other hand, this design is really

an old one, for it is found on a sixteenth century stone

dial in Exeter and on the Stuart clock illustrated in

Plate VI. Sometimes makers attached engraved corner

ornaments to their dials, especially in Scotland.

Provincial makers and north countrymen in particular

did much to relieve the monotony of the frosted dial

centre. It is probable that they did far more in this

respect than the London men. In the neighbourhood

of London we find that engraved centres were chiefly

ornamented with rather conventional scroll designs. In

fact, many engravers appear to have been incapable of

producing any new ideas in this respect. Among
provincial makers we find attempts to break away from

standard forms. Thus, in the centre of the dial by
William Kent of Walden (Saffron Walden, Essex)

(Plate XX.), we find foliage, birds and butterflies. Not
only this, but part of the engraving is filled with red wax,
with a rather good effect. It is evident that a piece of

Imari china suggested the design and red waxing. The
bird and butterflies are very similar to those found on
Oriental china from Japan.

The dial by Edward Samm, Linton (near Cambridge)

(Plate XX.), is another example of an attempt to adapt
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an Oriental design, but with a very poor result. The
engraver appears to have realised that it might not be

recognised as a Nankin design, so has inserted a diminu-

tive Chinaman between the centre and “ four o’clock.”

The dial by Barnish of Rochdale (Plate XIX. (b)

)

has an
heraldic design engraved in the centre ; this was probably

done to order, since it represents the arms of a Prime

Bailiff of the Weaver’s Company. The circle of this dial

has the minutes arranged in waves, a thing frequently

seen in old watches, but not very often in clocks.

The dial already referred to in Plate XIX. (a), is a

splendid illustration of what can be done by a combina-

tion of frosting and engraving, and the dial shown in

Plate XXI. (Alex. Rae) is another good example. Both

Lancashire and Scottish makers frequently used sunk

seconds, as shown in the Essex landscape dial illustrated

in Plate XX. (<*), an admirable plan, which saved all risk

of the second hand catching on the hour hand. In the

case of the dial shown in Plate XXI. the silvered seconds

circle is “ inlaid ” in the base plate.

In the southern counties of England we usually find

quarter-hour divisions only for one hand clocks, but

makers in the north very frequently divided the space

between the hours into twelve spaces (five minutes each).

Sometimes these divisions were near the inner edge of

the circle and sometimes near the outer edge, where the

minute divisions are usually placed.

A departure from the usual practice is frequently found

in Lancashire and Cheshire dials, viz., the indication of

the minutes on the circle by a series of round dots, at the

same time omitting the two lines one usually associates

with minute divisions. London makers, apparently,

only applied moon discs to arched dials, but provincial
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makers frequently applied them to square dials. Fre-

quently this was done by means of a circular opening as

shown in Plate XIX.
(
b ), but an opening of shape similar

to that in the arch was also quite common.
Although two hand eight-day clocks were made in

large numbers before the end of the seventeenth century,

it is remarkable that the making of thirty-hour and one

hand clocks should have persisted for so many years.

The addition of the minutehand could not have materially

added to the cost. Certainly many of the thirty-hour

clocks were somewhat roughly made, but many others

were of really high-class construction, showing that the

maker would not have had the slightest difficulty in pro-

ducing a first-class eight-day movement. At thesame time

they very frequently provided sham winding holes and

squares. Plates XXII. and XXIII. represent a splendid

example of this by John Brown of Liverpool. The case

is of most exquisite walnut, and the dial and hands and

movement are all of high-class workmanship, and yet it

was constructed to go thirty hours only.

Returning to London-made clocks, they may be

divided into several more or less definite periods, the

Ebony and Walnut period, the Marquetry period, the

Lacquer period and the Mahogany period. It must be

distinctly understood, however, that not only did each

period overlap those on either side of it, but it must be

recognised that country makers were usually very slow

in adopting the prevailing London fashion. This is

borne out in the movements, dials and cases.

Another influence which must be considered is the

facility for obtaining certain kinds of material and
labour in various districts. Mahogany, being an im-

ported wood, was more readily obtainable in towns like
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London and Liverpool, and other districts relied chiefly

on home-grown woods, such as oak and walnut. The
first lacquer cases were coated in China, being sent out

there for that purpose. London workmen copied them
and after a time achieved a certain amount of success,

but provincial attempts were naturally poor, owing to the

absence of men who had become more or less skilled in

the art through prolonged practice.

About 1750 a marked change in fashion occurred and

gradually spread through the country districts, namely,

the introduction of a dial composed of a single plate of

brass, engraved and silvered as shown in Plate XXIV. (*).

This change was probably not absolutely abrupt. From
Plate XXIV. (b), which shows an 8f-inch square dial by
G. Gibson, of Thetford,* we see that some makers were

engraving the corners of their dials. Others were engrav-

ing their arches, so it is not to be wondered at that the

raised circle was regarded as unnecessary. It had long

beenknownthat silver-washed surfaces forman ideal back-

ground for engraving ; in fact, the Stuart clock shown in

Plate VI. was silvered. These dials certainly possess one

advantage, viz., the ease with which any one with poor

eyesight can see the time. With the introduction of this

type of dial came a very much more elaborate minute and

second hand, probably with a view to making them
match. In Plate XXIV. (a), it will be seen that although

all three hands are comparatively simple they are of the

same design. This type of dial did not persist for many
years before the majority of the new clocks had painted

'

* It it difficult to date this dial. Edward East engraved the comers of hit

dials in 1665. The engraving in the centre and between the chapters suggest

the reign of Queen Anne. Hie dial evidently had two movements before the
writer bought it, without one, thirty years ago. It was apparently made in

a small town in Norfolk, so is not particularly old*
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iron dials fitted. Cheapness probably influenced makers

to adopt the painted dial, but fashion also demanded it.

Mr. Prichard has in his possession a finevoid chiming

bracket clock with brass basket top and dating from about

1698. Until a few years ago this clock had a white painted

dial and brass hands. Investigation showed that the old

brass dial-base still existed behind the painted one, but

the figure ring, corner ornaments, and old hands had been

scrapped. Needless to say, the dial has been restored.

It very soon became apparent that the usual dial feet

were unsatisfactory for painted dials, since the paint

became chipped rouiid the rivet heads if the clock

received a jar in transit. This difficulty was obviated

by introducing a stiff iron plate between the dial and

movement, which enabled very short feet to be riveted

into the former.

With the white dial followed the invariable practice of

placing the figures representing the age of the moon on

the dial itself instead of sometimes on the dial and some-

times on the moon disc. For the calendar the fan-

shaped opening showing a portion of a circular disc, and

also a calendarhandand dial as used in the later brass dials,

still survived. For a time steel hands remained general,

but brass hands were popular for the later movements.

Some of the brass hands were extremely well designed

and finished with the utmost care, but the majority were

comparatively rough stampings produced in shearing

dies, the sheared surfaces receiving no subsequent

cleaning up or polishing.

Many of the earlier cases used for movements with

white dials were of excellent design and of splendid work-

manship. So good are many of these old cases that

during the last twenty-five years antique furniture
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dealers all over the country have been buying them and

having either old or new brass dials fitted to them.

Provided this change is carried out by a man who knows
his job the fraud is almost impossible to detect, but in

nine cases out of ten the change is plain to be seen by
any one who has made a study of old clocks.

By the end of the eighteenth century or the beginning

of the nineteenth century artistic clockmaking was
nearly extinct in this country. Common looking dials,

poor hands and appalling cases became the rule rather

than the exception. Probably the worst proportioned

cases came from Yorkshire, where there was a demand for

something massive. Even the antique and modern furni-

ture dealer, who will buy almost anything at a sale, is re-

luctant to give more than a few shillings for such atrocities.

Those with an inquiring mind will ask the reason for

clocks and cases degenerating, why men departed from

the beautiful and adopted the hideous. A possible

explanation may be found in the last of a series of

articles by Mr. E. Guy Dawber which appeared in the

Architectural Review of June, 1899. According to Mr.

Dawber architects frequently designed furniture for their

clients, and he goes on to point out that some of the

features of degenerate clocks which he illustrates could

only come from a man with an architect’s training. On
the other hand the writer is informed by Dr. Cranage of

Cambridge, an acknowledged authority on art and

architecture, that there is not the slightest suggestion of

an architect’s pencil about the beautiful cases made late

in the seventeenth and early in the eighteenth centuries.

One very naturally concludes that architects may have

been responsible for the degeneracy. If this is so,

protect us from architects !







BRACKET CLOCKS

Cescinski and Webster, in their great work on English

domestic clocks, have traced the evolution of bracket

clocks in considerable detail. Without going into great

detail, however, it may be said that the cases of the very

earliest bracket clocks bore a close resemblance to the

hoods of long case clocks. The dials were square, and

at a very early stage the tops of the cases usually flat.

By about 1690 we And bracket clocks being made in

comparatively large numbers. The case was usually

extraordinarilywell proportioned and simple in character,

sometimes of oak veneered with walnut, but more fre-

quently ebonised, t.e., stained jet black and then polished.

It is said that pear wood is the best home-grown wood
for this style of finish. Surmounting the top was either

a pierced and embossed brass basket or a plain simple

wooden top of the same shape. These tops are illus-

trated in Plate XXV. These pierced and embossed basket

tops were very frequently almost identical in design, in

fact, a few years ago a set of old dies for making them
was sold in London. A few makers, however, departed

from standard patterns. In the Wetherfield collection

aresome beautiful examples of bracket clocks with pierced

silver tops and tortoise-shell veneer. Some of the early

docks with basket-shaped tops of wood had the latter

ornamented by a pierced and engraved brass plate of

splendid design. The chief characteristic of the early

examples, so far as the movement is concerned, is the

great amount of labour expended in making it beautiful.
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The back plates were beautifully engraved by men of

extraordinary skill and taste. The lily pattern was the

favourite at this period, though after 1700 it practically

disappeared. • The characteristics of the various parts

composing the movement are dealt with in another part

of this volume. The introduction of the arch for dials

of long case clocks naturally led to a similar change in

bracket clocks. The case assumed the form shown in

Plate XXVII. (a), and hundreds were made in this style up

to about 1760. As time went on, the style of engraving

degenerated, becoming latterly a series of more or less

meaningless scrolls, before it finally disappeared in the

reign of George III. It is worthy of notice, however,

that about 1750 or so we find the “basket of flowers”

design on back plates, on dial centres of long case

clocks, and in the form of carving on furniture. A
feature of the early bracket clocks was an elaborate fret

attached to the back cock which supported the knife-edge

pivot of the verge. This gradually degenerated, at first

by making them simpler, then by using a smaller plate

engraved but not pierced, and finally even engraving

disappeared.

Some makers had exclusive designs of their own,

but about 1700 many used the design illustrated in

Plate XXVI. (b). This design was so popular that it was

adapted as a fret for lantern clocks used in East Anglia

(Plate VII.) during the earlier part of the eighteenth

century. As a fret the design was inverted. See also the

side frets of the Friesland clock (Plates VIII. and IX.).

Practically all bracket clocks with brass dials were

fitted with mock pendulums which swung behind a slit in

the dial. They were intended to give “ life ” to the clock.

When an anchor escapement and a pendulum which
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describes a small arc are fitted to such clocks the mock
pendulum has a very poor and lifeless action, in fact it

was not infrequently taken out and scrapped.

In the reign of George III., or even earlier, we find the

top of the case arched to correspond with the contour of

the dial, and later on, after the introduction of the round

white dial, the balloon top, the lancet top, etc., were

developed. Plate XXVII. (b) shows what might almost

be described as the latest form of bracket clock made.

One cannot help admiring the early productions ; they

were simple and artistic. Designers in the last 100 years

have turned their attention to clock cases, but have

entirely failed to equal the old work. If one examines

a number of designs of modern cases in a clock shop or

illustrated catalogue, one cannot help feeling that the

authors of such must have been either monumental

masons or cemetery keepers. The same could never be

said of the old designers. On some of the cases made
about the middle of the eighteenth century we find a

good deal of ornamentation in the form of brass castings

pinned on to the surface, and however successful such

touches were in the earlier days, it will be generally

admitted that it was very much overdone at one stage.

The same applies to many of the elaborate chiming

bracket clocks of to-day. They look overdressed, and

suggest that they are designed to attract the custom of

the profiteer.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century a number
of small time-pieces of British make came on the market.

They were chiefly fitted with verge movements arranged

to go for thirty hours. Plate XXIX. shows such a clock

with silvered brass dial. Many of the movements were

square or rectangular.



THE AGE OF A MOVEMENT

A question one is sometimes asked is, “How is it

possible to distinguish an old clock from a new one, or old

parts of a movement from new parts ? ” No definite

answer can be given. The Scotsman when asked a

question frequently replies by asking another. “ How
does one distinguish old furniture from new, old carving

from new, old printing from new, old china from new ?
”

The only possible answer to give to such questions is,

“ By experience based upon close observation.” Every

detail, almost without exception, has undergone some
modification during the past 230 years, and if one has

made a careful study of the matter, one can usually tell

fairly well. Of course, if any man starts out with the

idea of making an exact reproduction of an old move-
ment, true in every detail, he can do so, but it would be

a very costly job. Occasionally new dial plates are cast

and hammered to pass as old ones, but the usual work
on movements consists of such jobs as replacing all the

old pinions, a few wheels and the pallets. In such cases

no attempt is made to conceal the fact. Sometimes the

trains of an old eight-day movement are replanted in a

pair of new plates with a view to adapting them to an

old brass dial. Frequently new plates are used in order

that a chime may be added to an existing clock (see

p. 128). Then again there are a few clockmakers who
do a fair business in making up movements out of a

mixture of old and new material to suit the requirements

of dealers in old clocks. When the work is well done,
zot
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such a made-up movement can readily pass as an

original one unless very carefully examined. The wheels

of a given clock bear a striking resemblance to one

another in colour, shape of teeth, width of rim, lack of

sharpness due to frequent cleaning, style of crossing out,

and otherininor details. When a new wheel is inserted

in an old clock the workman seldom copies the collet

exactly if this also requires renewing. A collet of

different pattern from the rest usually points to a new
pinion if the wheel is original and vice versa. If, how-
ever, both wheel and pinion are old and the collet is new,

it may simply point to the wheel having been moved to

one side or the other to make it engage in a fresh portion

of the pinion it drives if the latter is much worn. Possibly

a good secondhand wheel or pinion has been inserted.

An old pair of plates is fairly easy to identify. They
have a somewhat distinctive colour, since most of the

modern rolled brass has a reddish tinge. Cast plates are

seldom of absolutely uniform thickness, and occasionally

the variation is considerable. Sand and other casting

marks are fairly frequent, and many old makers did not

polish the face nearest the dial. The holes for the front

pivots of the barrel were usually drilled small and then

drifted out to the right size. This hardened the metal

and raised a burr which increased the bearing surface.

These burrs, though common on old work, are never

seen on new. An old clock will be found to have had

most of its pivot holes bushed, but an occasional bush is

to be found in new work when there had been an error in

depthing. When old places have been used for a made-

up movement quite a number of traces of old holes, which

have been filled up, can be detected if a careful exami-

nation is made. Very frequently, when old pillars are
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transferred to new plates, there is not enough metal

available for riveting, in which case they are secured by
a washer and screw.

When estimating the age of a movement the striking

mechanism should be examined carefully. This is dealt

with on p. 68, etc. There are other characteristics, how-

ever. In the older eight-day movements the main

wheels are slightly larger, the barrels sometimes longer

and with very little flange. The ratchets have fewer

teeth and rather shallow. The upper wheels of the

trains, both going and striking, are usually smaller in

early movements and have teeth of fine pitch. Early

movements have pinions in the upper parts of the trains

with fewer leaves. Thus six and seven-leaf pinions are

used in older movements where the seven and eight-leaf

pinions would be used for later work (see p. 155). On
theother hand, the teeth of the motionwork and calendar

wheel are frequentlymuch coarser in old work, the motion

wheels generally having arms instead of being solid discs.

Old snails are usually scribed with concentric circles.

In many early movements the centre wheel was placed

near the front pivot, instead of at the back. This was a

good practice from the point of view of the cleaner, and

for shifting it when the second pinion is worn. It

necessitates slightly longer pillars, otherwise the centre

wheel fouls the pin wheel. This can be avoided, how-

ever, by placing the centre and escape pinions a little to

the right, just as we find them to the left of the movement
in thirty-hour work.

The bridge of an old movement frequently had pointed

tips instead of rectangular, and the pendulum cock was
frequently rather light and had a very small bearing

surface on the back plate. It was usually slightly
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ornamented. Steady pins are almost always absent in

old work. Even to-day one finds workmen who do not

use the best method for applying steady pins. The
piece should be set in the correct position, screwed and
again tested. The pin hole is then drilled through both
pieces at one operation and slightly tapered by means of a

broach. The parts are then separated and the steady

pin hole is then countersunk on the contact surface. The
steady pin is tapered, rounded up and driven into the

part. The operation of driving in is likely to cause a

burr where the projecting end comes through, but as this

burr or swelling is produced in the countersink, it does

not prevent the flat faces from coming together. The
hole in the plate then requires opening very slightly so

that the steady pin is free to slide in, but is not loose.

Centre-seconds movements for long case clocks came
in about 1750, and about the same time the centre

calendar hand. Some makers adopted both on the same
movement. In most centre-seconds movements we find

the usual centre pinion planted just above the barrel, and
an extra wheel similar to the minute wheel is fixed on to
the displaced centre pinion like a canon wheel, so that it

can slip when the hands are moved, and this drives

the minute wheel. The objection to this plan is that
unless the wheel cutting and depthing are done very
accurately, the minute hand has a good deal of backlash.

Some Scottish makers got over this by another method.
The second pinion was made so long that it could project

through a hole in the front plate and be pivoted into the
bridge. Assuming it was an eight-leaf pinion, it would
then drive a sixty-four or sixty tooth wheel keyed on
behind the canon wheel, according to the number of
leaves in the escape pinion. A clock so constructed has
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an imperceptible amount of backlash in the minute hand.

The minute hand of a centre-seconds clock should always

beabout a quarter of an inch longer than theseconds hand.

This enables the former to be moved round rapidly when
the clock is being set to time. The seconds hand should

be carefully poised even if additional metal has to be

added behind the counterpoise.

A further characteristic of early work is the extent to

which makers used the process of brazing when making

hammers and other parts of the striking mechanism, not

to mention the attachment of collets to pinions. For

the latter soft solder was introduced early in the

eighteenth century, and about fifty years later almost all

brazed work disappeared.

The shape of screw-heads has undergone a certain

amount of change, as will be noted from Plate XXXV.
The top row have all square or nearly square heads and

were of brass when used for attaching dial ornaments and

of iron when used in lantern clocks, etc. The early long

case and bracket clocks, however, were frequently

furnished with screws with parabolic or conical heads,

as shown at the beginning of the second line. Many
makers, however, adopted the simple cheese head,

especially for less well-finished movements. Some
makers used another type of head shown in the second

line, consisting of a sphere resting on a flat circular

base. The largest of these is from a Lancashire clock

made about 1760. The later movements almost always

had mushroom-headed screws of varying proportions,

and these were followed by cheese-headed screws with

domed tops. Most of the early makers formed V-shaped

slits in their screw-heads, a bad practice compared with

the slit of uniform width used tcwlay.
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It will be noted that the screws of to-day have a

sharper and deeper thread (see p. 11).

Pillars have undergone some change, but for the most

part are not very useful in estimating age. Early

movements as a rule had more than four, some old

bracket clocks had as many as seven or eight. A
spherical portion in the centre was usual and reinforced

the pillar where the seat-board screw passed through.

The thread did not extend right through the hole, because

with the screwing tackle available, the screw and tap

always varied in pitch (see p. 11). Some slight grooves

were turned for ornament. For about fifty years the

pillars were for the most part similar in all clocks, the

grooves for ornamentation often being replaced by sharp

fins. These pillars were very attractive in appearance,

especiallywhen bright and clean, but involved a good deal

of work. By about 1760 makers had settled down to

pillars free from ornamentation. About the same time

a wire hook and nut for attaching the seat board became
common practice in place of the straight screw passing

through the pillars. With the introduction of the arch

dial into bracket-clocks, we find movements secured to

the case by means of holdfasts in the form of brass

brackets. These were usually engraved. They do not

appear to be any improvement upop the former method
of using screws passing through the base of the case and
into the pillars, and they are on the whole rather un-

satisfactory. If a pair rise up from the floor of the case,

and another pair steady the movement near the top, the

system is fairly satisfactory. It was probably introduced

with a view to keeping the movement clear of the base

of the case, so that the tick would be less noisy. Prior to

,1700 many makers did not use pins for attaching the
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front plate, but used hooks engaging in slots in the

pillar ends. They were possibly a relic of the wedges

used for attaching the bars in lantern clocks. The studs

upon which minute wheels, etc., ride, were at first

riveted into the plates. Screwing replaced riveting

quite early in the work of most makers, but a good

number still adhered to the older method.



CLOCK HANDS

Clock hands form an interesting study, and it is very

important from the point of view of the collector that

either the origjnal hands, or at least hands of the same

period, should be on the clock. Nothing mars the

appearance of an old clock more than a pair of hands

quite out of keeping with the age and style of the dial,

and the restorer should bear this in mind. Hands were

frequently broken when the old clock was consigned to

the stables or cellar a hundred years ago, and they were

usually replaced by modern stampings, or any old ones

available, irrespective of style or period. It is impossible

to say definitely what design of hands should be on any

particular dial, but when, to the trained eye, they appear

to be entirely in keeping with the dial, few would venture

to assert that they were not originals, except in very

exceptional cases. For instance, some makers were

known to favour particular designs irrespective of

fashion. Marks on the motion work sometimes show
that the hands have been changed.

By comparing the hands on a large number of authentic

examples it is fairly easy to follow the sequence in

London-made clocks, but the same does not apply to

those of provincial make. In fact, so far as provincial

clocks are concerned, the subject is confusing. Lanca-

shire makers sometimes used steel hands of a design not

found in the south and they sometimes even used brass

hands on brass dials. These hands were castings and
frequently made by sending to the foundry London-
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made hands, possibly of very intricate design and per-

haps made fifty years earlier, as patterns. Nos. 23, 28,

29, 47 and 48 are cast brass hands from Lancashire

clocks. We find that the comparatively crude clocks

made in the country late in the eighteenth century were

frequently provided with hands of a simple and early

type to save labour.' No. 1 1 is an early type found on a

high-class Liverpool dial dating from about 1750.

Even in London we find a certain want of sequence

before 1700. Certain makers about 1670 produced

beautiful hands, whereas others, the majority, contented

themselves with simpler forms. Where cost was no

object, some makers would probably pay special atten-

tion to hands.

The earliest hands found on British-made clocks

usually consisted of a more or less simple arrow-headed

index, or had loops near their extremities. No. 2 is from

a lantern clock gating from about 1650, and No. 1 is

from a long-case clock of about 1670. The next definite

change we find taking place was the change of shape of

the loops, and the development of relatively large ears or

blobs as shown in No. 4. Almost immediately we find

makers adding subsidiary loops, as will be' seen from the

illustrations. Many of these early types had oval

bosses, and their appearance was further improved by

bevelling either the edges or front surfaces.

By about 1695 we find the type of hands shown in

Nos. 19, 21 and 24, appearing, and many first-class

makers adopted these. They are clearly elaborations of

their predecessors, and are very attractive. This type

wasimmediately followed byanother of extreme intricacy.

From Nos. 25, 26, 27 and 30, it will be noticed that they

bear a striking similarity to one another even in detail.
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A few makers enlarged the boss and also pierced it.

It will be observed that when the very elaborate form

was developed, the large ears or blobs were pierced in

such a way as to represent incurved leaves like those

found in Jacobean embroideries. These types of hand

survived for about twenty years, but in the meantime

other designs were introduced. At first sight Nos. 32

and 34 would appear to be new, but they are really

nothing more than an oval form of their more or less

heart-shaped predecessor. No. 37 is a new type,

developed about the time Queen Anne came to the

throne, and was almost the most popular design all

over Britain for about eighty years. Unfortunately,

however, many makers spoilt it by making it much
narrower, as shown in Nos. 38 and 39. By about 1720

we find a reaction setting in, and the disappearance of

very elaborate forms. The cross-over loop type made
its appearance, but some years seem to have elapsed

before it took its final form. No. 43 is an early form,

and Nos. 40, 42 and 44 were the standard forms which

were used in large numbers all over the country till the

end of the eighteenth century. Nos. 45 and 47 have not

the cross-over loop, but are otherwise closely related.

In George II.’s reign we find another standard form

developed. No. 49 is what might be described as the

heavier type much favoured in country districts, and
No. 53 the lighter type more confined to the larger

centres of the industry. With the introduction of the

latter type we find some makers favouring elaboration

once more, as seen by Nos. 55, 57 and 59. Comparison
of large numbers of hands of the type represented by
Nos. 53 and 55, leads one to suppose that at this period

hand making had already become a specialised trade,
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since so many can be found which are exactly similar in

size and form. In fact Thomas Hatton, who wrote in

1773, refers to the purchase of hands, and advocates the

use of simple and cheap forms. It should be noted,

however, that type No. 53 continued a favourite as long

as hand-made hands were used. As a rule we find that

all the earlier hour hands were “ squared ” on, but the

later types had round holes in the boss to receive the

hour-hand tube. It will be observed that for the one

hand clock the spike behind the boss has been retained

throughout, even though not required in conjunction

with an alarm plate. The reason for this was that

considerable effort was required to move the hour hand

of a one hand clock, and the tip was comparatively weak
and liable to hurt the finger applied to it. On the other

hand the presence of the spike enables the thumb and

finger to be applied in the same way that they are used

to turn the key of a French clock. The later hour hands

of two-hand clocks were generally of uniform thickness

throughout their length. Changes have also taken place

in the design of minute hands. The earliest consisted of

a long fine index with a very slender S-shaped scroll near

the boss, as seen in No. 60. This scroll gradually became

more pronounced, and bevelling was used as a means of

ornamentation as in No. 14. By 1690 we find designs

of scroll as in Nos. 17 and 20. Towards the end of the

reign of William III., and during the reign of Queen Anne,

we find some makers using the crescent moon minute

hand as seen in No. 31, but it soon went out of fashion,

and the scroll became once more almost universal for

more than half a century. Side shoots from the scrolls

curled round in many cases to form loops, and later on

the loops became much larger, as will be seen from the
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series Nos. 60 to 68. Many makers, however, continued

to use the comparatively simple scroll (No. 61) without

loops, and, in consequence we cannot say, in most cases,

whether a given clock should have a looped minute hand

or not. All we can say is that makers fashioned their

hands in such a way that a relatively slender hour hand

was accompanied by a relatively slender minute hand,

and that a heavy looking hour hand had associated with

it a heavy looking minute hand.

Towards the middle of the eighteenth century, when
hour hands of the No. 53 type were introduced, we find

the scroll of the minute hand developed into several such

large loops, that the original scroll is almost lost, as seen

in No. 68. The loops then became longer, and the

serpentine hand with side shoots at intervals all the way
up (as in No. 69), was developed. It should be noted that

original hands of this type show that considerable care

was taken both in designing and finishing them.

Hands of the type numbered 40 and 53 are never found

on clocks with the quarter hour divisions round the

inside of the dial ring, save in very exceptional cases,

and even then they were only used by makers in small

towns or villages. They were then probably purchased

from itinerant hand makers. The types of hand already

dealt with probably include over 90 per cent, of those

used up to the time when “ hands to match ” were

introduced. It is not difficult to find exceptions, as will

be seen from Nos. 72 to 82. Some are exclusive designs,

and some represent local fashions. With the introduc-

tion of the plain silvered dial, and later the white painted

dial, we find hands to match being introduced. The
earlier examples of these were undoubtedly hand-made,

and both the brass and steel ones show that considerable
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pains were taken with them, as will be seen from Nos. 99
and 100. However, towards the close of the eighteenth

century, we find the stamped hand coming to the fore.

These were sufficiently well got up to satisfy the average

person, but will not stand close inspection, since the

sheared edges were never polished.

Seconds-hands have undergone very little change, and

for about a century a single pointer without any counter-

poise or piercing was practically universal. The counter-

poise probably originated on regulators and became an

absolute necessity on centre-seconds clocks. With the

introduction of hands to match the seconds-hand was

frequently of similar design, as shown in Nos. 88 and 91.

A complete catalogue of clock hands has never been

prepared, but a few examples of the hands-to-match

types are given.

Repairers very frequently replace broken hands by

modem stampings, overlooking the fact that they are

reducing the value of the clock, in many cases enormously,

by so doing. As a general rule, broken hands can be

repaired quite easily by means of silver solder, the joint

being both inconspicuous and very strong -if the job is

done properly. Soft solder is useless as it lacks strength

and prevents bluing by heat. If facilities for silver

soldering do not exist, the hands should be sent to a

spectacle maker, who will make a good job of them. If

the clock is a valuable one, and old hands of the correct

style and period cannot be obtained, new ones should be

made if the originals r.re missing. The best material for

this purpose is cold-rolled mild steel. This has a bright

surface and is rendered very stiff by the cold rolling, but

is easily drilled and filed. Bluing by heat is preferable

to blue lacquer, and by applying a little oil to the hot
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surface, an excellent blue-black is obtained. The

modern steel stamping is not a thing of beauty. It is

easily recognised by several characteristics. It is

uniform in thickness throughout its length, and is devoid

of fine lines. The latter are due to the fact that the

shearing dies used for stamping hands cannot be relied

upon to leave very thin isthmuses of metal without

producing an undue proportion of wasters. The shearing

action of the dies produces a characteristic rounding of

the front surface and a slight burr at the back. The
edges have a sheared appearance, and the hands are

usually coloured with a blue lacquer.



BRITISH CLOCKS FOR EXPORT
(AND USE AT HOME)

From time to time good orders for clocks for use on
foreign and colonial railways are placed in this country,

but makers have never made serious efforts to comply

with the requirements of the purchasers. It must be

realised that railway clocks abroad (and at home) are

almost invariably sent to headquarters for cleaning and

repairs, and a thousand-mile railway journey, with much
rough shunting, has to be faced every few years. One
respect in which the British clock fails is the inefficient

means of attaching the movement to the case. The
movement should not be attached to the dial or false

dial, but to a cheap iron casting such as the one illus-

trated in Plate XXXV. The back plate should be more

than an inch wider than the front plate so that the screw

heads are easily reached with a screwdriver. The casting

should not be screwed to the case, but the case should be

screwed, to the casting by means of four or six countersunk

i B.A. screws, tapped into the casting. In order that

the beat of the clock may be adjusted by the native

dockwinders who set them up, the impulse pins should

be fixed eccentrically in small milled discs about the size

of a sixpence, and these should then be attached, friction

tight, to the crutches. By this means the beat is very

easily adjusted without any risk of the crutch being

twisted. In order to retain the market the maker, should

devote his attention to reliability and avoid “ eye-wash.”

In the past some clocks which were sent abroad never
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gave satisfaction. The movements became loose, the

hands caught or rubbed the dials, the chains would not

keep in place (see p. 67), the pinions had corded leaves,

the pivots were bad, the depthing was very poor, the

pallets were carelessly formed, and sometimes the pallet

staff was bent. This sort of thing is not conducive to

repeat orders.

The writer has some knowledge of the work done in

the clock- and watch-repairing department of a large

Colonial railway, and he is convinced that if the British

Horological Institute were to issue designs and detailed

specifications for three or four types of clock, they

would confer a great benefit upon all concerned.

Watches with interchangeable parts are rapidly re-

placing others for railway purposes, and clocks with

standardised parts would also be of immense advantage.

The adoption of definite standard forms would assist

the purchaser, the repairer, and the maker, and could

not harm anyone.



RESTORATION AND REPAIRS

Before entering into the question of restoration and

repairs to clocks, a word of warning to owners may not

be out of place. The best men in the trade are unani-

mous on one point, viz., that old British clocks, like old

churches, never wear out. No expert repairer would ever

suggest that an old movement is so bad that it should

be replaced by a new one. Unfortunately the above

statements have never reached the general public, and
many fine masterpieces have been ruined by unscrupulous

shopkeepers, who have recommended the replacement of

original movements, subsequently selling the old one to

a repairer, who makes it equal to new, and fits it into a

case. Eight-day clocks are always worth repairing, but

with one-hand thirty-hour clocks the circumstances are

rather different. To take an extreme case let us consider

a fine old lantern clock dating from, say, 1660, and

therefore probably very much worn. Such a clock

would probably require new pinions throughout, possibly

other repairs, and what would be the result 1 In the

writer’s opinion the act of making such a clock go would

result in robbing it of many of its old features and turn

it into a commonplace piece of mechanism, a nuisance

to wind every twelve or twenty-four hours, a noisy

striker, and inconvenient for showing the time.* Many
people have these beautiful old clocks gutted and cheap

• The old lantern clock reminds one of cases like Kirkstall Abbey. It is a
fine old ruin, and very interesting to the antiquarian, but if roofed over the
nave would be almost pitch dark in day time. This probably accounts for

the fact that it has never undergone restoration.
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German spring movements put in. This practice is

about as reasonable as converting beautiful old historic

buildings into picture palaces. The writer is of the

opinion that the practice of gutting old lantern clocks

and fitting eight-day movements will cease before long.

In ever-increasing numbers people are realising that the

genuine old lantern clock with its original movement is

far more valuable than one which has had an eight-day

movement fitted. The public is realising that an old

clock, even hanging silent on the wall, is far preferable

to a converted monstrosity placed on the mantelpiece,

where it was never intended to stand. In the case of

long-case clocks there is some excuse for conversion.

Take, for instance, the clock illustrated in Plates XXII.
and XXIII., which was originally a thirty-hour clock with

sham winding squares. In this particular case, so far as

the going train was concerned, a new barrel, main wheel

and centre pinion sufficed to turn it into a first-class

eight-day time-piece. Probably it was time the centre

pinion was replaced in any case. It appears to the

writer that the conversion of this clock was quite legiti-

mate, since the general character of the clock was not

impaired by the change, and the nuisance of winding

every day was avoided ; moreover, the movement did

not possess any features of historical interest.

Regarding dials opinions differ. Many people when
asked whether they want the brass dial and ornaments

of their clocks cleaned say, “ Oh no, we like to see it

looking old.” If the same people are asked whether

they allow the old family silver to remain dirty or

whether they have it cleaned they will say, “ Of course

it must be clean.” The tendency to-day, however, is for

the public to become more educated. They realise that
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the true beauties of an old clock case and dial are only

really visible if they are both freed from dirt, repaired,

and intelligently polished. When the average owner

feels uneasy it is probably due either to the feeling that

his dial,when cleaned, will be rendered hideous bya nasty

orange lacquer, or the fear that the dial may appear too

bright in comparison with a somewhat dingy lacquer

case. The intelligent repairer will always be able to get

over these troubles. To-day very good transparent and

colourless lacquers of extraordinary durability are

obtainable. A good man with such a lacquer can retain

all the beauties of freshly polished brass as regards

colour. Then again he can control the brightness of his

dial to blend well with a case which it is not possible or

proper to polish to any great extent (see p. 132). Some-

times parts of dials, such as the cast ornaments, are

missing and require replacement. Many men in the past

seized the first set of corners they could lay their hands

on and attached them without any further thought. It

is obviously desirable that a dial should be restored with

a set of corners similar to those the original maker put

on. As a rule this is fairly easy. The general character

of the dial, case and movement gives one a good idea of

the type of comer to expect. It is then only necessary

to try several corners of different patterns, but of about

the same period, and if one is found with screw holes

corresponding to those on the dial the selection is

probably correct. If the dial is very dirty, this test

should be carried out before it is cleaned, to ascertain

whether the unevenness of the dirt or corrosion of the

surface of the metal corresponds with the pattern of the

comer ornaments.

As regards hands the same doctrine applies. Hands
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of the correct period should be on the clock even if they

have to be specially made. Not infrequently repairers

replace both hands by a pair of modern stampings, in

style 100 years and in workmanship 200 years later

than the clock. Many delicate old hands were broken

and sometimes clumsily soft soldered. It is a simple

business to silver solder them, and failing the proper

appliances for the work, they are best sent to a man
accustomed to brazing spectacle frames. When brazed

or silver soldered they should be blued by heat. It is a

good plan to wipe them over with oil while still hot as

the oil checks the tendency to rust and at the same time

turns the blue into a good blue black (see p. 120). If the

calendar circle is missing, special care should be taken

that the engraving of the new one is in accordance with

the style of the dial. By giving the engraver rubbings

of the minute figures he ought to be able to produce

a correctly engraved circle. Wheels for driving the

calendar are sometimes removed, since they are suspected

of causing the clock to stop. Whether this was so or

not we need not consider, but obviously the calendar

circle should move very easily. In fact, if the minute

wheel is removed, it will be found that the weight of the

hour hand alone as it falls from I to VI is more than

sufficient to move the circle, if all the adjustments are

correct. If the studs for the rollers are broken off or

very high up, it is a good thing to plant new ones in the

best possible position, viz., one at half past six, one at

four o’clock, and the third at eleven o’clock. If the

rollers are at half past three and half past eight, the

circle wedges them tightly against their studs and they

do not move freely. Some people have difficulty in

detecting a new brass dial which has been fitted in place
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of a white enamelled one, but as a general rule, the

change is easy to detect. The base of the new dial is of

rolled brass, the circle is usually attached by means of

screws, the engraving in the centre usually “ shouts
”

at one and the hands frequently afford corroborative

evidence. If the white dials had a moon disc this has

usually been transferred to the brass dial. In many
cases it will be found that the iron false dial used with

the white dial was retained when the brass one was fitted.

When high-class clocks are converted into chime clocks,

as a rule the dial centre is cut out and a new centre is

substituted, but the change is usually so obvious, that

it could not deceive a blind man. A very reprehensible

and very common practice is to engrave such names

as Thos. Tompion or Daniel Quare on the new centre

with a view to obtaining an enhanced price for the faked-

up concern. The above changes, of course, can deceive

no one with the slightest technical knowledge of British

clocks, but fakers to-day can defy even the most experi-

enced. Dial plates and circles are occasionally specially

cast, hammered and finished as our forefathers finished

them. Movements with crown escapements are sent to

the engraver and the back plates are engraved in the

style common at the time engraving was about to be

discontinued. If such work is really well done by men
who know what they are about, the fraud is practically

impossible to detect. The expert faker will go so far as

to treat his brass work chemically, show the clock to a

prospective purchaser, and then undertake to clean the

clock, etc., before sending it home.

Faked movements are less common. Movements are,

of course, frequently replaced by new or second hand
ones, but so far as the writer is aware, little is done in the
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way of attempting to • reproduce movements. Some-

times, of course, old movements are adapted to fit

particular dials, but probably very little work is done in

the shape of making faithful copies of old movements
from new material throughout. The public is too

ignorant to justify the expense. Many owners of old

clocks complain that they find the local men are unable

to make them go satisfactorily, and in the provinces

repairers have got rather a bad name in consequence.

The trouble probably comes about through provincial

men not being in touch with actual pinion makers and

those who do nothing else but make and restore clocks.

Assuming that the striking train is in fairly good order,

and the escapement is passable, it may safely be stated

that in 95 per cent, of the old clocks which give trouble

the cause is a worn centre pinion. Some repairers

attempt to reshape the leaves themselves, but only one

in a hundred can make a really good job of it. It is

very much more satisfactory to send the whole of the

wheels and pinions of the train to a pinion maker, and

tell him to do the best he can with them, replacing those

which are so badly worn as to require renewing. It is

surprising what a pinion maker can accomplish in many
cases. He is frequently favoured by the fact that the

original maker made his pinions a little too large or too

thick in the leaf, in which case the repaired pinion is

better than it ever was. Pinions cost so little to reform

or replace that there is no excuse for bad ones, which

not- only tend to prevent the clock going or striking

properly, but spoil the wheel teeth. Owners of old

bracket clocks are frequently advised by ignorant shop-

keepers to have the crown escapement replaced by a

modern one of the anchor type. There is no excuse for
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making the change. If care is taken to correct the crown

wheel escapement, the clock will keep time to within

half a minute a week, and as this can be depended upon,

it is quite absurd to change the escapement and reduce

the market value of the clock by so doing. The anchor

escapement was in use in long-case clocks for 120 years

before it was introduced into bracket clocks. Why did

all the old makers prefer the crown-wheel escapement

for bracket clocks when it is more expensive and trouble-

some to make ? The answer is that our forefathers got

better timekeeping with the crown-wheel escapement

than with the anchor when the pendulum was short (see

p.46). Another thing one sometimes meets with is the

recutting or the replacement of the fusees so that chains

can be introduced. This change again is costly and

reduces the value of the clock without anything being

gained. An equally satisfactory result can be obtained

by substituting a wire line for the gut, but the wire line

must be of the right kind. It should consist of a three-

ply wire rope composed of about forty fine strands of

steel wire. Each strand should withstand a good deal

of bending without developing a permanent set, i.e., each

strand should be suitable for making a spring. Such

lines are as cheap and as flexible as gut and apparently will

last for ever. Other substitutes are obtainable, but they

are all inferior, ate really little better and frequently

worse than gut. They consist either of a single oteel

wire with a brass wire twisted round it for ornament, or of

a number of soft steel or brass wires not very well twisted

together. A really good wire line is excellent for the

heavy weights of chime clocks, but most of those in

general use are of distinctly inferior quality. Before a

wire line is cut, a small gas flame should be applied to the
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place, to soften a length of about a quarter of an inch.

After this the line should be twisted a good deal at the
"

soft place and then cut. If this is done no trouble

will be experienced with the line becoming untwisted,

and the softening also saves the cutting edges of the

pliers.

Regarding clock cases, the procedure is sometimes

simple and sometimes difficult. If an old case requires

the attention of a cabinet maker, the man employed

should receive definite instructions in writing. If the

wood contains boring insects these can be suffocated

by the application of petrol, but if fungoid growth

has set in, perchloride of mercury solution should be

applied if the affected part cannot conveniently be cut

away.

The bases of cases were frequently cut down so that

they could stand in cottages with low ceilings. When
restoration is carried out, care should be taken that the

proportions are correct by examining several others of

similar locality, period and material, and in the condition

they left the makers.

Missing pieces of veneer, etc., should be replaced, and
special attention should be paid to all the glued joints

in the case. Few people realise that a case which has

become rickety through the glue giving way is a

fruitful cause of the clock stopping. The case tends to

swing with the pendulum and bring the latter to rest

(see p. 61). Even if it does not do this, the timekeeping

will suffer. The hoods of long-case clocks usually

require attention to render them more dust-proof.

There is, of course, no such thing as an air-tight case for

an ordinary clock or watch, although attempts have

been made in this direction for certain chronometers
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with more or less success. The gilt French clocks which

stood under glass cases in every large house fifty years

ago afford a good example of what can be done. In

these clocks the tidal air (the air which enters or leaves

the case with every change of temperature and baro-

metric pressure) can only pass through a velvet filter

and at the bottom of the case, so the movement never

becomes smothered with dust. To attain good results

with a long-case clock the case should be laid on its back

on the floor and the hood put on. Strips of wood about

a couple of inches wide should then be laid on the back

board, pushed up to the hood and screwed to the former.

The edges of these strips of wood should not be planed.

If left rough from the saw they will prove wonderfully

effective in obstructing the passage of dust and fluff

through the chink. The top of the hood and cracks on

the back board can be treated with glue and brown

paper. Having made the hood a good dust filter, it

should be ascertained whether there is a bottom to the

case. If there is, it should be taken out so that the

tidal air may have a free entry where it can do no
harm.

It is very difficult to say what treatment the exterior

of the case should have. If it appears to be in fine

condition it should be left alone. An old case coated

with alternate layers of smoke and beeswax in a farm-

house kitchen should be carefully cleaned, but not

scraped. An old mahogany case with a rich, dark and
clean oil polish should be touched up again with oil, but

otherwise left in nearly the original condition, or else its

market value will fall off. On the other hand, if the case

is in a really bad condition owing to it being for a long

period in a damp place, the polisher, and an intelligent
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one at that, should be called in after the cabinetmaker

has executed all repairs. A very high gloss produced by

French polishing (shellac and spirit) is usually considered

out of place by collectors, who prefer the old linseed oil

or wax polishes of our forefathers.



CLOCK TRAINS

A few notes on the selection of wheel and pinion

numbers may be of interest. Most mechanics know that

if an eighty-tooth wheel drives a ten-leaf pinion the

latter will make eight revolutions for one of the former.

We may conveniently start with the centre pinion.

It usually^has eight leaves. More would involve fine

teeth, more accurate work, and more expense. Less

would not be so good, owing to the action commencing
too soon before the line of centres, and this would be

accompanied by excessive friction. Very high-class

regulators are usually made with twelve-leaf pinions.

Having selected the centre pinion the main wheel is

chosen. The barrel of a long-case clock, and the fusee

of a spring clock, are usually constructed to make one

turn in twelve hours (i.e., sixteen turns in eight days).

Hence the main wheel is provided with ninety-six teeth

for an eight-leaf pinion and 144 for a twelve-leaf pinion.

The escape pinion makes one revolution per minute in a

long-case clock. There are two ways of doing this in

general use. Some men use a centre wheel of sixty and

a third wheel of fifty-six, with a second pinion of eight,

and an escape pinion of seven. Others use the better

plan of using a centre wheel of sixty-four, a third wheel

of sixty, and pinions of eight. Escape wheels usually

have thirty teeth, in which case the pendulum beats

seconds. Some early makers used escape wheels of

twenty and pendulums almost down to the floor. The
seconds circle was then divided into forty instead of

XM
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sixty. In the case of spring clocks the numbers are

rather different. The usual practice is to provide a

centre wheel with eighty-four teeth, the ;third with

seventy-eight, and the two pinions have seven leaves.

By using an escape wheel of thirty teeth the pendulum

is theoretically 7*9 inches long, and with a thirty-three

tooth escape wheel the length is about 6*1 inches. In

the striking train the same principles apply. A clock

which simply strikes the hours gives seventy-eight strokes

on the bell in twelve hours. Hence by giving the main

wheel seventy-eight teeth and letting it drive an eight-

leaf pinion carrying a pin wheel with eight pins, we
obtain one revolution of the weight barrel or fusee in

twelve hours. In modern rack striking movements,

however, it is usual to have at least eighty-four and

sometimes eighty-eight teeth in the strike main wheel.

The object of this is to lessen the fall of the striking

weight so that even if it is longer (and heavier) than the

going weight, there is no chance of it running right down
or touching the floor before the going weight has run

down. This is especially important with locking-plate

movements, but was not done after about 1700 (see

P* 69).

Some old makers, instead of using an eight-leaf pinion

for the main wheel to drive, used a nine-leaf one, in

which case the pin wheel had nine pins. The number of

teeth in the pin wheel depends on two factors, the

number of pins and the number of leaves in the pallet

pinion. The latter makes one revolution for each stroke

on the bell. Assuming the pallet pinion has seven leaves

and the pin wheel eight pins, the pin wheel would have

8 X 7 = 56 teeth. Similarly, if the pallet pinion has

eight leaves the pin wheel has 8 X 8 == 64 teeth.
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The number 'of teeth in the pallet wheel is an exact

multiple of the leaves in the warning pinion, so that the

pin in the warning wheel may always stop in the same

place. By this means unnecessary “ run ” of the

striking train at warning can be avoided, and the run can

be utilised at the commencement of the striking to allow

the train to gather speed before the lifting of the hammer
commences. Warning pinions in the striking train

usually have seven leaves, so pallet wheels usually have

sixty-three or seventy teeth. In the case of the warning

wheel the number of teeth depends on the rate at which

the clock is to strike. A fifty-tooth wheel gives a

relatively rapid strike, and a sixty-tooth wheel a relatively

slow one, suitable for gongs.

The above remarks should suffice to explain the

general principles, so that it is unnecessary to enter into

details regarding chiming trains. The main wheel is

usually provided with a hundred teeth. This ensures

that the chime weight is well above the floor, in spite

of its extra length, when the going train has run down.

Most modern makers use the eight-leaf pinion throughout

the chime train to save friction and eliminate the risk of

the train failing to get into motion. Much might possibly

be done to reduce the weight of the chime fly by using

aluminium instead of brass for its construction.

Reference will be found elsewhere to the fact that the

early makers usually employed six-leaf pinions in place of

seven, and seven in place of eight. Such clocks, of

course, required a good deal of driving power.

For the most part calendar work was of a simple

character, the circle, disc or hand being moved forward

once in every twenty-four hours. The weak point

about this simple arrangement is that the owner does
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not know whether the date will change in the middle of

the day or the middle of the night until he tries. Then in

all probability he has to stop the clock for twelve hours,

or advance the hands by an equal amount to get it right.

It is really no trouble to advance the calendar five times

a year, after short months, provided a finger space is

provided for the purpose in the seat board. In the case

of some clocks with a small square aperture just above

the figure VI we find a narrow slit in the dial about

| inch long and | inch above the opening. By
inserting a pin through this slit, the circle is easily

advanced. This plan is very desirable in bracket clocks.

Continuous calendars which compensated even for leap-

year have been designed (see Grimthorpe’s “ Clocks,

Watches and Bells ”) ;
but not one clockmaker in a

hundred can reset them when wrong without expending

a great deal of time on them.

For the most part the phases of the moon were shown

only approximately, and for convenience, it was usually

assumed that a lunation consisted of twenty-nine and a

half days. Hence the moon discs in clocks such as that

illustrated in Plate XVII. had 4 X 29^ = 118 teeth round

the periphery. The moon disc is then either driven by

two pins projecting from the face of a wheel which

revolves once in twenty-four hours, or by a bell crank

with hinged tip which receives an up-and-down motion

from a pin inserted into the hour wheel or snail. These

arrangements are simple, cheap and quite satisfactory.-

Several very accurate lunation trains have been worked

out. They are interesting and ingenious, but quite

useless, especially as the average wheel cutter has no

means of producing wheels with very out-of-the-way

numbers of teeth.
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From time to time we hear people talking of the

Nuremberg clock and other boxes of tricks. Opinions

may differ, but the average clockmaker in this country

regards such productions as coming under the heading of

mechanical toy making and not that of clockmaking.
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Repairers, as a whole, dislike repairing American

clocks, and, from the money point of view, there is

nothing much in such work. On the other hand, the

American clock which requires repairing is extremely

useful for teaching apprentices and amateurs, so they

would profit considerably by the experience if they spent

a portion of their spare time in making such clocks go

well.

The following notes will enable the novice to detect

some of the chief faults. In the first place the pendulum

or balance and pallets should be removed. A few drops

of petrol or paraffin should then be applied to the pivots

and escape wheel teeth. If the movement is then

allowed to run partially down, the pivot holes will become

cleared of gummy oil. Examine the pallets. If they

are solid pallets of a lever clock, repolish them. If

they are pin pallets, renew the pins if they are at all

cut. Needles are convenient for this purpose, and the

requisite lengths, slightly tapered, are easily broken off

the ordinary sewing needle. In the case of pendulum

clocks, broach out the pallet holes and fit a new pivot

pin. Make the pin sufficiently long to carry a washer

behind the pallets, and thick enough to make a new
uncut part of them engage with the escape wheel.

The action of the escapement requires careful examina-

tion. Drop must be reduced to a minimum with a view

to conserving power. Usually the depth is adjustable,

but in lever clocks with solid pallets and badly-worn
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wheel teeth it may be found that, in order to get the

escapement deep enough, a little of the rim of the escape

wheel will have to be filed away, otherwise the locking

will not be safe. Adjustments must be made so that

(a) while the drop on each pallet is reduced to a minimum,
there is no risk of the escapement not working smoothly

;

(b) while the locking is safe, it is not more than necessary.

Having adjusted the pallets, put in the balance and
examine the lever. The impulse pin must have a clear

run into the fork of the lever in whichever direction it is

moving. After the impulse pin leaves the fork the tips

of the latter must be close up to, but not rubbing, the

balance staff. If the lever is long enough, it is impossible

for the lever to be moved until the gap in the staff passes

the tip of the fork, and the impulse pin is ready to unlock

the escapement and subsequently receive its impulse.

If the lever is too long, the tip of the fork rubs on the

balance staff, and the friction checks the free oscillation

of the balance. Assuming the balance spring has been

adjusted so that the balance is in beat, try whether the

clock will go with a good healthy action. Try whether the

position of the movement makes any difference. It may
be found that when the movement is upside down the

balance oscillates well, whereas when right way up the

clock is inclined to stop. This is frequently attributable

to the screws which act as pivot holes for the balance.

If one of the screws is taken out, cleaned and examined

under an extra powerful glass, it will be found that the

weight of the balance has caused the staff to wear a

groove in the screw, and this groove is a source of con-

siderable friction. By arranging the screws so that the

unworn portion takes the weight of the balance and staff,

a considerable improvement in the action may result.
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Examine the balance pivots. If they are blunt, remove

the hair-spring and grip the staff in the lathe chuck.

Use a high speed, and repoint the pivots by using a well-

oiled Arkansas stone slip like a file. Worn pivots usually

suggest very roughly-made pivot screws. If the escape-

ment, etc., are in perfect adjustment, and the movement

lacks power, examine the teeth of the main wheel with

a glass. If they are badly pitted through prolonged

action with a lantern pinion, the trouble probably lies

there. Slip a string round the main-spring, and, after

tying it, let the movement run down and take it to

pieces. Remove the main-spring and turn off the rivet

which holds the main wheel on its arbor. Reverse the

main wheel, and, of course, remove and refix the click

and click-spring and spread the rivet again. This job

should not take more than a quarter of an hour if the

repairer has a respectable kit of tools. The effect of this

reversing of the main wheel is usually very striking, and

emphasises what has been written on the subject of

wheel teeth and pinion leaves. Another way to attain

this end is to top the wheel, re-round up the teeth, and
re-depth the wheel and pinion, but this takes about twice

as long and requires a certain amount of skill.

It is quite possible that some of the depths require atten-

tion, but this is not a very common fault. It is usually

indicated by the fact that for a certain period the

balance has a vigorous movement followed by a very

poor movement, and followed again by a vigorous one.

It is easy to determine from the length of the period in

which depth the fault lies.

Sometimes the rounds of the escape pinion or others

near it are badly worn. By gripping each one in succes-

sion with a pair of pliers and revolving it half a turn, so
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that it presents a fresh surface to the wheel teeth, the

Action may be improved very considerably.

Needless to say, cheap foreign movements constructed

with soft-brass centre pinions are not worth touching.

As regards faults in the striking train, the chief cause

of the clock stopping is the great effort required to

unlock the strike.

In the event of it being found that the hair-spring has

been broken near the outer end and leaving it too short

to permit regulation by the ordinary means, the clock

can be brought to time by increasing the mass of the

balance very slightly. In fact, it will probably be found

that a single layer of sewing cotton wound round the

rim of the balance is sufficient to make a difference of

about twenty minutes a day. The advantage of this

method is that it does not interfere with the poise of the

balance.

As inwatchwork, kinks in a hair-spring are straightened

out, or the curvature is varied, by means of a pair of

forceps, one leg of which is formed with a concave surface

like a gouge, and the other with a convex surface of

about the same radius.

The amateur clock-repairer may feel disappointed

that no attempt has been made in this volume to

instruct him in such work as the turning and polishing

of fine pivots. No one can learn such work from books.

One often hears the remark that “ an ounce of practice

is worth a ton of theory,” and if the amateur is anxious

to learn pivoting and similar work, the only way of

doing so is by taking lessons from an experienced

practical man.
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Until now the principal British writer on this subject

has been the late Lord Grimthorpe, who took such a

leading part in the design of the great Westminster clock.

His book, “ Clocks, Watches and Bells,” first appeared

in 1850, and was followed by seven subsequent editions

spread over a period of about fifty years. Though the

book contains much important matter, it is naturally

rather out of date. Since the last edition was published

enormous advances have taken place, not only in

metallurgy, but also in gear-cutting, etc. Non-ferrous

metals have been studied by many able scientists, and

not only have many important new alloys been dis-

covered, but investigation has shown how the older

brasses and bronzes can be improved in strength, and in

their capacity to withstand wear and corrosion. In

ferrous metallurgy the developments have been enormous,

and now the clockmaker can produce deeply case-

hardened material far excelling anything which was

produced formerly. Alloy steels containing nickel and

chromium have shown their superiority as regards

strength, toughness, and resistance to wear. By the use

of steel containing a high percentage of nickel, com-

plicated compensated pendulums are no longer necessary

save in exceptional cases. Where prime cost is of

secondary importance, stainless steel presents great

possibilities, especially in humid or polluted atmospheres.

In the hard state it appears eminently suitable for

pinions, and in the soft state is being made into wire
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ropes As will be seen later, the whole theory and

practice of bell-founding has been revolutionised within

the last few years. Lord Grimthorpe was very severe in

his condemnation of the involute system of gear teeth on

the grounds that the wheel thrusts the pinion away from

it, thereby increasing the pivot friction and wear of the

pivot hole. The cycloidal system is certainly preferable

for domestic clocks where low-numbered pinions are

used, but this does not apply to turret clocks, where

the involute system appears preferable. In the first

place it is possible, by the aid of existing machinery, to

produce involute teeth with mathematical accuracy,

whereas the same does not apply to cycloidal teeth.

Pinions with glass-hard wearing parts can have all

errors in their contour, resulting from unequal con-

traction on quenching, removed by modern grinding

machinery. In the involute system, it is possible to

vary the amount by which the wheel tooth slides over

the pinion leaf. Thus, by using short much-curved

addenda, the sliding or rubbing action is somewhat

reduced, and the action more resembles a rolling one

than a sliding one, though a certain amount of sliding or

rubbing cannot be entirely avoided. Unfortunately,

when this is done, it does tend to increase the pivot

friction, but this disadvantage has probably been much
exaggerated. If the wheels and pinions run in ball-

bearings this objection (if real) disappears, since the

friction in such a bearing is independent of the load it

carries, throughout a very wide range. It should also

be noted that, with the involute system, accuracy of

depthing is of secondary importance, though of supreme

importance with the cycloidal system. Another advan-

tage lies in the fact that all involute wheels and pinions
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produced with a single generating cutter run together

with mathematical accuracy.

Most existing turret clocks would be greatly improved

by the addition of lubricators with well-fitting lids.

These would not only make lubrication simpler, but

would assist and encourage the periodical washing out

of the pivot holes with benzole. Simple oil holes, such

as are used on common machinery, are generally ruled

out on the ground that dust settles in them and is carried

into the pivot holes by the oil. There is, however, no

reason why they should not be covered by a strip of

springy sheet metal bent to a smaller radius than the

end of the bush and then sprung on. A better arrange-

ment for most pivot holes would be the provision of a

thin metal cap over the end of the bush, which would

prevent dust settling on the end of the pivot or in the oil-

sink. It would reduce the circulation of air in the pivot

hole, and consequently retard the deterioration of the oil

through dirt and oxidisation. In all probability many
turret clocks will be made in future with ball-bearings

instead of simple gun metal pivot holes. Few people

realise how imperfect the contact between the pivot of a

turret clock and its hole really is, owing to the impossi-

bility of getting absolutely perfect uprightness in every

hole. On the other hand, the use of a self-aligning ball-

bearing gets over this difficulty. The average maker is

doubtful of the advantage of ball-bearings as regards

reduction of friction and wearing qualities, on account of

experience gained with bicycles. There is, however, the

greatest possible difference between the usual rubbishy

bearing used in bicycles and the high-class and in

expensive self-aligning bearings used for other purposes.

In view of the introduction of summer-time the best
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turret clocks of the future will probably be provided with

some mechanism which will enable any authorised person

to advance or retard the hands by some definite amount

irrespective of the operator’s skill or judgment. In the

case of common and erratic church clocks the practice of

stopping the pendulum for an hour, or advancing the

hands an hour, is quite good enough, but this is not so in

the case of the principal clocks in large towns where very

accurate time is necessary. Such a mechanism need not

be complicated. F6r instance, a dog-clutch formed like

two contrate wheels facing one another, and with their

centres in line, could be provided at small cost. A
clutch of this kind would permit the hands to be set

back or be advanced by exactly an hour, and after the

change the error of the clock in seconds would be precisely

the same as before. At the same time the steady motion

of the pendulum would not be interfered with.

The cost of winding large turret clocks has led to many
enquiries as to whether electric power cannot be utilised

for winding existing clocks with weights, or whether new
clocks without weights are not feasible. In large public

offices and hotels, synchronised electrically-operated dials

are being used. They are driven by simple primary

batteries like electric bells. In the case of turret clocks

with large dials and heavy bell-hammers, the primary

battery is out of the question, and a large set of accumu-

lators would prove far too costly to maintain. If we
utilise the current available from the electric light and
power mains the question of interruption of supply

owing to “ blown ” fuses, cable repairs, etc.,*has to be
taken into consideration. It therefore appears that for

the going train we must retain the weight clock on the

grounds of reliability. For the striking and chime
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trains it is possible to dispense with the weight and a

good deal of the wheel work, by using electric motors

and worm gears. The switch gear would, however,

prove complicated and costly both in the first instance

and in maintenance, and it would have to be operated

by racks instead of locking plates on account of the

unavoidable interruptions which occur in current supply.

We are, therefore, led to the conclusion that for large

turret clocks weight movements, wound electrically, will

hold their own for a long time to come. The provision

of electric motors for winding large turret clocks should

not add materially to their initial cost, and, being

automatic in their action, would save the cost of their

installation in a few years. The cost of current for

winding a large turret clock in Birmingham has been

stated to be id. per week.

For the smaller wheels of turret clocks the use of non-

ferrous alloys will probably continue. Steel wheels with

hard teeth, such as are used in motor cars, would not work
well without a copious supply of a viscous lubricant.

Moreover, steel wheels can only be produced at a reason-

able price if they are forged by the thousand in extremely

costly dies.

One would have thought that Lord Grimthorpe’s book
would have been consulted by almost everybody respon-

sible for the installation of turret clocks, but that is not

so. In consequence, we find turret clocks still being

made with ordinary dead-beat escapements and located

in awkward attics and towers, designed by architects who
regard any place as good enough for a clock movement,
providing they succeed in producing an external elevation

which they themselves like. Owing to the extremely

awkward places where turret movements are not in-
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frequently located, it is of the greatest importance that

the maker should take this into consideration. Those who
t

have to take them to pieces for cleaning and repairs,

frequently find the job extremely trying, since no adequate

provision has been made for removing and replacing the

parts one by one. The maker probably pleads that the

purchaser will not pay for such facilities, and that if his

movement were placed in the centre of a sensible clock*

room the difficulty would not arise.

Although the quality of bells for domestic clocks has

deteriorated during the last few centuries, the same does

not apply to those used for turret work. Apparently

the late Canon Simpson, of Fittleworth, was in a large

measure responsible for improvements in the latter, as

will be seen from the following extract from “ Here,

There, and Everywhere,” by Lord Frederick Hamilton :

“ Canon Simpson was an enthusiast about bells, not

only about * change ringing,’ on which subject he was a

recognised authority, but also about the designing and

casting of bells. . . . The Canon maintained that very

few bells either in England, or on the Continent, were in

tune with themselves, and therefore could obviously not

be in tune with the rest of the peal. Every bell gives out

five tones. The note struck, or the * tonic ’ (which he

called the ‘ fundamental ’) the octave above it, termed

the * nominal,’ and the octave below it, which he called

the * hum note.’ In a perfect bell all these three octaves

must be in perfect unison, but they very seldom are.

The ‘ nominal ’ or upper octave is nearly always sharper

than the ‘ fundamental ’ and the ‘ hum note ’ is sharper

than that, thus producing an unpleasant effect. Any
one listening for it can detect the upper octave or
‘ nominal/ even in a little hand bell. Let them listen
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intently, and they will catch the sharp * ting * of the

octave above. The * hum note ’ in a small bell is almost

impossible to hear, but let any one listen to a big bass

bell, and they cannot miss it. It is the ‘hum note*

which sustains the sound, and makes the air quiver and

vibrate with pulsations. For many years I have lived

under the very shadow of Big Ben, and I can hear its

‘ hum note ’ persisting for at least ten seconds after the

bell has sounded. Big Ben is a notable instance of a bell

out of tune with itself. In addition to the three octaves,

every bell gives out a * third ’ and a * fifth ’ above the

tonic, thus making a perfect chord, and for the bell to be

perfect, all these five tones must be in perfect tune with

each other. Space prevents my giving details as to how
this result can be attained. Under the Canon’s tuition

I learnt to distinguish the ‘ third ’ which is at times quite

strident, but the * fifth ’ nearly always eludes me.

During Canon Simpson’s life-time, he could only get one

firm of bell-founders to take his ‘ five tone ’ principle

seriously. I may add that English bell-founders tune

their bells to the * nominal,’ whilst Belgian and other

continental founders tune them to the * fundamental,’

both according to Canon Simpson, essentially wrong in

principle.

“ Three days ago I read a leading article in a great

morning daily, headed, ‘ The Renascence of Bell-founding

in England,’ and learnt from it that one English bell

foundry was casting a great peal of bells for the War
Memorial at Washington, and that another firm was
carrying out an order for a peal from, wonder of wonders,

Belgium itself, the very home of bells, and that both

these peals were designed on the * Simpson * five tone

principle.”
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APPENDIX I

COMPARISON OF CLOCK TRAINS AT VARIOUS
PERIODS

Eight-day Long-case Clocks

1700. 1800. 1900.

Going Train :

Main wheel 96 .. 96 96
Pinion 8 8 8

Centre wheel 60 .. 60 64
Pinion 8 8 8

Third wheel 56 .. 56 60

Escape pinion 7 7 8

Escape wheel 30 •• 3° 30

Striking Train :

Main wheel 78 .. 84 84

Pinion . 9 8 8

Pin wheel . 54 .. 56 64
Number of pins 9 8 8

Pinion 6 7 8

Pallet wheel 48 •• 49 70
Pinion 6 7 7
Warning wheel 48 •• 45 • • 63

Fly pinion .

Number of turns of fly

6 7 • • 7

per stroke of hammer 64 •• 44i • • 90

The high-speed fly of 1700 gives slow striking and brought out

the fine qualities of the bells of the period
;
the nine-leaf pinion

in this train is rather unusual. The train of 1900 was made for

a slow strike on a gong.
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In view of the fact that Lord Grimthorpe’s book
“ Clocks, Watches and Bells ” is out of print and unlikely

ever to be reprinted, the publishers have suggested that

I should incorporate part of it in this volume. No other

writer has ever put on record so much valuable informa-

tion on turret clocks, and it would be a great pity if Lord

Grimthorpe’s store of information were allowed to sink

into oblivion. The subject of bells I am leaving to

some one, like Mr. W. W. Starmer, who can do it justice.

When a new clock-tower is being built there is usually

a committee dealing with the matter, and a few sugges-

tions to the committee are offered. In the first place they

should recognise that architects are no better qualified

to purchase clocks for the turrets they design, than they

are to purchase the horses for stables they are com-

missioned to build. The committee should make care-

ful inquiries as to the makers and performances of the

principal clocks in a dozen large towns and then obtain

tenders from those makers who have produced clocks of

proved excellence. The same applies to the bells for the

hours and quarters. This should be done before even

the foundations of the turret are laid. Having selected

a clockmaker and a bell-founder, these people should

then instruct the architect concerning the internal

design of the turret. Only by this means can really good
results be obtained without rearranging the whole of the

interior. In fact, the construction of the turret, before

all details relating to the clock and bells are available, is
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on a par with building the outside walls of a house before

any thought has been given to the arrangements inside.

This may sound an exaggerated statement, but it is quite

true, as all turret clockmakers and bell-founders will

testify.

If the clock is to keep really good time, as all public

clocks should (but don’t), the support for the movement
must be really rigid. In fact, the rolled steel joists or

ferro-concrete beams which support it will only be suffi-

ciently free from spring if they are capable of bearing a

static load equivalent to fifty, or better a hundred, times

the weight of the clock.

What follows is essentially a series of verbatim

extracts from Lord Grimthorpe’s book, with a few slight

additions. As the gravity escapement is applicable to

both domestic and turret clocks, suitable designs for

each are given at the end.

Church or Turret Clocks

It may be supposed that as the work of these clocks

only differs from that of house clocks in the size of the

hands and the weight of the hammers they have to move,

you have only to enlarge the machinery and the business

is done. But there is a very important fact in the way of

that conclusion : viz., that as you increase the strength of

machinery you increase its weight in a ratio as much
higher as the cube is higher than the square of any of its

dimensions
;
and when you increase weight you increase

friction, and friction is a word which ought never to be

long out of the mind of a clockmaker, or. at least, of a

clock designer, inasmuch as the timekeeping part of a

clock is the only machine whose sole business is to over-

come its own friction, resistance of the air, and variations
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of heat, and to do that in a constant and uniform manner.

And there is this further difference between large and

small clocks : in small ones the force or weight required

to work a hammer of an ounce or two is generally about

the same as is required to keep the pendulum going, and

so the two * parts * or trains are about equal in strength ;

whereas in large clocks the lifting of the hammer generally

requires a great deal more power than driving the hands

and pendulum, and therefore ought to have much heavier

and stronger machinery. Nevertheless the object of

some clockmakcrs seems to be to make the going train of

large clocks as heavy and the striking train as light as they

can.

Pendulum.—Lord Grimthorpe devoted a good deal of

attention to pendulums, both from mathematical and

practical points of view. The conclusions he arrived at

are briefly as follows :

—

(a) The best form of bob is a heavy cylinder with its

axis vertical, owing to the ease with which perfect

symmetry is attainable (see p. 61).

(b) A lead bob is preferable to one of cast iron, since, for

a given weight, it is smaller and, therefore, less affected

by the atmosphere. It requires more careful handling,

however.

(c) The top of the bob should be domed to prevent bits

of dirt, which would accelerate the clock, resting on it.

(£) The final regulation of the clock, and slight tern*

porary changes of rate, are best brought about by adding

or removing small weights, which rest on a collar half

way down the rod.

(/) The arc described by the pendulum must remain

constant, otherwise the rate of the clock will vary.

(/) The cheapest and most reliable escapement, which
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will maintain a constant arc, in spite of variations in the

driving force in the train, is the gravity one designed by

himself.

(g) The support from which the pendulum hangs

must be really rigid and free from the slightest tendency

to “ give ” or tremble.

(h) The suspension spring must be perfectly encastered

gripped firmly between flat surfaces) at each end.

The “ pinning in ” must be arranged so that the spring

hangs vertically and is uniformly loaded.

(t) Provision should be made, in the design of the

tower, for easy access to the rating nut, and for catching

the pendulum in the event of the suspension spring

breaking.

The great majority of clockmakers, till lately, set their

faces against compensated pendulums, and used nothing

but wooden ones. And so long as the clocks themselves

are no better than they are, it would undoubtedly be a

waste of money to compensate the pendulums, as the

escapement errors will far exceed the temperature one.

But when you have got a first-rate clock in other respects,

it is absurd to prevent it from going accurately by not

giving it a pendulum without which it cannot keep the

same rate in hot and cold weather. It is true that a

2 seconds, or even a l$ seconds, compensated heavy

pendulum is a rather expensive affair if well made ; and

with a common dead escapement probably the advantage

is on the whole in favour of a 13 ft. wood pendulum of

3 cwt. over a 5 ft. compensated one of half the weight,

which will enable a clock with such an escapement as I

shall describe to keep within a second a week of Green-

wich time. The fashion of extravagantly long pendulums

has very properly gone out, as their inconvenience and
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liability to be affected by the wind over-balances any

advantage from them in a moderately good clock.

There were several in Yorkshire until lately as long as

56 feet, or 4 seconds : 20 feet = seconds, which old

Doncaster church had, is the utmost length I should

allow.

Position of Clock .—The worst of all positions for a

large clock is the usual one, on a stool on the upper floor of

a tower, for the reason that a clock fixed in this way is far

from rigid and cannot keep accurate time. The best is

on stone corbels built deep into the wall. The West-

minster clock lies on independent walls, which, of course,

are stronger still. Where this cannot be done, cast iron

brackets bolted through the wall will do, or 18 in. X

7 in. rolled steel joists across the room if it is not very

wide. Wooden beams are not to be trusted. When the

clock is fixed as firmly as this, the pendulum may be

hung from the clock frame, if that is itself strong enough,

and the pendulum cock properly fixed to it, or cast with

it, though the wall is generally to be preferred for a long

and heavy pendulum, if the clock stands near enough to

it. But again it is inconvenient to have a very large

clock so close to the wall that a man cannot get some

access to it from behind. Therefore no general rule can

be laid down for the fixing of turret clocks, except that

firmness is the first consideration, to which everything

else must give way according to the circumstances of the

tower.'' Whatever increases the arc without increasing

the weight is obviously a great advantage ; and the

principal things which do that are diminution of friction

and inertia of the train, and steadiness of suspension of

the pendulum. I cannot give a better proof of how much
the arc depends on that, than the effect of hanging the
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Westminster pendulum on its proper cock, which is a

large cast iron bracket built into the wall ; the arc

increased full 45' over what it had been in the factory,

where it was hung on what seemed a perfectly firm

support, a strong timber frame built up from the ground.

Even smaller pendulums generally increase their arc

from about 2° in the factory to 2° 30' as soon as they are

properly fixed to a good wall on stone corbels or rolled

steel joists
;
and as the escapement errors vary inversely

as the cube of the arc, the clock should go more than

twice as well with the firmer suspension ; and in fact it

does.

Frame.—The old-established form of clock frame was
a sort of cage of vertical and horizontal bars, some of

which contain the bushes for the pivots of the wheels, and

have to be unscrewed from the principal bars in order to

get any of the wheels out. It was a great improvement

on this to fix the bushes themselves with screws instead

of riveting them into the bars, as it enabled the wheels

to be taken out separately, instead of all dropping loose

at once and perhaps bending their back pivots as soon

as the front bar was taken off. Mr. Vulliamy introduced

this plan, and old Mr. Dent used it in the Exchange
clock, of which a perspective view is given in Tomlinson’s

Cyclopaedia under Horology. But he soon afterwards

adopted a still better arrangement, borrowed in principle

from the French, who were strangely ahead of us in this

branch of clockmaking until shortly before the 1851

Exhibition.

The French clockmakers are entitled to the credit of

having introduced the horizontal frame cast in one piece,

with the great wheel set in bushes or cocks below it, and
the smaller wheels above in separate frames of the A
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shape bolted to the great one. But much more has been

done since that. I will now describe a moderate-sized

turret clock, suitable for a bell up to 5 or 6 .cwt., and

therefore only needing the striking part winding once a

week, which will not do for large ones, and striking one at

the ten proper'half-hours as before described. This was

made for a clock-tower of my house by Mr. Joyce, of

Whitchurch, Salop, the maker of the great Worcester

Cathedral clock, striking on a 4^-ton bell, and a vast

number of smaller clocks. I ought to mention at the

same time that Messrs. Potts, of Leeds, in 1881, put up a

still larger one in the finest clock-room in the world,

about 40 ft. square, in the tower of Lincoln Minster,

striking on Great Tom and four new quarter bells
;
and

Gillett and Bland, of Croydon, who made the clock for

some still larger bells in the Manchester Town Hall. But
all these, and a multitude of others not quite so large, by
these makers, and by Smith, of Derby, belong to the class

which will be described afterwards, winding every one or

two days in the striking parts. Dead escapements have

now become quite obsolete for all large clocks that are

intended to keep time within the maximum that ought

to be allowed, viz., 5 seconds a week ; for I hear that

some of these large clocks do not vary 5 seconds a

month, except from some temporary cause. Therefore,

the time is come to treat the gravity escapement as the

standard one for this purpose.

Very few architects have the least idea how large a

dock-tower must be to hold a clock of moderate size

properly, or bells either. Their notion seems to be that

it is the duty of their clients to let them build what they

think pretty, and then get other people to make it useful

if they can. I must inform their clients, then, that they
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cannot have a clock of the best construction suitable for

a bell of only 4 or 5 cwt., and one or more dials of 4 ft.

diameter, unless they provide a clock-room at least

6 ft. square, and 7 is better, and at least 30 ft. fall for the

weights. The frame in such a tower as that is best built

into the wall about half a brick deep at eaih end, as mine

is, and, of course, made quite level and firm. It will then

be firm enough to carry the pendulum, without resorting

to an independent cock built into the wall. Mine is

about 3 cwt., and just 99 in. long to the bottom, being

1J seconds, which happened to be more convenient than

a ij seconds one, besides being rather better. As it is

generally necessary to carry the ropes up to some place

above the clock-room to get all the available fall, you

have to provide space for them also, and evidently more
than if they go straight down from the barrels, which is

better if you have fall enough, as it saves a good deal of

friction in several ways. This depends on the height of

the clock-room from the ground, and the use you want

to make of the lower part of the tower, which should all

be considered beforehand, but never is, except by people

who look after their own work, who alone get it done

well.

Any one who is generally acquainted with clock-

making will understand from Fig. 2 1 more than could be

shown in it without confusion. The barrels, or great

wheels of both parts, are set under the frame in bushes of

the construction a and d together in Fig. 22, so that they

can drive second wheels in bushes of the form b on the top

of the frame, which top is about in. wide, and is now
always planed in a machine, to carry all the cocks and
bushes quite firm and level. There are three cross bars

cast in it at convenient places, which are utilised also
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for carrying cocks for ‘ leading off,’ for hammer-tails,

winding-pinions, and anything else of that kind. The

great going wheel generally has 120 teeth, and is 12 or

13 inches in diameter, and drives (first) the hour wheel

with 40 teeth, on the arbor of which is the bevelled wheel

driving other bevelled wheels up to the dials, both out-

side the tower, as usual, and in mine inside also to a dial

at the end of a long passage in the house. That leading

off goes downwards obliquely, and is omitted in the

picture. The half-hour snails, with the main bevelled

wheel, are clamped to the hour wheel by thumb-screws,

to enable you to set the hands when necessary ; and it

drives no more wheels in the train, because it makes a

better distribution of the teeth to leave it independent.

The great wheel therefore drives the one marked 100

with a pinion of 10, which will turn in 15 minutes as the

40 wheel takes an hour, whatever may be the time of the

great wheel, which is generally made 3 hours in these

clocks. The 15 min. wheel of 100 drives another pinion

of 10, .*. in 1*5 min., and that having a wheel of 90 drives

the scape-wheel pinion of 9, which, with the double

three-legs and a i|-sec. pendulum, turns in 9 seconds.

But if the pendulum fe
1 J sec., the scape-wheel will turn

in 6 X ij, or sec., and its pinion must either be 8

driven by 96 or 9 driven by 108.

In all clocks of this kind the pallet arbors are set in

small cocks, on the large one which carries the pendulum,

and the scape-wheel itself has only a short arbor in two
cocks behind the other wheels. The pendulum swings

in a long slot in the flange at the top of the frame, reaching

from one cross-bar to the other
;
and the escapement fly

also in another space, with the two three-legged wheels

between the back bar and another which carries all the
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wheels. There is room enough for all this, and a suffi-

cient length of barrel, in the width of frame that the

striking part requires, which is always a good deal more

than the going part, on account of the greater thickness

of the rope, and the cams and levers and the winding

wheel. The frame is generally 4J in. deep, with a wide

flange turned inwards all along the top, to set the various

cocks on.

There is a little inconvenience in the third wheel

turning in l\ min. instead of either 1 of 2, as you want
an index of some kind to mark seconds for regulating,

unless you go entirely by the striking. But this train

distributes the teeth so much the best that I adhere to it,

and get over the other difficulty either by a pair of small

wheels in the proportion of 3 to 2, the smaller carrying

a seconds hand, or else depend on an index placed over

the rim of the 90 seconds wheel, which is graduated up

to 30, so as to give the seconds in every half-minute,

leaving you to see by the other dial, on the hour arbor,

which half-minute it is. With a 2-sec. pendulum there

is no such difficulty, for the scape-wheel then turns in

12 sec., and its pinion of 10 driven by a wheel of 100 lets

that wheel turn in 2 minutes
;
and that may have a

pinion of 10 driven by 100, which will turn in 20 min.

instead of 15, and consequently wants a pinion of 12 to

an hour wheel of 36. Several other numbers also would

do ; but we shall see afterwards how the second wheel

may be used to obtain greater precision in the time of

beginning to strike than you can get from an hour snail,

a good way off the escapement too, if the second wheel

turns in 15 or 20 minutes. And if you want to apply it

to the half-hour striking also, which only requires two
pins (T in Fig. 23, p. 177) instead of one, it must turn in
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15 min. The great wheel need not turn in any particular

time. Sometimes I have had them for 4 hours. In the

Westminster clock it was convenient to have it turning

in 3 h. 45 m. A minute-hand is, or should be, always set

on the hour-wheel arbor, with a dial to set the clock by,

which is best done by letting the gravity escapement

run or stopping it for the necessary time, which is

another advantage of these clocks.

Wire Ropes.—The introduction of wire ropes, instead

of the old hemp ones of 5 or 6 times the thickness, did a

great deal towards enabling the barrels and clock frames

to be made smaller than the clumsy things of old times,

which it is no longer necessary to describe, as wire ropes

and iron barrels have become universal. But I find it is

still necessary to warn people against using zinced wire

ropes. I found long ago that for some reason or other

zincing iron wire or sheet iron tends to make it brittle, and

sometimes the zinc splits off,* while tinning it has the

contrary effect

;

only it does very little towards pre-

venting rust, for galvanic reasons. But the best way of

preventing rust on wire ropes is to keep them well greased

with a mixture of tar and grease. Paint splits off with

the bending of the ropes.

Striking from the great wheel was another important

improvement which followed from the use of wire ropes

with many more turns of the barrel for one winding up,

and especially those of steel wire, which may be thinner

still. The saving in friction, and consequently in weight

and the strength required, is more than any one would

suppose
;
and that also has become universal in all clocks,

except those of makers who have steadfastly set their

* This applies to coatings put on by dipping, but not to some of the more
modern process*!.
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faces against all improvements, and consequently never

dare to accept contracts guaranteeing the rate of time-

keeping prescribed above, or the raising of hammers that

will bring the full sound out of bells, which the old clocks

never did. By using suitable cams instead of pins for

working the hammers great economy in power can be

effected. They are now generally cast on the great

wheels, and in very large clocks are faced with steel.

For an eight-day striking part I have come to the con-

clusion that the best arrangement is. to have about

18 cams working two hammers, so that each hammer-
tail and cam has the same action as if there were only

half the number of cams. In some of Dent’s earlier

clocks the hammer-tails were on opposite sides of the

wheel, with two sets of cams, each having half the num-
ber. But this is unnecessary if they are placed as in

Fig. 21, keeping quite clear of each other, which is easily

managed, taking care to place them so as to make the

intervals between the blows exactly alike ; i.e., their

centres must be on prolonged radii of the wheel, IJ cams

apart. The reason for having 2 hammer-tails, instead

of one shorter and working over half the space, is that

the pressure of such a short lever sometimes cuts off the

ends of the cams if the lever end was not blunted enough,

though there are plenty of such clocks going without any
suph result. On the whole it is better to avoid the risk,

except with small bells not above 2 cwt., which only

want hammers of 4 or 5 lbs. If there are 22 or 24 cams,

of course, the teeth of the great wheel, and of the small

'one on it, which drives the locking-plate, must be

increased ; and remember that when there are two
hammers that 36-wheel must still be twice the number of

the cams, as each cam strikes two blows. I assume the
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locking-plate wheel to have one tooth for every blow

struck, though you may vary the number if you keep the

right proportion ; e.g., you might have 30 and 66, instead

of 40 and 88. Both these wheels are in front of the

frame. The great wheel of io8, or 3 X 36, drives a

pinion of 9, which therefore goes one third round for each

blow, and accordingly has 3 cams to lift the detent. The
winding pinion should pump into and out of gear, as

there is no use in giving the clock the friction of turning

it. Its back pivot is accordingly set in a cock bolted to

the cross bar in the middle of the frame, with a key that

drops into a nick round the arbor to keep it in its place.

In the drawing it looks as if the second hammer lever

pivot was in the winding-pinion one ; it is only optically

so, as they say of stars, which may either be really inside

a nebula or billions of miles behind it.

Half-hour Striking.—For striking one no lift by the

locking-plate is required, but only a long notch reaching

from 12 to 2 ;
and for the same reason the clock can be

made to strike one at the half hours by dividing the lock-

ing-plate into 90 (= 78 + 12) and leaving a wide notch

between every two hours, and providing a half-hour

lifting pin besides the hour one. Most of the French

clocks are so made
;
but they have the inconvenience

of striking one three times between 12 and 2 ; so that

between those hours the striking tells you nothing. I

once saw a turret clock made to strike one feebly on a

smaller bell, from the going part, which gravity escape-

ment clocks will bear, though not others. It was not

satisfactory, and led me to devise the following plan.

To make 12J and ij silent, with the locking plate

movement, we evidently want something which will stop

the lifting piece, L 0 N in Fig. 21 (p. 164), of a dock of
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this kind, from falling after it has been lifted to give

warning, until the next hour. And the way to do that

is to have a 12-hour wheel (the one with 24 ratchet teeth

in Fig. 21) with two steps in it, as you see, which come

under the tongue of the lifting piece just over that wheel

at those two half hours. The best way to drive it is by

a gathering pin or single tooth, which is shown in the hour

wheel marked 40, and which moves the ratchet wheel one

tooth just after warning. There is also a spring click or

jumper to keep it in its place, which wheels driven in

that way always require, to make sure of the gathering

tooth taking them up again. But another thing has to

be attended to. The locking-plate, instead of having

78 teeth or spaces, as when there are no half hours, or

90, as when all the half hours strike, must have 88, and

each notch must again be wide enough for striking one,

only it must be divided as if there were no half-past

twelve or one, for one o’clock is the same as one half hour

between twelve and two. The jumper spring is on the

right side of the 24 ratchet wheel with the 12^ and I

J

o’clock steps on it.

Maintaining Power.—The maintaining power which I

always prescribe, except for very large clocks, is that

known as the improved bolt and shutter. In the older

form of bolt and shutter, which is now seldom used in

large clocks, there is an arbor with a weighted lever at

one end of it, with a click in the form of a spring bolt on
another lever ; when the weighted arm is lifted up the

dick “ takes into ” the teeth of some one of the train

wheels, and the weight then keeps the clock going till it

works itself out of gear in a few minutes and drops. The
weighted lever is outside the clock and is made with a
cap or shutter which shuts over the key-hole when it is
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down, to make sure of your lifting it before you begin

winding. With the usual ingenuity for doing things

wrong, this click is very often made not as a sliding bolt,

but with a hinge, so that there is one position of the lever

in which it jams against the teeth and stops the clock

for good, unless the winding man finds it out and releases

it, which he probably will not. Sometimes too the click

sticks and sometimes it slips, even if made rightly.

There is another defect besides in the common bolt and

shutter, viz., that it may work itself down and rest upon

the winder or key before the winding is done if the man
is slow about it, and then it does no good and the clock

stops for the time.

Improved Bolt and Shutter.—To prevent these evils,

and to simplify the construction, I introduced the plan

of substituting for the ‘ bolt * a segment D, in Fig. 21,

p. 164, of a small wheel suited to the teeth of the great

wheel, and making the arbor C, which carries that and
the shutter M, to pump in and out of gear, and the shutter

not covering the key-hole, but made as a circular arc to

the centre C, which all but touches the winder when it is

on. The winder has a ring, shown by the circle at M,
fixed round its end, which prevents it from being put on

until you have lifted the shutter and put it into gear with

the great wheel, to hold it up. As you go on winding, the

clock goes on and the shutter descends, now behind the

ring, which secures your pulling it out of gear again when
you take off the winder, and yet it will keep in action full

10 minutes if left to work itself out. This plan is now
generally used in superior large clocks. The weighted

arm should be long, so as not to require a heavy weight

to be lifted.

Some dockmakers found, after much trouble (of which
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they were warned before), that the spring-going ratchet

will not do for gravity escapement turret clocks, except

very small ones. Where the dials are so large as to

require more weight than can be wound up without an

auxiliary pinion like the striking part, I think the

Westminster maintaining power is the best (see also

Fig. 23) ; though this one in Fig. 21 does perfectly well,

and is generally used for larger clocks.

Stopsfor Weights.—Where the weights do not go down
to solid ground there ought to be a large box full of broken

stones, not gravel, for them to fall on if a rope breaks.

The reason why stones are the best is that they give the

weight something to do in breaking them a little more,

which uses up a good deal of its force. Sawdust or chips

are too elastic, and sometimes throw the weight off on

to the floor, and therefore through it, as happened at

St. Albans lately, from over-winding. Gravel is too hard

to break, but still,gravel or even sand will take off a great

deal of the force of a blow in displacing it ; but I am con-

vinced that stones are the best. They may be covered

with a thin board, to look tidy. Their depth should

never be less than 2 ft., and more according to the bigness

of the weight and the possible drop. But another kind

of stop also is requisite where the weights go out of sight,

to prevent over-winding, i.e. f winding right up to the

fixed pulley. A mere straight stop to catch the top of

the weight will generally do, because it gives check

enough to make any man who is winding feel it, though

of course there is a little risk of the jerk and strain, for

which extra strength of rope must be provided; but

this will not do when a great multiplying power has to be

used. Nor is it at all safe to rely on human stupidity

attending to any mark on the rope, which there was at
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St. Albans, even if there is always light enough to see it

and the real winding man is told about it, who is probably

a mere blundering deputy of the one who ought to do it.

At Westminster, I provided an absolute stop to the

turning of the handles beyond the proper times, both

when the clock is going to strike and when it is fully

wound. But ropes on long ungrooved barrels do not

travel uniformly enough for that method to be adopted

with them ;
and besides that, the ropes often overlap,

though they had better not. It would be easy enough

to make each weight raise a lever with a sort of click to it,

which would ring a bell when the weight has got to the

top, in several ways. And now that electricity is coming

into use for everything, the weights might make a contact

to complete an electrical circuit when they reach the top,

and so might make any kind of noise which the winder

could not fail to hear, or drop a lever to stop him.

When the weights do not hang from the barrels, but

the ropes have to be led off to a fixed pulley somewhere,

it is necessary that it should be so far off and in such a

position that each rope may feed straight off and on the

barrel, without either separating or grinding against

itself. It is so much better to let them hang down, that

I would rather have them hang so by 3 lines, which
requires no more pulleys, and only two-thirds of the height

of 2 lines, than lead off for anything less than 15 or 20

times the length of the barrel. But more than 3 lines in-

crease the friction enormously, and should never be used

;

nor should 3 together with a fixed leading-off pulley,

which makes 4 lines or 3 pulleys. The weights in this

clock go down within the frame, close to the walls, and
are boxed all the. way down. Even if they did not, the

tower must not have been much smaller, on account of
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the fly, in which length is of great value always for

steadiness of striking, and you must have a reasonable

space for the handle to turn in winding, even if it goes

the right way, as it does here, not requiring the man to

stand beyond it.

Four-wheeled Trains.—These horizontal frames evi-

dently require rather more length than a well-arranged

cage frame, in which the wheels stand over each other,

and they would require still more to contain a four-

wheeled train. Turrets are sometimes 'made so small

that a horizontal frame clock even of 3 wheels cannot

be got in. The clock can be got into less length by
making the frame something like a pointed arch, which

is also a strong form. Many years ago I designed some

small quarter clocks with frames of this type, for a con-

fined space, to be sent to Mexico, since such an arrange-

ment brings the work within the smallest possible limits.

I believe they were the strongest clocks of the size that

had ever been made. There are no loose bars whatever

to the frame, and instead of cylindrical bushes (Fig. 22 a)

which can only be let in near the middle of the bar, the

bushes are mostly of the form c, which admits of greater

variety of position, and also enables the wheels and

other pieces to be taken out singly with greater facility

than the let-in bushes. Another bush, which is used

in clocks with horizontal and arched frames, is that at

by which is the best of all for convenience of fixing, and

adjusting the place of the wheels, and taking them out

separately.

There is yet another kind of bush which I used first at

Westminster, and it is the best for the barrel arbors of

clocks with a horizontal frame. A hole of the shape i is

cut out of the piece, which is then cast as a projection
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downwards from the frame, large enough to hold a bush

of the form a,
and with a slot below just wide enough to

let the arbor drop when the bushes are pulled out.

Otherwise it is necessary to bolt large pieces, or cocks, on

to the frame, and the back piece is sometimes difficult to

get off. I shall call these ‘ drop-bushes * accordingly.

At Westminster they are not used for the barrels, but for

the third wheel arbors which drive the flies.

In connection with bushes it is necessary to warn
people against making oil holes in them, which is some-

times done from overlooking the difference between the

Fig. 2*.

slow-going pivots of clocks which do not need oiling once

a year and the quick ones in other machines which require

constant feeding with oil or they will heat. Such holes

in dock bushes are very soon drained of oil and become

receptades and feeders of dirt and grit. What little oil

is needed easily works in from the ends of the pivots, the

old oil being first wiped off.

Size of Fly.—There is no more frequent mistake in

turret docks than that of making the fly too small to

preserve uniformity of time in striking, and the defect is

generally incurable for want of room. When the fly of

the hour, striking part is too small the velocity increases

after the first few blows ; and with quarters on four bells
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especially, some blows come quick and others slow,

according as the heavy or the light hammers are being

.

raised. You must have a considerable superfluity of

force beyond what will just raise the hammers, and the

regulation of time must be done by the fly. I do not

however see my way to prescribing any rule for the size

in proportion to the weight of hammers or bells beyond

this, that each arm of the fly of any large church clock

ought to be fully 2 ft. long
;
and for the very large bells

which have lately come into fashion again, the flies must

be still longer. Length is much more effective than

width. There may be from 4 to 8 turns for each blow

or each quarter, according to the size of the clock. At
Westminster we could get no uniformity of striking

quarters with a fly going faster than 4 times to each

chime ; 6 or 7 is generally the best number.

When it is impossible to get room for flies of proper

length and size to equalise the time, something may be

done by using a three-armed fly, but that is by no means
equal to one with two arms of sufficient length.

I find it necessary to add, that the flies should on no

account be in front of the clock, for that involves the use

of a winder with a very long pipe to clear them, which is

harder to wind and strains the arbors. In very large

ones, such as Westminster, a vertical rod may be carried

up and the flies put quite away at the top of the room. I

have seen it done also in much smaller clocks where there

was no room otherwise for the flies.

Large Clocks with Quarters

Fig. 23 is a front view of a larger clock than those

previously described, substantially according to the plan
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which I settled for old Mr. Dent’s factory many years

ago, whereby we reduced the cost of large quarter clocks

to little more than a quarter of what it used to be, and at

the same time greatly increased both their accuracy and

strength. This only shows two quarter hammers for

simplicity. Indeed four could not be shown in an

elevation, as the levers must then all be on one axis or

pin, and the cams come irregularly, as will be explained

under quarter chimes. As Fig. 21 was of an eight-day

clock, to which a quarter part might be added much like

the hour part, this is of larger clocks, with heavy bells,

and winding up the striking parts every day or two days,

according to the available fall. It is impossible to strike

heavy bells properly with an eight-day clock unless it

has a very unusual fall, and even then it would want very

inconveniently long barrels, and the old-fashioned clocks

never did strike properly.

The hour great wheel here has only 10 cams, which I

consider the best number for the arcs that have to be

described by the cams and the hammer-tails or levers,

when we are free to use any number, which we cannot in

eight-day clocks. Therefore this requires only 16 turns

of the barrel for 24 hours, or 156 blows, and 2 or 3 more
for a few extra hours

;
or say 35 or 36 turns for winding

every two days ; and therefore quite short barrels will do,

with wire ropes as much as J in. thick, which are enough

for all but very large docks beyond the ordinary patterns.

The going part is always made to go a week, or rather

8 days and a fraction, to provide for the forgetting of a

day.

It is impossible to give any rule for the size of the great

wheels, as it dearly ought to depend on the work they

have to do. For bells from about 30 cwt. to 53, a common
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range for the tenors of large peals, an 1 8-in. great striking

wheel is the best pattern to keep, as it is inconvenient to

use many. A 24-in. wheel with only 10 cams of proper

size and strength will do very well for bells up to 5 or

6 tons, or even 10 tons, if the teeth and cams are wide

enough. The great going wheel may be from 13 up to

16 inches for any four dials from 7 up to 12 feet, and

there are very few larger. The other wheels may be in

proportion. The scape-wheel legs should be from 5 to

6 inches long,-and you must allow plenty of room for a

long fly, not less than 9 or 10 inches, especially for large

dials, which should have a considerable superfluity of

force, to drive the hands in all weathers. For that

reason the scape-wheel arbor is put on a higher cock than

before. The pendulum is carried in the same way by
the frame. If it is a very large one it is well to put one or

two brackets or struts from the wall to the back part of

the frame near the pendulum, but that is not necessary

generally, as this kind of frame for 18-in. great wheels is

only 5 ft. 6 in. long, and forms a kind of arch when its

feet are firmly bolted to the corbels, which I need not

say should be a great deal deeper than there was room to

show in this drawing. If they are iron brackets they

should be built into the wall and wide at the top also,

to prevent any risk of sideway motion under the swing

of the pendulum.

For 10 cams the great wheel had better have 100 teeth,

and the pinion 10 ; or 120 and 12 of course run rather

easier, which pinion will evidently go once round for each

blow. But if you want the clock to go 4 days without

winding and to have only one hammer, 16 cams will be

better, and 192 teeth in the great wheel, driving a pinion

of 12 two-thirds round for each blow. And then you
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may make the cam wheel on that pinion with 2 hollows

in it otte-third and two-thirds of the circumference apart,

and they will always come right, because the number of

the hours is odd and even alternately, if it is put in the

right position ;
which you will find more easily by trial

than by explanation here. But this would not do when
half-hours are struck by the hour part, for two odds then

often come together, such as 3 and 1, 5 and 1, &c. The
general calculation for all numbers is this. Let p be the

leaves of the pinion, which must be a multiple of 3 if you

are to use that method ; n the teeth of the great wheel,

and m the cams. Then must = %r » = %np
: p

must be takeh as 12 for this purpose, and .*. n = 8 in. If

p has 10 leaves and is only to go once round, n must

evidently = 10 m. It is not convenient to have two large

hammers with a ringing peal, as it is difficult to get room
for them in the frame, though it is easy enough for

stationary clock bells. But it is unnecessary to consider

all that if the clock winds up every day or two, which is

always best for large ones. A few cocks and bushes are

omitted in the drawing to avoid confusion.

In other respects this striking part is the same as in

Fig. 21. But I now show the plan for letting off the

striking of the hours more exactly than can be done by
the slow motion of the hour wheel and its snail, especially

as it is a sort of outrider to the train. This was first done

in the Westminster clock, but the plan now described for

the first time was not expedient there on account of the

great size and weight of the discharging levers. Here
you see that the long lever or detent DS is carried over

,
to the second wheel of the going train, which has a square

pin T on one of its spokes
;
and there is another square
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pin S on the detent, now shown below the other, the

clock having just struck. But at some minutes before

striking S gets raised above the circle in which T moves,

which can be done, because at that time T is out of the

way. Just before the detent is going to drop off the

snail T has come under S, and S cannot fall again till T
slips from under it, which will take place with perfect

accuracy at the last beat of the pendulum for the hour,

as the motion is large enough to be visible, and a very

little way off the scape-wheel. This is inconsistent with

altering the hands less than 15 or 20 minutes, except by

running the clock, as you easily can, with a gravity

escapement. In the Lincoln Minster clock Mr. Potts

provided in this way for the quarters also, as did Messrs.

Smith at St. Paul’s and Beverley, which however are

not of so much consequence as the first blow of the hour.

The second wheel must in that case turn in 15 minutes ;

but without the quarters it may be either 20 or 15-. The

pins S and T should be so placed and shaped that the

pressure may not tend to stop the wheel.

As I have already shown the maintaining power which

is best for clocks not requiring an auxiliary winding

wheel, I show here the one which is best for those that do

;

though the other, of which a piece is shown at B, may be

used for them. This is the one that I designed for the

Westminster clock. The winding pinion and the bars

which carry it, the front one fixed and the back one

hanging from the arbor, are out of the vertical*, because

the action of gravity is wanted to make the pinion and
back bar which carries it fall on to a fixed stop, when the

winding is done, or suspended for a short time. The
back bar also carries the click which takes into ratchet

teeth cast on the back of the great wheel. It might go
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into the other' teeth, but for the risk of catching only on

their tops and slipping, so that ratchet teeth are safer,

and practically cost nothing when once the patterns are

made to cast from.

The arrangement of the quarter part for 4 bells is

practically the same as for 2, except that all the levers

must be on one steel pin, which should be screwed tight

at its ends to help to keep it stiff. Either for 2 hammers
or for 4, the best way is to cast one set of cams on one

side of the great wheel and another on the other, at the

proper distances to make the interval between successive

chimes at least twice as great as between the blows in

each chime. For 4 bells two other sets of cam rings may
be cast in one, and all bolted together. Some clock-

makers prefer an independent cam barrel driven by the

great wheel, to which there is no objection except the

extra friction,which I once found to make the difference of

requiring an auxiliary winding-wheel. When steel cams

are used they are all bolted to a wide ring or barrel cast

with or bolted to the great wheel, the nuts being inside

it. Four quarter hammer-tails cannot well be turned

inwards as the hour one can, in the form \yhich makes the

pressure on the arbor only the difference instead of the

sum of the two forces on the lever. But they can have

their wires in the middle, instead of their fulcrum or arbor

being there, as in the Westminster clock, and in that way
the friction on their arbor is reduced to a minimum, the

wires being put as near the cams as possible. I designed

the dock at St. Paul’s Cathedral to strike the hour'on
“ Great Paul,” but objection was taken to altering the

striking from the very inferior old “ Phelps ” bell.

Two quarter hammers—or two alternate hour hammers
—can also be placed as in this Fig. 24, which I designed
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long ago with the same object of keeping the power and

the work on the same side of the arbor, and many large

clocks were so made at Dent’s factory. It involves cams

on both sides of the great wheel, which are as easily cast

as on one side. The rope also should always pull on the

same side of the barrel as the cams, in order that the

pressure on the great arbor may be the difference instead

of the sum of the weight and its work, and consequently

the friction much less. You may fancy that these

Fig. 24.

frictions of pivots, and of teeth when the cams are not on

the great wheel, cannot come to much compared with a

great striking weight, or a hammer of many pounds
weight raised 9 in., or about 6 vertically, 156 times a day

;

but you will find very few clocks in which the weight X
its daily fall is not more than twice or even three times

its theoretical ‘ duty,’ or the hammer x 78 ft., which
excess is all due to these various frictions.

If no quarters are struck at the hour it is better to-have

12 cams, the locking-plate being on the great wheel arbor,

so that they will turn in 2 hours. In that case the pinion
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may as well be of 12, driven by the great wheel of 96, and

therefore turning § round for each quarter chime as

before described for hours in some cases.

Lifting the hammer by pins on the striking wheel, as in

house clocks, is totally wrong in large ones, and it is

nearly discontinued. The pins necessarily begin to act

a good way from the end of the lever, and therefore at the

greatest disadvantage as to leverage, and that at the very

time when the hammer is rising most vertically (in the

usual way of hanging) and requires the most force to lift

it. The lifting should be done by cams, which begin to

act on the end of the lever, and are properly shaped to

act with the least possible friction throughout. Pins

with rollers on them are of very little use, and do not

obviate these objections, and are weaker than fixed pins :

they are nearly if not quite abandoned.

Cambridge and Westminster Chimes.—Considering the

thousands of men who had listened for 3 or 4 years

together to the famous St. Mary’s chimes at Cambridge,

during three quarters of a century, it is odd that no one

ever thought of copying them in any other public clock.

The last but one Lord Lansdowne tried it, but his clock-

maker, Mr. Vulliamy, made the mistake of ordering and

hanging the bells of four successive notes before writing

to ask me about them ; whereas they ought to be such

notes as E, D, C, G ;
or the fourth bell must be a musical

‘ fourth * below the third : bells are always counted from

the highest note or smallest bell. At the Royal Exchange,

in 1845, they did get so far as to adopt the Cambridge

notes ; but the Gresham professor of music thought he

could improve upon the tunes, and spoilt them. I have

been told by a Cambridge man of the last century, that

they were invented by the well-known Dr. Crotch, in 1780,
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from an air of Handel’s, who has generally had the

credit of inventing them, and perhaps deserves it.

The following are several arrangements, -which are

suitable for any key, and therefore I have indicated

them by the bells in a peal of 6, which these quarters

require, leaving the hour to be any note below the lowest

quarter bell.

Cambridge and
Westminster.

2nd

3rdi

Doncaster and
Scarborough.

'3126' ISt 1236

.3213

1326
-4th 2nd-

3126

,3213

6213 — 2613

.1236., . ISt 3rd 16213

[1326

Royal Exchange.

1st 31261 ,
'M “d

3rd 1326

3«3

4th

But this is bad.

I call the bells 1, 2, 3, 6, in all cases for more easy com-

parison, though they would be of various numbers accord-

ing to the peal they belong to, on account of the numbers

being always reckoned from the smallest, in the order

in which they ring. Indeed a peal of 6 could not have

these chimes at all without an odd bell, either above as

at Headingley, or below as at Ossington.

You see from the table that the Cambridge chimes are

repeated twice in the hour, and therefore the cams may
be fixed on a barrel which turns in any multiple of the

5 chimes in that table. In some clocks the 5 sets of cams

alone are put on a barrel driven by the great wheel, but

with much more friction than in other clocks that I know
with bells of about the same weight

;
one,..with this

second barrel, required a double multiplying power to

wind it up, while another, with the cams for an hour on
the great wheel itself, winds quite easily with a single

pinion. At Westminster there are 3 sets of cams, or
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what may be called an hour and a half’s chimes, on the

great wheel, ue., on a wide barrel attached to it, because

it happened to be convenient with the great fall we have

there. The cams may be cast in separate rings of cast

steel, but it is better to have smooth-faced steel cams

screwed firmly to a plain barrel, as they are at West-

minster, and in all the best very large clocks now.

The interval between each chime (ue., between the

chimes of each quarter) requires some attention. At
Cambridge it is 3 times the interval between the blows of

each chime. That appears to me decidedly too slow, and

at Westminster, Doncaster, &c., I made the interval only

two spaces instead of three. . That again is perhaps rather

too quick, and at Worcester, and all the subsequent large

clocks for which I have given designs or specifications,

there are 2\ spaces, which sound the best of all. The
barrel, or each portion of it which contains the 5 chimes,

must then be divided into 55 spaces, of which each blow

occupies 2, and the intervals between the chimes 5
spaces.

When there are two hammers for the 4th bell, as there

always should be, those cams may, and should be, made
longer than the others, as there is then ample room for it

;

which diminishes the pressure on them, and makes it

more continuous, and so tends to equalise the time. This

is important, because the 4th quarter bell is much the

heaviest, and there is the least interval between its blows.

In all quarter clocks, striking on a peal of ringing bells,

provision should be made for lifting off the hammers, or

they are almost certain to be broken when the bells are

rung, and perhaps the bells cracked besides. This is

easily done by a lever ; or, when the hammers are very

heavy, it is better done, as Mr. Cattley arranged at
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Worcester, by an eccentric brought down over all the

levers just where they come out of the dock. The
hammers must not only be lifted off the bells, but so high

that the cams do not lift them at all, or all the wires will

soon be broken by the jerks. And as the dock is thus

relieved of its work, it is better also to make the turning

of the eccentric, or pulling down the lever, let down a

wooden brake on the fly arbor, to help the fly to stop the

velocity and diminish the blow on the stops.

Quarters on Two Bells.—The bells must be at the musical

interval called a fourth, and the higher of the two should

be an ocatve higher than the hour bell if there are quar-

ters at the hour ;
though that is not so material, and they

may be the 1st and 4th of a peal of 6, or even 5, or the

4th and 7th of a peal of 8, because there should be a

longish interval of time between the quarters and the

hour, which saves the ear from being offended with the

want of the proper musical interval. The old York
Minister quarters, and a few others, were at the interval

of a fifth (which in music, though not in arithmetic, is

larger than a fourth), but they do not sound so well.

Time of Striking.—The quarters are generally made
to let off the hour, as in house clocks. But where

accuracy of time of striking is required, this plan is

insufficient ; for it makes the first blow of the hour depend

on the time both of letting off, and of striking the

quarters, both of which may easily vary several seconds.

It is therefore essential to accuracy that the hour-striking

should be let off by an independent snail of its own,

exactly at the hour, with the quarters let off the requisite

number of seconds before the hour ; though the other

three quarters may be allowed to strike at their proper

times. Even this is not sufficient where extreme accuracy
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is required, as I have already explained. The hammer
should also be left * on the lift,’ or nearly ready to fall

;

which is in other respects also a good thing in a very large

clock, because it relieves the wheels and the stopping

pieces from a heavy pressure, and throws it. all on the

cams and hammer work, which must in any case be strong

enough to bear it. In this case it is necessary to put a

small click somewhere, to act on a pin in the fly arbor to

prevent the train from running back when you wind up

the clock : indeed it is as well to put one always, as the

winding always tends to drive the train back. Where
there is no special provision for accurate striking, as

above, care must be taken to make the discharging snail

large, and its corners sharp and hardened, and those of

the discharging lever or lifting piece also. See also p. 18 1.

Chime Tunes.—There has been a considerable revival

of the old fashion Of having tunes played on bells by
machinery for a few minutes at certain hours of the day.

The old machinery for this purpose was extremely simple,

consisting of a large barrel 2 or 3 feet in diameter,

generally made of wood, with strong iron pins screwed

into it like a huge musical box barrel, and pulling down
levers which lifted hammers on the bells like a common
striking part. If there were several tunes on the barrel,

either that or the bed of levers had an endway motion,

shifting at the end of each tune, or shifted once a day by

the dock." The Royal Exchange chimes are of this kind,

only the barrel is of cast iron, with a vast number of

holes in it, in which pins or short cams are screwed to

play any tunes that the bells admit of.

Some new ones of the old kind have been put up
in St. Albans Cathedral by Mr. Godman, a clockmaker

there, entirdy from his own design. The barrel is 7 ft.
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long, of wood on iron rings, and the levers are worked by
cams of ‘ phosphor bronze * screwed on, for 8 tunes on

8 bells, which I think are quite tunes enough, and more

than were generally used in old times. The tunes shift

themselves. The Westminster quarters are also put

there on the same plan and in connection with the chimes

in a room above the clock. Notwithstanding the

superiority of those I am going to describe next when
constantly looked after by a competent person, which

they require, and which of course costs money, I have

returned to the opinion that for ordinary churches,

where there are seldom any funds to spare, the old-

fashioned chimes are the best.

The chimes in some foreign churches are played by
hand, I understand, without anything that can be called

machinery. The hammers, being light, are easily lifted

a little by a man playing on keys like a piano, only with

his fist instead of his fingers. I have seen tunes played

on church bells here with even less machinery than that.

They just tie the bell-ropes to the clappers, and the lower

ends to rings on a board screwed down to the belfry floor,

bringing the clappers so near to the bells that a slight pull

will make them strike. The man ‘ operates ’ them (in

American grammar) by pulling some of the ropes with

his hands and pushing others with his arms, and so

manages to play a feeble sort of tune.

New Chime Machinery

The new kind just now referred to were introduced by
Gillett and Bland, of Croydon, and by Lund and Blockley

of Pall Mall, both of whom bought some patent rights of

an inventor named Imhoff, and have both made improve-
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ments of their own. The principle of the invention con-

sists in this, that the hammers are raised by a long

barrel full of cams which have nothing to do with drop-

ping them, but are continually at work raising any levers

that happen to be down. The levers are then caught

and held by triggers, which are let off by quite small pins

on a wooden barrel just like that of a common grind-

organ. The barrel can also be taken out and changed,

besides each barrel holding several tunes which change

themselves by an endway motion. Fig. 25 shows

Gillett and Bland’s mode of lifting. Each lever has a

jointed beak which is lifted by one of the 7 cams on the

barrel belonging to that lever ;
and when it has been

caught by the trigger at the other end the cam slips awiuy,

and the beak drops, so as to clear the cam next below, and

gets caught again by the next to that, because it falls on

to a block which stretches out the beak. This gives a

greater lift for a given number of cams, and so allows

more cams to be put in the barrel and more lifting to be

done with a given velocity.

Lund and Blockley’s lifting barrel has only 4 cams, and
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they lift from 90° before the vertical up to their highest

position, by means of a hinged piece dropped from each

lever. They also strike the Westminster quarters by

means of the same set of pins as the tunes : which I must

say I disapprove of altogether compared with a proper

quarter-striking part. I have seen an otherwise very

satisfactory large clock of theirs, with chimes on a peal

of 16 large bells for the Bombay University ; and some

smaller ones. Gillett and Bland’s principal chimes are

at Worcester Cathedral, Boston and Croydon Churches,

Bradford and Rochdale town-halls, and at Eaton Hall.

The performance of both kinds is more accurate and

satisfactory than in the old-fashioned machines ; but,

like most superior machines, they require a great deal

more care and consequent expense than the old rough

ones. No chiming machinery can bring the full tone out

of bells, especially the large ones : but this is stronger

in lifting as well as more exact in letting off than the

old kind. Every bell requires two hammers, and at

Worcester some of them have three, because of the

quick repetition in some of the tunes.

It is necessary to give one caution most strongly to

ambitious chime-cultivators. Avoid 4
chords,’ or two

notes sounded (professedly) at once. At Croydon they

thought they knew better, and a more horrible perform-

ance I never heard from the rudest old-fashioned chime

barrel of 200 years ago. I believe the chords have since

been abolished.

Another caution is, not to attempt chimes on large and
small bells together. For some reason, which neither

I nor the bell-founders know, it is a fact well known
that bells below 4 or 5 cwt. cannot be made to sound

homogeneous with large ones. They attempted it at
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Boston, and have got 42 bells (including the 8 of the peal),

some of only a few pounds weight cast in Belgium, and

chimes to play on them all together. I and other people

who went specially to hear them considered them a

failure. Even quarter chimes are never satisfactory

when large and small bells are mixed. The same result

is unpleasantly conspicuous at Eaton, though the bells

Fig. 26.

there are not so numerous, and were all cast in Belgium

together.

Clock Hammers.—Turret clocks generally strike on

bells of a different shape from the hemispherical house

'dock bells, which do not answer beyond a-very small

size. Most people (except artists, who always draw them

wrong) are aware that the general shape of church bells

is that shown in Figs. 26, 27. The clock hammer C S is

always fixed at right angles to the swing of the bell, for

two very obvious reasons : first, if the bell was free to

swing under the blow of the hammer, the first blow of

every hour would set it swinging a little, and at every
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Wow after that the bell would either be out of the reach

of the hammer altogether, or else jarring against it ; and

another reason (if it is worth while to talk of other

reasons after this) is, that if the hammer was put in front

of the bell, all its machinery would have to be moved out

of the way before the bell could be rung at all.
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The hammers of large clocks also differ from small ones

in acting by gravity, as you see. But they equally

require a check spring, or some other contrivance to keep

them from jarring the bell. When a church bell is rung

up, i.e., swinging once round for each blow, and set mouth
upwards, the clapper lies on the bell, but not so heavily

as a dock hammer would, because it stands at a higher

angle. The usual kind of hammer spring is shown in

Fig. 26 ; and s c in Fig. 27 shows as much of the spring

as there was room for. The spring is sometimes made
adjustable, by having long holes for the screws to go

through, so that you can bring it farther from or nearer

to the bell as may be required in course of time. India-

rubber buffers under the hammer shank are better in

some positions, and have the advantage of never breaking

and being easily replaced or altered in thickness. I used

them at Westminster.

I believe it is the fashion on the Continent to fix the

dock hammers with their pivots above the bell, when it

has not to swing ;
and it has the advantage of securing

a long hammer shank, and therefore less angular motion

for a given lift, and moreover the effective weight of the

hammer is not so much lost in the lift as it is in the

common position. But on the other hand, with bells as

tall as the foreign ones are, the hammer shank stands

much more vertically than in the other way, and the

rebound from the buffers or check spring is greater, and a

greater lift (obliquely) from the bell is required to get the

same momentum of the hammer ; not that that imposes

more work upon the dock. At Westminster we were

obliged to adopt that plan, on account of the construction

of the tower and bell-frame, and there it had this ind-

dental advantage with regard to the great bell, that we
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were enabled to get the hammer tail T directly over the

end of the lever in the clock, by setting the hammer frame
or the pivots which carry it, a little out of the cardinal

position relatively to the tower, and so all cranking was

avoided and a vast quantity of friction saved.

Cranks.—Nobody who has not tried it can have any

idea how much of the force of a clock is wasted by having

to lift the hammer through cranks. The cranks and

lever arms and hammer shanks and tails should all be

long. I know that in modern towers, which are nearly

always built too small for properly hanging the bells,

there is often great difficulty in getting room for clock

hammers and cranks at all ;
but wherever there is room,

the action will be easier and more effective if all these

arms are made long instead of short.

When the clock is above the bells, as in the Leeds town-

hall, and the Royal Exchange, it is a very common mis-

take to put a tail to the hammer to pull down first, which

of course involves the necessity for another to pull up
again. It ought to be done as I designed it at Leeds (if

there is room) by pulling up at once from a lever set

inwards or on the same side of the arbor as the hammer
itself, unless it happens from some local peculiarities

that this would involve as many cranks as the other

way.

In several of the former editions I gave a design for

catching the hammer at its rebound without any buffer-

spring ; but I have never heard of it being tried, and
therefore I do not repeat it, and have modified Fig. 27
accordingly to show a common buffer-spring.

Tibe weight of hammer and its lift can only be deter-

mined by experiments. Different thicknesses and quali-

ties of bells require different hammers. I have generally
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found that large bells whose diameter = 12 X the thick-

ness of the sound-bow or thickest part (which is the best

proportion) require hammers of about a 50th of their

weight to bring out the full tone, and small bells require

heavier ones. The lift has to be less for small bells than

for large : the least that is effective in bells above 3 or

4 cwt. is 6 in. (measured obliquely in the direction of the

motion), and beyond 13 in. we did not find any improve-

ment in the sound of either of the great Westminster

bells. Generally they are a great deal less either in

weight or lift, and often in both, and therefore you hardly

ever hear a church bell sound so loud under the dock
striking as in ringing with the clapper. Thinner bells,

as the larger ones of peals usually are, do not require such

heavy hammers as thick ones
;
but it must be remem-

bered that no hammer arrangement will get as good a

sound out of a thin bell as a thick one, because it is

radically inferior both in quantity and quality of sound.

I only add a word of warning against a piece of ignorance

by which I remember a very fine old bell being cracked

in a few months—viz., making the clock hammer to

strike it with a sharp edge instead of a flat or slightly

rounded face, as it ought to be.

The above remarks on the weight of hammers possibly

require considerable revision in view of the fact that

there have been great changes in bell design within the

last twenty years. (See p. 149.)

' Dials

The striking of church clocks, and perhaps of public

docks in general, is of more value than their dials, except

in places where the public congregate. Indeed dials a

good way above the eye are of no use for indicating the
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time very accurately, on account of the parallax which

affects the minute hand, except when it is nearly vertical.

Moreover, many church towers would be utterly defaced

by dipls ; and it is to be hoped that the splendid church

of St. Mary’s, Beverley, now that its fabric has been

restored to a condition worthy of its architecture, will not

long retain those abominable dials in the tower windows,

which belong to the age when the inside of the church

was divided into private boxes, in which people might

eat their dinner or play at cards without their neighbours

or the clergyman knowing anything about it.

But as dials must frequently be used, architects might

as well condescend to learn something of their proper size,

as they profess to provide places for them, as they do for

bells, frequently in utter ignorance of what the provision

ought to be. Luckily there is such a simple rule for deter-

mining it generally, which has now been long published,

that they have no excuse for doing it wrong. That rule

is that the diameter of the dial should not be less than a

tenth of the height of its centre from the ground. If you

want to verify this you have only to look at the dials of

the Leeds Town Hall, planned by an architect with the

usual knowledge of such things, 150 feet high and only

II wide
;
and those of the Bradford Town Hall are no

better, but I do not know the exact height ; or that of

St. Pancras Church, feet wide and about 100 feet above

the ground. The neighbouring railway station however

has inside it a large dial 15 feet wide, at the height of 55,

looking down the largest space under one roof without

pillars in the world, viz., 700 feet long and 240 wide.

The external dial of St. Pancras Station is rather too

small, being 12 ft. 9 ins. diameter while the height is

150 ft.
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But if dials are sometimes too small, the opposite mis-

take is often made, of figures much too large, which is

not a compensation but an aggravation of the evil, for

they practically contract the size of the dial, in two ways

;

first by contracting the plain surface in the middle, over

which the hands are most distinctly seen
;
and secondly,

the larger the figures are, the more they run into each

other and fill up the space of the figure ring itself, and

make it still more difficult to distinguish the place of the

minute hand. Ignorant people fancy that you see what
o’clock it is by reading the figures ; as if any single figure

which you see in a clock dial indicated the figure which

you read off ;
except for the hour hand, and the hour

also is at once recognised by the position of the hand.

You see the long hand pointing to VIII, and you say,

* 20 minutes to something.’ Both for the hours and the

minutes everybody really judges from the position of the

hands, and 12 large spots would do as well or better than

figures. I have several clocks without any figures at all

round the principal dial, only 12 strong marks
;
and I

never found anybody who even observed the fact that the

figures were absent until it was pointed out to him, or

complained of the want of them then. 1 came to the

conclusion after various trials, that the figures and
minutes together ought not to occupy above one-third of

the radius of the dial
;
the figures may be two-thirds of

that one-third ; and the minutes from half to two-thirds

of the remaining one-ninth of the radius, with every fifth

minute strongly marked by a larger spot than the others.

The Westminster dials might have been clearer, con-

sidering their great size. They are not of my design,

except that I gave the architect some suggestions for

them, which are partly followed and partly not followed.
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They are unnecessarily confused with iron frame-work,

and the clear space is unduly contracted by some broad

rings supposed to be ornamental. The dials at St.

Pancras Station are much better.

The only colours that seem to answer for dials and

hands are black or dark blue with gilt figures and hands,

or some very light coloured ground, such as white glass,

with black hands and figures. Good gilding will last

fifteen or sixteen years, as at the Royal Exchange, in the

worst London atmosphere : bad gilding of course wants

renewing much oftener, and is probably the dearest.

Gilt hands on a light ground are a complete failure.

The external counterpoises, if there are any, should be

painted the same colour as the ground of the dial, except

where they are very short in proportion to the hands, as

at Westminster, in which case they cannot be mistaken

at any distance for the hands themselves, and practically

increase their visible length

Dials may be made of almost anything—stone, slate,

plaster, brick, iron, copper, and many old ones are of

wood, which however is the worst of all, as it always

shows the joints. In many cases the stone of the tower

makes the best dial Generally it requires painting , but

if it is such a stone and in such a position that it will keep

nearly white, it will do very well with only the black

figures and minutes painted on it, and black hands, but

by no means gilt ones. Dials on brick work must of

course be painted. It is quite a mistake to suppose that

a dial requires a very smooth surface. Some of the most
distinct I have ever seen are painted on rather rough
stone work ; and brick will do as well, either all flat, or

with the figure circle a raised ring of iron, or of any
plaster that will stand. There are many dials of cast
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iron ; but I should never make more than the figure ring

of iron, unless there is a large hole in the wall which wants

covering ; and even then it is generally better to fill it

with glass, which has all the effect of a dark ground

outside and is often convenient within. Slate makes a

good dial, but if it is not painted it becomes a pale grey

colour. I believe 6 feet diameter is the largest size that

can be got in one piece, but the joints are almost invisible

if well done.

Copper dials are the commonest of all, and up to a

moderate size, probably the cheapest, except of course

when the dial is simply painted on the wall. But they

are generally made in the very worst form that could be

invented, viz., convex : the effect of which is that the

point of the minute hand is thrown a long way off the dial,

and the parallax is so great that you cannot tell what it

is pointing at, except when it is nearly vertical, when
seen from below, as a public dial always is. One way to

avoid this is to countersink the middle, in which the short

hand travels, leaving the long hand to lie close to the

raised figure ring. I have lately seen some dials made of

mosaic work, like pavements, by Messrs. Rust, of 16,

Albert Embankment, which look very well, and the price

was not more than of copper dials ; and they can easily

be made concave.
' Concave Dials.—It occurred to me some years ago that

all the convenience of the light copper dials might be got,

with even more closeness of pointing than in a flat one,

and with as much stiffness as the convexity gives, and

with less distortion of appearance, simply by making

them concave instead of convex. If you draw a vertical

section of a convex and a concave dial, and three lines of

sight, from the top, the bottom, and the middle of each,
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to a spectator in the street, you will see at once that the

convexity makes the upper half appear much smaller

than the lower, whereas in the concave one the two halves

appear even more alike in size than in a fiat dial ; and the

closeness of the hand pointing is evident. There are

now a good many of such dials, and no one who has seen

them can fail to perceive their superiority to convex ones.

Hands.—Large clock hands are so universally made of

copper that it is hardly worth while to notice any other

construction. There is indeed—or was, a notable excep-

tion, in Sir C. Barry’s famous gun-metal hands at West-

minster, which is not likely to be repeated. The length

of each hand and its external counterpoise is 14 feet

;

and the total weight of each hand with its external and

internal counterpoises is now within 2 cwt., whereas Sir C.

Barry’s 4 minute hands and counterpoises weighed a ton

and a quarter. His hour hands are still there ; for

though very bad in construction and three times as heavy

as they need be, their motion is so slow that they do not

sensibly affect the clock as the minute hands did, and so

they may as well stay until they become unsafe. One of

them cracked and had to be taken off. The hands of the

clock at old Doncaster church, which perished in the fire

of 1853, were of mahogany, and stood very well
;
but I

should think copper ones are lighter, even including the

stalk or centre piece. Where they are very large, say

5 or 6 feet long, the best form for them is that of the

minute hands at Westminster, viz., a tube of thin copper,

whose section is two segments of a circle, with a few

diaphragms at intervals of about 2 feet to keep them stiff.

The strength of this construction is enormous, and it is

also good for throwing off snow, which sometimes

accumulates on hands with broad edges heavily enough to
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stop the clock. Smaller hands may be made quite strong

enough with a convex front and a flat back, the section

being an arc and its chord, or even as a single flat piece of

copper with the edges turned over square. A mere rib

or hollow bead raised along the middle of a hand makes it

strong enough for all ordinary sizes, but it does not look

well. ‘Galvanised’ sheet-iron hands have been tried,

but the zinc peels off, and they must be pronounced a

failure. The minute hand should always be straight, and
plain, with a bluntish point. At the broadest part, or

near the dial centre, it should be about a 13th of its

length, tapering to about half as much near the point.

The hour hand should be the same breadth, ending just

short of the figures in a broad piece called a heart, of any

shape you like.

There should always be some external counterpoises to

large hands, both for wind and weight. They should not

be above £ the length of the long hand, and should be

broad, but of a shape not to be confounded with the heart

of the hour hand. The advantage of counterpoising the

hands to some extent for the action of the wind is

evident
;
and the other use of an external counterpoise

is to diminish the tendency of the hand either to twist

the arbor, or what is more likely, to work itself loose and
shake over from one side to the other every time it passes

the vertical, as Reid says the old hand of St. Paul’s

cathedral used to do, and as Sir C. Barry’s heavy hands

did at Westminster to such an extent as to stop the clock.

The only way to prevent this shake is to fit the hands

on a tapered square or hexagon at the end of the arbor,

and not a prismatic one. The latter may be called

engineers’ fitting, and is perfectly right for many pur-

poses, but perfectlywrong for this, for which the old clock-
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maker’s taper fitting alone will answer. It is found

better not to put the whole counterpoise for very long

hands outside : from one-third to one-half is quite enough,

leaving the remainder to be done by adjustable counter-

poises inside, which should be long rather than short, as

they then do the same work with less weight and friction

on the arbor.

Illuminated Dials.—Occasionally it is possible, as at

the Horse Guards east dial, to illuminate a common white

dial by reflection from a lamp on a roof projecting below

it. This answers well enough for dials to be seen a short

distance only, in the few cases where it can be done.

Where it cannot, the common way is to make the dial of

glass, or all of it except the figures, and the rings to con-

nect them, which form a solid framework of cast iron.

The glass is ground behind, or painted, or covered with

muslin stuck to it, and lamps are put behind it. But all

these things have such a bad appearance by day that the

advantage of illumination is dearly purchased at that

cost. Now however a white glass is made by Messrs.

Chance, of Birmingham, and perhaps by other makers,

which forms a very good and always clean white dial by

day (if left open for the rain to wash its face) and a bright

one by night : the hands and figures must be black as

with other white dials. It should be 3~i6ths of an inch

thick, or 22 02. to the square foot ;
the middle of large

dials has to be in two or three pieces, which must be

divided by bars not radial, or they will look like hands at

night
; and all but the figures and minutes should be

gilt.

It -is now practically universal practice to use electric

light for the illumination of dials. It is a simple matter

to make the clock turn on the lights at night and out in
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the morning. It cannot be done at all accurately by any
uniform automatic motion, because the clock times of

sunrise and sunset vary irregularly from the equation of

time, and very slowly near the solstices, but at other

times from 12 to 15 minutes a week.

It is desirable to have a wall, if possible, behind

illuminated dials, instead of having them practically in

the clock room
;
partly because the wall may be made

useful as a reflector, and so save light, and also because it

protects the clock itself from the variations of heat.

Reflectors are a great saving of light and of cost. It

must be remembered also that the counterpoises of the

hands on glass dials must neither be long ones outside,

nor immediately behind the glass inside, or they will cast

a shadow and be confounded with the hands at night.

There should always be ventilation over illuminated

dials.

Dial Wheels.—The construction of the dial work of

large clocks differs very little from that of small ones.

The principal difference is that the numbers of the wheel

teeth are differently distributed. Instead of two equal

60 min. wheels, there is a pinion on the minute-hand

arbor which drives a wheel corresponding to the “ minute-

wheel ” of a watch ; and that wheel has a pinion on its

arbor which drives the hour-hand wheel as in house

clocks. If t tx are the numbers of the wheels and p px

of the pinions, they have only to satisfy this condition,tu.
-pp =12, bearing in mind also that, from their position,

the radius of one wheel must be as much less than of

the other as that of its pinion is greater. The larger

wheel is generally put on the hour-hand arbor. The
most convenient numbers are 90 and 100 for the wheels,
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and 25, 30, for the pinions, or in smaller clocks 72, 80,

and 20, 24.

The bevelled wheels leading from the clock to the dials

ought to be of a good size, not less than 5 inches wide in

small clocks, and 7 to 9 inches in large ones. They need

not be very strong, as they have only to move the hands

;

but the advantage of their being large is that any given

amount of shake in the teeth allows less angular motion

of the hands. In the old way of fixing clocks on a stool

in the middle of the room, which I have already shown to

be the worst, there was generally a vertical rod from the

clock running up the middle of the room, with 2 horizontal

bevelled wheels, one on the bottom worked by the clock,

and the other at the top working 4 others leading to each

dial ; and in that case it is necessary that the bevelled

wheels on the vertical rod should be larger than all the

others, both the first one in the clock, and the others lead-

ing off to the dials : otherwise the 4 leading-off wheels

will take into each other as well as into the horizontal

wheel. Where the vertical rod does not lead into the

middle of the room this does not occur, but there must

then be two nests of 3 wheels each, if there are 4 dials,

besides the two wheels in the clock. I have seen several

more wheels added, through a singular piece of ignorance

that it is not the least necessary that the rod which leads

upwards should be vertical. I was rather glad that it was
necessary to put it very oblique in the Westminster clock

as an example of such treatment. With bevelled wheels

of the common shape, intended to lie at right angles to

each other, the rod must be in a vertical plane parallel

to the clock wheels, but there can seldom be any diffi-

culty in that : if there should be, the bevelled wheels

have only to be made for the proper angle.
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Ventilation, of Clock-room .—The clock-room at the

Exchange was at first made with the object of keeping

out the dust and damp in every possible way : even the

slits in the floor for the ropes had sliders to them ; the

clock was enclosed in a glass case, the plate-glass cover

originally“placed over the escapement being found not

enough to keep it from the damp. When the clock was
repaired, and some of the brass-work replaced with iron

in 1854 (for a reason which I shall mention hereafter), I

suggested the removal of all this glass, and encouraging

instead of preventing a draught through the room.

This was done
;
and although the wet used to stand in

drops upon the clock before in damp weather, it has been

perfectly dry ever since. The same thing has been found

in small clock-cases : they may easily be too air-tight. I

do not mean that there is any objection to enclosing a-

dock in a case, and of course it is absolutdy necessary

where the clock-room cannot be kept locked against

everybody but the man who has the care of it ; only

there should be a draught through the room, and the case

itsdf not too dose to let air through it. If the room can

be kept warm enough to prevent the damp from con-

densing on the clock it is better still.

Cast-iron Wheels.—The success of the contrivances for

cutting off the variations of force from the pendulum led

to another alteration which helped to reduce the price of

large docks considerably ; and that was the making all

the wheels bdow the escapement, and all the dial wheels,

of cast iron instead of brass or gun-metal. Mr. Vulliamy

had before recommended that as a good construction for

cheap clocks, but it had always been thought that they

could not be also good ones on account of the greater

friction of the train. I believe that apprehension was
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very much exaggerated, even for clocks of the common
construction, provided of course the escapement is light

and well made ; but as soon as you cut off the friction of

the train from affecting the escapement it is obvious that

cast-iron wheels are just as good as brass or gun-metal.

The clockmakers in general violently denounced it,

probably for no better reason than that it lowered their

prices enormously, the price being now only £200 for

clocks of greater power and far greater accuracy than

those for which £$00 used to be charged not many years

ago.

The cast-iron wheel controversy came to a head in some
of the Lancashire papers soon after the making of the

clock, from my design, for the Manchester Infirmary
; and

the advocates of brass wheels had clearly no case what-

ever. Their three points against cast iron were friction,

rust, and liability to break. The friction of the train is

absolutely immaterial with a remintoire, or a gravity

escapement, and no large clock can go with great accuracy

without some such contrivance. The next objection is

obvious nonsense, because all except the acting surfaces

are painted, and they are of course oiled as in all other

iron wheel machinery. The liability to break is a mere

question of experience. Those who condemn them for

clocks must be very ignorant of the extent to which cast-

iron wheels finer than are ever used in church clocks are

used in every factory in Yorkshire and Lancashire. I

made particular inquiries once as to the sizes down to

which the teeth are cast in iron wheels for spinning

machinery (for that is what I mean by cast-iron wheels),

and I found that they are cast with quite sufficient

accuracy with teeth as small as ^ inch thick
; which is

smaller than any I have seen used in clocks, because there
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is very little saving in cost in using iron ‘wheels so small

as that. . The great saving of course is in the large wheels

of the train, and the dial and bevelled wheels, of which a

good many of the same pattern and no very fine pitch are

required. Owing to the high efficiency of modern gear-

cutting machinery, very accurately cut cast-iron wheels

cost little more than those with moulded teeth, and they

are much better.

Before I leave the cast-iron wheels I should observe

that they work better with cast-iron pinions than with

steel ones : indeed cast iron and steel seem never to work
well together, at least in no clockwork that I am
acquainted with, if there is much pressure between them.

I have seen cast-iron fly ratchets used with steel clicks, by
clockmakers who would not listen to the proposal of iron

wheels and pinions for any but the commonest clocks, and
they had to be removed, and replaced either by wrought-

iron or brass ones. I have seen and heard of brass teeth

worn out in an almost incredibly short time, long before

iron teeth in the same clock showed any signs of wearing.

Moreover, few people have any idea how rapidly brass is

corroded and in fact destroyed by such an atmosphere

as that of London and other large towns. I have several

times seen the brass tubes which had been used irv dial

work, and thin pieces of brass elsewhere, brought back

to be replaced with iron because they had become com-

pletely rotten. It was so at the Royal Exchange in

eight years.

In this respect gun-metal is better, which is copper and

tin instead of copper and zinc, but for large wheels it is no
way superior to iron ; and it is generally made too soft.

It is equally absurd to polish iron work, except the acting

surfaces; that rusts even sooner than brass begins to
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corrode ; in fact very often in a week after the dock is

put up. Then somebody who has the care of it floods it

all with oil, and it is filthy ever after. The only proper

rule to lay down is that all non-acting surfaces should be

painted. In the Westminster clock even the small

brass wheds in the escapement are painted like the iron

ones.

The truth is that all this * finishing ’ of non-acting

surfaces is what old Dent used to call ‘ working for fools.’

It has literally no other object (as plenty of clockmakers

have confessed to me) than to make an impression on the
*
fools ’ (in and out of the trade) who go to see a new

clock in the first month after it is put up, and never see

or want to see it again. Such people as these think it a

much finer thing to have a clock look bright for a month
and never keep time within a minute a week—or a day,

for what they know—than * to look like a patent mangle,’

but keep time within a second a week.

I must warn people however against some altogether

cast-iron docks which got into vogue some years ago by
their extreme cheapness, if they could be called cheap at

any price. I heard constant complaints of them, and

had to subscribe once to help a friend to get rid of one and
substitute another of a proper kind. I shall give pre-

sently a form of specification showing how much of a

large clock may be of cast-iron.

A few years ago I learnt when it was too late that a

deputation from the corporation of a considerable town
had come to London to negotiate for a first-rate town-

hall dock, and after wandering about for some time they

fell into the hands of ‘ an eminent firm ’ who boast of

sending clocks all over the world, and engaged to pay
them more than would have bought the best possible
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dock for one which was warranted to keep time within

5 minutes (not seconds) a week ;
whether it actually does

perform that feat I do not know, but I heard casually of

some other of its successes, which gave hopes of it

breaking down altogether.

Another common cause of bad church dockmaking is

the inveterate habit of jobbing for the benefit of a towns-

man by giving the order to a watchmaker who never made
a turret clock in his life, and who immediatdy goes or

writes to one of the few real makers for the cheapest

clock that will serve his purpose, and probably charges

for it as much as the people could have got a first-rate one

for, if they had had a competition of the best real makers

of large clocks, or even gone to one of them alone. The
local watchmaker, by way of carrying out the fraud com-

pletely, generally insists on the real maker putting, not

his own, but the pretender’s name on the dock. If this

were merdy a question between the makers who consent

to do so and those who will not, I should leave them to

find their own remedy ;
but as it affects the general credit

of our public clocks, I think it right to give this warning,

though it will probably not be read by one in a hundred,

or attended to by one in a thousand, of those for whom it

is intended. It would be far better to do the * native

talent ’ job in a straight-forward way by letting the local

watchmakers draw lots for a bonus of £20, and then

advertise- for tenders under proper conditions, such as I

suggest bdow.
The practice of insisting on clockmakers tendering for

bells, except quite small and common ones, is almost

equally objectionable. Every now and then, one party

or the other has paid dearly for it themselves, for which

also I do not care ; but the more material thing is, firsts
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that two profits have to be got out ofthe transaction with-

out any real necessity for a middle man, and that there

is practically much less responsibility and control than

when you deal directly with the bell-founder. You
might as well insist on the clockmaker fitting up an

observatory with telescopes,* or trust a builder to put

in painted windows and the organ in a church.

Specifications for Public Clocks

Every now and then I happen to see specifications for

large clocks, either prepared by somebody belonging to

the office which has to order it, or in the form of a tender

sent in by some advertising clockmaker, and I hardly

know which are generally the worst, except that the

author of the tender does know what he is about, and
takes care to put in as many adjectives and as few sub-

stantives as he can, and the author of the specification

never does know what he is about. An elaborate speci-

men of this kind was shown to me some years ago, from a

Government office, which stipulated, among other remark-

able things, that the pendulum was *
to vibrate 2 seconds,

but to be as long as the room admitted of.’ It was also

to have convex copper dials a quarter of an inch thick, and

a dead escapement, which were three specimens of the

author’s practical knowledge of the present state of

science. The specification, though of many pages, did

not contain a single thing, except the probably impossible

pendulum, of the slightest value towards securing what
(I suppose) was wanted, either in the way of time-keeping

or striking. Sometimes the providing of a clock and bells

* There was indeed one clockmaker quite competent to do both, the late

Mr. Cooke, of York ; but then he made the telescopes himself, and was one
of the best makers of his time.
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is entrusted to the architect by people who are not aware

that modern architects rather boast than are ashamed of

being totally ignorant of everything of the kind. I have

heard people who ought to know better say, that * the

only way is to throw all the responsibility of everything

connected with the building on the architect,* and

utterly puzzled when I asked them what those fine words

meant, or what would they do if everything turned out

wrong, as it generally does in that case. I will therefore

give a specimen of the specification suitable for a large

church dock, though I cannot adapt it to all possible

circumstances ;
and a much stricter one is requisite for

a general competition than for one limited to a few

makerswhose work I know to be of the best kind. Indeed,

no specification can secure a good clock from a bad dock-

maker ; and it ought not to be necessary to warn people

(but I find it is) that those who blow their own trumpet

loudest in advertisements are very often the least to be

trusted, especially in an article of which most purchasers

are quite incapable of judging, until it is too late. All

that a stringent specification can do is to frighten away
bad makers from tendering at all ; and for that purpose

the first dause of the following form is useful in a general

competition, provided it is certain to be enforced.

1. To make and fix a dock with in dials of n feet

diariieter, and striking the hours and Cambridge quarters,

on bells which are or would be the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th, and
tenor of a peal of 8, the tenor weighing .

2. The dials to be concave and made of copper, or

painted on the wall, if smooth enough, or with the figures

and minutes of cast iron, in rings. If the dials are to be

illuminated they must be of cast iron, and should have

opal glass of 22 oz. to the foot, except behind the minutes,
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which may be 16 oz. to the foot. There must be no

straight radiating pieces of iron in the middle. [Archi-

tects should be made to understand (if possible) that dials

intended to be illuminated must have a clear opening

in the wall of the full diameter bf the dial.]

3. The long hands to have a short external counter-

poise, painted the same colour as the dial, if not illumi-

nated, and the hands, figures, and minutes to be gilt. If

illuminated, the hands, figures, and minutes to be black,

and all the rest gilt. The long hands to be straight and
plain.

4. The escapement to be the double three-legged

gravity, and care must be taken to leave room for the

fly of sufficient length, and to make the angles such as to

run no risk of tripping, and generally according to this

book.

5. The pendulum to have zinc compensation with iron

rod and tube, and bob not less than 2 cwt. Ta beat

ij seconds for a clock with several large dials, but may
be ij for a smaller clock, or if there is no room for a

ij second pendulum. It is to swing 2^° from zero, and

to have a block under it in case the spring breaks, and a

degree plate.

6. The clock must lie on stone corbels or heavy rolled

steel joists, or brackets bolted through the wall, and the

pendulum cock either bolted to the wall, or rising from

the clock-frame, which is to be generally on the plan

shown in Fig. 23 of this book ; but the great wheel

arbors are to be in drop bushes of the form d, Fig. 22.

7. There is to be a minute dial, and either one for

seconds or a wheel marked for that purpose, with a fixed

index.

8. To have the improved bolt and shutter maintaining
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power (p. 1 71) or the Westminster one for a very large

dock. The going part to go a little over eight days.

9. The striking parts tb be wound up every one or two

days, except in small clocks [or they will never strike

efficiently]. All the striking to be done by sted-faced

cams on the great wheds. The 4th quarter bell to have

two hammers (see p. 186). In smaller docks cast-iron

cams will do.

10. The hour striking to be let off independently of the

quarters, and the first blow to be struck exactly at the

hour, the hammer being left on the lift : the other

quarters to begin exactly at 15, 30, and 45 minutes.

11. Subject to the advice of the bell-founder, the hour

hammer to be not less than a 60th of the weight of the

bell, and to be raised not less than 9 inches
;
the quarter

hammers to increase in weight upwards from a 60th

to a 40th of the weight of their bells, and all the

hammers to be raised enough to bring the full tone out

of the bells : small ones at least 6 in., and the hour one

at least 9.

12. There must be either levers or eccentrics to lift the

hammer levers completdy off the cams, .when the bells

are ringing, if there is a peal.

13. The small wheds of the going part to be of man-
ganese-brass or hard gun-metal, driving lantern pinions.

All the larger wheels and the pinions driven by them may
be of cast iron, and their being of brass or gun-metal will

be considered no reason for a higher price. All bushes

to be brass or gun-metal. The large pivots to be case-

hardened, the smaller ones and their arbors to be of sted.

The pulleys to be large and pivoted in brass bush:s.

14. The barrels of sheet iron or sted brazed, with iron

or sted wire ropes not coated with zinc [which makes them
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crack], and the pulleys to be so placed that the ropes do

not grind, or go twice over the barrel.

15. The flies not to be in front of the clock, and to be

long enough to make the time of striking quite uniform,

and slow enough. The fly ratchets to be either squared

or keyed on, and not merely pinned. The ratchets not

to be of cast iron, and each to have two clicks. [Many
smashes have occurred for want of attention to these two

conditions.]

16. All the iron-work except acting surfaces to be

painted blue [black is more difficult to see if anything is

wrong, and if not painted iron only gets rusty].

17. If the weights go out of sight there must be some-

thing to stop or warn against winding them too far, and

also a large box with 3 feet deep of small stones, to catch

the weights if they fall, unless they go down to the

ground of the tower, when they can only break flags.

18. All wheels to take out separately by unscrewing

the bushes ; and pulleys to be placed where they can be

oiled.

19. On all points not specified, the clock is to be made
according to the directions of this book, applicable to

clocks of the kind now required.

20. The clockmaker to provide (or design and super-

intend) a strong wooden case for the clock, with glass

showing the minute dial if it is in the belfry, and so

arranged that the striking parts can be wound without

opening the case, unless the clock is in a room always

locked up, and protected from weather. In many places

it is necessary to have a case for the weights, and pulleys

at the top, if exposed in a bell-chamber. The pulleys

must be easily accessible for oiling.

21. The clockmaker to provide the necessary switch-
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gear for automatically turning on and off the lights

according to the time of year (see p. 203). The switch to

be so designed that the break is rapidly performed and

free from any tendency to burn the contacts.

22. The estimate to state the cost of the clock and

dials, and of the fixing, case, &c., separately.

23. Half the price to be paid on the clock being com-

pleted, to the satisfaction of such person, not objected to

for good reasons assigned by the clockmaker, as the com-

mittee may appoint, and the other half when it has gonefor

three calendar months continuously
,
without varying more

than five seconds in any week—tested by the striking of

the first blow of any hour. [This is an ample margin to

allow now that we know from the Westminster and other

clocks that they may be made to go without much more

than a second a week variation.]

In these days of wireless telegraphy every important

clock-tower should be provided with a set for receiving

time signals. The presence of such a ready means of

verifying the accuracy of the clock is no excuse, if the

maker does hot provide a first class timekeeper. A log-

book should be kept showing the variations from week

to week, and these might with advantage be published

in the local papers.

Remontoire or Gravity Escapements

These are not to be confounded with the thing called a

train remontoire, a device at one time fitted to turret

docks, but now quite obsolete. A gravity or remon-

toire escapement is one in which the impulse is not given

to the pendulum directly by the clock-train and weight,

but by some other small weight lifted up, or a small

spring bent up, always through the same distance, by the
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clock-train at every beat of the pendulum. And the

great advantage of them is that the impulse is therefore

constant ; for the only consequence of a variation in the

force of the clock is that the remontoire weights are

lifted either faster or slower, which does not signify to

the pendulum, as the lifting is always done when the

>pendulum is out of the way. If this can be managed
with certainty, and without exposing the pendulum to

some material variation of friction in the work of

unlocking the escapement, which it must perform, its

motion and therefore its time must be absolutely con-

stant, since there is nothing to disturb it. It does not

look a very difficult problem ; and yet it puzzled the

clockmakers to solve it in a satisfactory way for about

a century, in consequence of certain small difficulties

which nobody would guess until he had the opportunity

of seeing them in action
;
and after all it was not done

by the clockmakers, but by two lawyers, in different

ways.*

Sir E. Beckett’s Gravity Escapements.—I have now to

describe the only escapements of this kind which have

ever come into real use
;
and that both for large and

astronomical clocks, especially the former. The earliest

form of them need no longer be described, as it has been

superseded by two others, one with a four-legged scape-

wheel for small clocks, and the other with a double three-

legged wheel for large ones.

The four-legged escapement is shown in this drawing

(Fig. 28) of a regulator of this kind seen from behind,

half the real size. To avoid confusion, only the centres

of most of the wheels are shown, and you see the train is

• Bloxam't escapement proved unreliable, and very few were made.
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inverted, to save height in the frame and clockcase. G
is the great wheel arbor, and the barrel is shaded, C the

centre wheel, close to the top of pendulum and pallet

arbors, B second wheel, A seconds-hand wheel, and E
scapewheel. DD are the brackets which come out of a

large cast-iron plate or back, from which also comes the

pendulum cock, shown by partly broken lines, to leave

the pallet cock visible. PP are the pillars, CST, CS'T
the pallets, and their inside pivots (the arbors being very

short) run in a flat piece or cock between the centre

wheel and the clock plate or frame. The scapewheel

speaks for itself as to the long locking teeth ; but it has

two sets of lifting pins near the centre, pointing alter-

nately backwards and forwards, one set lifting one pallet

and the other the other, the pallets being in different

planes, before and behind the wheel, with one stop S

pointing forwards and the other S' backwards. This

cannot be done otherwise with an even-numbered wheel,

and though it can with a five-legged one, that is an

inferior construction in other respects, and is much more

difficult to make rightly, and has not one advantage

when it is made. [ I say this from experience now, as I did

before from theory. For with the strange propensity of

mankind for taking more trouble to do wrong than it

would take to do right, some persons would persist in

making the escapement with five legs. I thought it

might possibly save a little force or weight on the train,

bus it does not even do that ; nor anything else, except

give more trouble to adjust : whereas\the four-legged one

is so easy that the very first I had made went at once

perfectly without any alteration. J
The great feature of them is the regulation of the

velocity and the avoidance of the banging on the pallets
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and the risk of tripping, either actual or approximate, by
putting a common fan-fly on the scapewheel arbor. And
this becomes possible or effective only by reason of the

large motion of the wheel and fly at every beat : viz., 45
0

in this escapement, and 6o° in the three-legs. A fly

would be of very little use in Bloxam’s escapement, to

say nothing of its other difficulties. In order to leave

room for the fly the seconds wheel arbor is cut short and

set in a cock within the frame, which leaves space enough

for a fly above 2 in. long in each arm, from E to B.

The pallets require no beat screws, as they are only

thin pieces of steel like square wires, which can easily be

bent for adjustment ; and -even for a 40 lbs. pendulum
they have to be made very light

;
they must be cut out

of steel plate, and the lifting faces hardened. The pins

are found to do better also of steel than of brass, and one

set of them should be tapped into the wheel with left-

handed screws, so that the action of lifting may not tend

to loosen them. The wheel is either screwed on the

arbor up to a shoulder with a left-handed screw, so that

the action tends to tighten it, or is ‘ squared on ’ a

hexagon and pinned. The scapewheels are also generally

cut out of thin steel plate
;
but some have been made of a

harder kind of gun-metal or softer kind of bell-metaj^gnd

I nm ant rr.rtain whirh is bestj But in either case the

stops must be as hard as possible, either steel quite hard

or jewels. I think steel hard enough, and I do not believe

in leaving any place where there is friction totally dry,

though the oil may be the least possible. *

—

Another great advantage of these escapements is that

the length of the teeth or legs, and the largeness of their

motion, make the pressure on the stops, or the work of

unlocking by the pendulum, insensible; and therefore
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also they are incapable of holding up the pallets so as to

cause ‘ approximate tripping ’ by any force that you can

apply to the great wheel, provided the escapement is

made properly. But with that same genius for doing

things wrong when it is as easy to do them right, some

persons have made the angle CSE, at the stop which is

struck upwards, less than 90°, and then have said the

escapement failed because it sometimes tripped, as it was

pretty sure to do. For safety it is as well to put the up
stop a little higher and the down stop a little lower than

their proper theoretical places, which are where both the

angles would be exactly 90°.

That determines the theoretical distance of the pallet

arbors C from E, the scapewheel centre. If its diameter

is 4 in. that distance is 5 ‘2, and that is the proper distance

of the top of the pendulum spring above E. The pallet

arbors must evidently be a little lower. Mr. Bloxam
made them cranked in order to get their common axis in

a line with the top of the spring ; but that is an unneces-

sary refinement, at least for these escapements, and is

never done.jT~A.nd as no point in the pendulum really

swings quite in a circle, I doubt if the friction of the

pallets on it would be sensibly less for their being both

made to describe the same circle by cranking their arbors

:

at any rate it is too insignificant to care about^
The distance of the lifting pins from the centre should

not be more than a 40th of EC, or else the angle of im-

pulse 2y will be larger than is found expedient. It is

difficult to make the pallets light enough even with a

small y, and the larger it is the lighter they must be. The
length of their tails down to the beat pins is arbitrary,

but j-lAunri Wpstjpina»rf>r rlnrk.p^rfnrin rWifUdly

better with the pallet tails long jthan short. length
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here ihgwn does very^y^^md-itieeka-jeatto make-the
two parts—reciprocally parallel;''' The pins should be

placed so that the lifting may take place equally across

the line of centres CE, because then it is done with the

least friction. For this purpose the pins which lift the

lower pallet must be set on the radii which run along the

acting faces of the teeth, and the other set of pins half-

way between them, with reversed screws, as I said before*

Any gravity escapement requires a heavier weight than

a dead or detached one, other things being equal, because

it must be strong enough to lift the pallets promptly and

firmly always ; but the superfluous force does not reach

the pendulum, and therefore does no harm, provided the

train is good enough not to waste much force generally

in order to get over occasional weak places from bad

wheel-cutting. Nothing tests the defects of a train like

a gravity escapement. If there are bad places in a

common clock train they must be very bad indeed for

the teeth not to follow the pallets, though they may be

giving no effective impulse for some seconds ; but in a

gravity clock the pallets have always to be lifted ;Qjjjd I

have never got a train yet in which I could not hear some
weak place, recurring always at the same time of day, and

requiring at least an extrajpound in the weight beyond
what was generally wanted. For that reason^fhough a

high-numbered train is not, or ought not to be, requisite

for these clocks, it should be a thoroughly good one ; and

as defects of cutting affect low numbers more than high

ones, it is better to have them rather high, though they

need not be anythimjJike what are used for first-rate

dead escapements. have the upper pinions of io and
the centre one of 12, and if these are well cut, and still

better if they are lantern pinions, they are enough ; 4i~
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/they are not, you will soon hear and see it by the escape-

ment, and the train should be rejected as a bad one.

In gravity regulators, for the same reason, the wheel

must have a little run at the pallets before it begins to lift

them, just as many clocks will not begin to strike if the

hammer tail lies on the pins : i.e., there must be banking

pins K K' for the pallets to rest on just clear of the lifting

pins. And in turret clocks the banking pins are useful

to reduce the arc without making the pallets too thin.

They may be simply a thin piece of metal adjusted for

the beat pins to fall on.

It is better to have a full-sized barrel with three lines

and a fixed pulley for a ‘ three-quarter length ’ clock than

two lines and a smaller barrel. A clock of this kind with

a 40 lbs. pendulum swinging 2° requires a weight of from

20 to 24 lbs., according to the train, to lift the pallets

promptly and firmly, and loud enough for an observer.

These clocks have also been made to strike a small bell

every minute by a pin on the minute wheel, which enables

an observer to go on for some time without looking at the

clock. Of course this requires rather more weight, and

no such extra friction could be tolerated in a dead escape-

ment. ^Sly clocks strike one at the hour on a rather large

bell, but that makes no sensible difference in the weight^

When there is a full striking part, the train must be

arranged in the usual position, which is inverted in the

mere going clocks, to save unnecessary height of the

frame and the pendulum being several inches above it,

on account of the extra wheel and the length of the

pallets. The great wheel is also put on the left side to

keep it near the side of the case and out of the way of the

pendulum. When a pendulum imparts vibration to the

weight, as they do sometimes, the simplest cure for it is
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to put a board down the side for the weight to graze when
it is near the pendulum. It has never happened in my
clocks, and three lines tend to prevent it.

/Unfortunately I have no daily rate of any of these

clocks regularly taken in an observatory, until we come
to the largest of them all

; but judging of my own for

long periods by. the Westminster clock; which is tested

daily, I have no difficulty in pronouncing it superior in

steadiness of rate to any dead escapement whose rate

I have ever seen. And they are made by Mr. Brock, of

George Street, Portman Square, and I dare say by other

makers, for half the price of the old-fashioned best dead

escapement regulators with only 12 lbs. pendulums.

Some persons have taken a great deal of unnecessary

trouble to modify these escapements in order to avoid the

fly, as if that did any harm
; and have added train

remontoires, as if that did any good to any gravity

escapement which really is a gravity escapement

—

i.e.

which has no tendency to trip, and gives a constant

impulse dear of the friction of the train. One of these

attempts to get rid of the fly was exhibited by Dr. Clark,

in 1862 ; but the wheel was stopped with a bang that

thrilled all through the clock, which only tends to knock

it to pieces, and keeps everything in a state of vibration.

It was also a much more delicate construction, and I

should prefer Bloxam’s if I had to choose between them

;

for if you have not a fly, the less the motion is at each

beat the better. Another contrivance for the same pur-

pose, invented by a French workman here, was used by
his employers in a few church clocks, and then aban-

doned, and my original form resumed by the makers in

all their turret clocks. The fly should, of course, be as

light as possible, either of thin steel or aluminium ; and
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the best way to put it on is with a piece of watch spring

pushed in through an. oblong hole so as to press always

on the arbor, which should not be very thin. Some
persons do not seem to know that a long fly is more
effective than a wide one of the same area.

Another mistake made by several of these inventors,

including Dr. Clark, was that of supposing it was better

to let the pallets unlock the wheel in falling with the

pendulum, forgetting that the pendulum is then just as

much affected by the friction of unlocking as if it did it in

rising, if that friction is sensible
;
and if it is not, still

less can it signify whether it is borne directly or indirectly

by the pendulum. It is still worse to keep the pallets

moving in contact with the stops during each * excur-

sion ’ beyond the angle of unlocking, for that reduces it

so far to a dead escapement. But the worst of all the
‘ improvements ’ was by the late Mr. Cooke, of York, the

eminent telescope-maker, who also made these clocks,

and rounded the stops * to make the unlocking easy :

’

which degraded it to an impulse escapement, the pallets

being then driven away by the teeth with a force depend-

ing on the clock weight and friction of the train.

- *Ihe double three-legged escapement (Fig. 29) is so

called because it has two three-legged wheels, ABC
and a b c, in different planes, with one set of 3 lifting

pins between them. Here the two wheels must be

squared on the arbor, and the lifting pins need only be

shouldered between them. The pallets also lie in one

plane between the wheels, but one stop S points forward

to receive the ABC teeth, and the other S' backward to

receive the a b c teeth alternately. The reason for two
wheels is that with one three-legged wheel you cannot

have the pallets far from upright, which is evidently the
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Fzo. 29.
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worst position for them, as it requires much more dead

weight to be moved at every beat in order to have weight

enough for effective impulse. It should be understood

that there is no particular mechanical advantage in the

two wheels being set with the alternate teeth equidistant,

appearing like a six-legged wheel. They may be set

with one set of legs at 90° and 30° to the other set—or

at any other angles to get any greater inclination of the

pallets if desired. However the equidistant arrangement

is the natural one, and is generally used, though not

invariably. I need hardly say that a pair of wheels

of this kind are very different from a six-legged wheel,

which would only move 30° at each beat, while this

moves 6o°, besides other differences.

In this case the distance of the pendulum top from the

scape-wheel centre evidently = diameter of scape-

wheel. The lifting pins should not be farther from the

centre than a 36th of this, or the pallets have to be incon-

veniently light and thin : the pins and arbor may be

solid as a three-leaved pinion. They should be so placed

that the one which is holding up a pallet and the one

which is going to lift next may be vertically over each

other, the third being on a level with the centre

—

i.e.,

they will stand on the radii which form the acting faces

of the teeth of one wheel, as you see here.

This escapement is the best for large clocks, which must

have plenty of superfluous force to drive the hands in all

weathers (which superfluous force all reaches the pendu-

lum in clocks of the old kind, varying immensely)
; but

the fly must, on that account, be much larger in propor-

tion than in regulators, and care must be taken in plan-

ning the clock to leave, room for it. In the smallest

turret clocks I have always had the fly a foot long alto-
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gether and i£ in. wide, and in large ones considerably

more. When the fly is very large, as at Westminster, the

friction of a spring on the arbor is not enough, and there

must be a larger ‘ roller ’ or blank-wheel pinned on the

arbor for the spring to act on. At the same time it was

very satisfactory to find that when the meri had once for-

gotten to screw up the spring after doing something to

the fly, the clock had never tripped in the days which

had elapsed ; and I have tried the same experiment else-

where ; but the four-legs will trip if the fly is loose. The
greater obliquity of the pallets, 30° against 22J

0
, is the

cause of this superiority of the three-legs ; and this

obliquity may be increased still more if you like by alter-

ing the relative position of the two scapewheels. But I

by no means advise the omission of the fly, even then.

In very large clocks the pallet tails are too thick to

bend for adjustment of the beat, and then eccentric beat

pins are used, which require no description. They are

usually made of brass, even in small clocks
;
but I think

it would be better to cover them with hard wood. The
finest clock of this kind I have seen was a regulator with

four-legged escapement made by an amateur, Mr. George

Salt, of Saltaire ; and it had ivory beat pins, which

certainly had less chatter than brass ones. The pendulum
weighed nearly 40 lbs., and yet the clock weight was only

15 lbs., with about 4 ft. fall. This shows that a gravity

escapement really requires very little more force than a

dead one with as good a train as possible, though practi-

cally I should always make the weight abundant. One
thing must be specially attended to, as a distinction

between these and dead escapements : the beat pins must

on no account be touched with oil or grease of any kind,

but left absolutely dry, whatever they are made of ; for
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the slightest adhesion to the pendulum is fatal
; though

in dead escapements the fork should always have a drop

of oil, to keep it as close as possible without being tight.

Moreover, care shoifld be taken to make one pallet begin

to lift simultaneously with the resting of the other, and

neither before nor after.

The best evidence of the performance of these escape-

ments is the annual report of the largest of them all at

Westminster, and I have read in the English Mechanic

that one under the charge of Professor Waldo, of Yale

College Observatory, has gone for several months on a

rate of only '47 sec. a week. My own have often gone

for months together without any difference from West-

minster for which I could venture to correct or to

regulate the pendulum. I have never found on close

inquiry that the rate of the very best dead escapement

regulators approached that of Westminster and several

other public clocks of this kind, of which I have

occasionally had reports. I have had accounts of some

that had been altered from other escapements to this,

with the effect of reducing errors of minutes to seconds.

The last was from a gentleman who said that his turret

clock, made from this book by a man who had never

made one before, has a better rate than any astronomical

clock he had ever known.
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